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The Woming Star,

:

My feet have followed all the feet,
Far ‘neath the peaks that tower.

O-0-O-0-b
>

REV.

the nature and

O snowy peaks, that flame with day,
Contentedly I see
Specks on you, that are men, and say ,—

| the end

Not those the paths for me!

GEO.

H, BALL,

scope

and climax

at the end of the

confess

D.

or

to

of

his

one

kingdom,

is represented

to be

world.

long-

What

Study it in that light, and contradictory
texts are easily reconciled,
Confine it
to a set time and special order and harmony is impossible.
The beginning of his coming is clear-

O-b-O-0-b
4-0-4

PARAGRAPHS,
ouis in my

business, what a nice business it would
be!" and ** If it were not for the outs in

ly connected

with the

apostolic

age.

Matt. 16:27, 28.
* For the Son of man
shall come in the glory of his Father,

with his angels, and then shall he reward
my life, what a nice life I could make of every man according to his works. Verily
it.”
Thou fool.
Spoiled children are I say unto you, there be some standing
bad enough: but to see men and women here, which shall not taste of death, till
spoiled by what is called their continu- they see the Son of man coming in his
ous good fortune is more than an unpleaskingdom.”
Both Mark and Luke record
ant sight.
these words of Christ, giving to them ad——
ditional significance. They are wonderA large faith brings with it peace. ful words; far-reaching and broad in
+ Somewhere we shall each be sure to scope, and definite in statement.
The
find receptive need for whatever degree fact, ** The Son of man shall come;" the
of hidden power there is in us.
Nor is style, ** In the gloryof his Father;” the
it necessary that we assert what we are, attendants, ‘* With
his angels;"
the
but only that we be what we ought.” object, ** Reward every man,” the time,
And this from another whose faith is during the life of ‘* some standing here ;”
large, ** I can not see without awe, that the scope, ** Coming in his kingdom,”
no man thinks alone, and no man acts are the grand points asserted.
The lanalone, but the divine assessors who came
guage is quite as remarkable for its siup with him into life—now undér one dis- lence as for its utterance.
Details are
guise, now under another—like a police omitted.
*¢ In the glory of his Father,”
in a citizen's clothes, walk with him, step allows unlimited diversity in-methods ' of
for step, through the kingdom of time.” coming; and *‘ coming in his kingdom,”
It would be hard to live without words of ignores all limitations of time.
* Comappreciation, no matter from how hum: ing” implies a continuous act, and opens
ble a source; but the world would be the door to a succession of visits, lasting
vastly more dreary a place if there was thousands of years. If the Lord began
not the unchangeable faith that, eliminat- to come before the apostles died, and coning all personalities, every bit of good tinues to come until the end of the world,
carries in itself the necessity of being ap- this text concisely describes the event
preciated ; and it is a matter of little con- from first to last,
cern whether or not we happen to know
But it greatly troubles those who conany of the particulars of that apprecia- fine the coming to a set period, either at
tion.
the end of the world, or at the opening
of the millennium. They attempt to ‘‘exMany recipes are given to lengthen plain it away.” Tbe usual expedient is
life. This system ofgregimen and that to make it refer to the transfiguration,
system of regimen are highly extolled; which occurred ¢ six days after.” This
There was
one climate and another are recommend- is forced and unsatisfactory.
ed.
(Gymnastics a'so command atteo- no ¢ coming of the Son of man,” on the
tion. But there is another side to this mount; the only ones who came were
question. Sumething more precious than Moses and Elias; no angels appeared on
daysand months may be added to the that occasion ; no one was rewarded or
life of man.
There are bright, fresh judged; the language, ‘ There be some
shall not taste
mornings when the leafy trees and the standing here which
sunshine, the breeze and the fleecy clouds death,” is formal, stilted, absurd, if an
and the blue sky make a picture of min- event to occur in six days only was regled beauty that outlasts the. day, al- ferred to; and.‘ comingin his kingdom”
though the eyes of the soul were opened loses all its grandeur and force, if the vis' but a moment to veceive it. ‘This is the jon of transfiguration is the event describ:
secret. It is when we are in an uncon- ed.
The Saviour’s address took in the consciously receptive mood that the sweetest
visions: of transfiguration flood the soul for flicts, sacrifices and victories of his kinga moment and vanish away, but the viv- dom to the end of time, and the glories
id remembrance remaineth. If we would, of eternity. ‘‘ Then said Jesus unto his
If any man will come after
however, even consciously, look and wait disciples,
and listen, and form a habit of keeping me, let him deny himself, and take up his
our hand on the latch string, many joys, cross, and follow me.”
Upon this punyea, even unspeakable joy, will come gent statement he predicates several congliding through the hardly open door, we clusions. * For whosoever will save his
know not how,and our lives be prolonged life shall lose it.” ‘ For what is a man
more than a century in time.
A glance profited if he shall gain the whole world
at the face of a friend may satisfy bet- and lose his own soul?” «For the Son
ter than to look upon the countenances of. of man shall come,” &c. It would be an
the great and the wise of the earth; and absurd drop from this sublime line of
who can compute the years that a friend thought, that had already swept on to
addeth unto life?
eternity,
to end any
event, however

glorious,

inn

The Woman Suffragists are disappoint-

ed at the lack of interest manifested by
‘Massachusetts’ women in their newly
acquired right of voting at the election of

public schoolmanagers, ' The ** advanced” reformer is seldom satisfied.
He is
80 apt to have too much faith in his own
peculiar

* hobby,

and

altogether

too

little faith in the slow and gradual workings of general

principles.

He

would

cast his bread upon the waters, expectin
its return with the next tide;

he

would

sow his seed in the morning and literally
expect to reap the harvest before sundown. A great and permanent reform
has something more behind it than mere-

that was to begin and end in

six days, without any general results. - It
is fat more agreeable to the bread sweep
of the Saviour’s reign, to release the doctrine of the Second Advent from man-imposed limitations, and allow this text free
scope, beginning as defined, and reaching the end of the world, and events that
follow.
.
:
This is not the only text that teaches

that the second coming would begin at an
early date. The Lord said, Matt. 10:23,

“ When they persecute you in this city,
flee ye into another, for verily I say unto
you,ye shall not have gone over the cities
‘of Israel, till the Son

of man

be come.”

It was a short work they had to. do before the promised advent should begin.
Israel was a small land, and the disciples

ly human ability and foresight.
It is
this very fact of super-human backing, if
we may he allowed he expression. «that were expected to work zealously, yet the
/

“OR

insy

.

1

Lord would come

by Christ was

again before this small

a visit before

Some

referred to
his crucifix-

ion. Butsuch an interpretation is scarcely entitled to notice. It is ‘too shadowy
for serious refutation.
:

The twenty-fourth

of Matthew

is re-

lieved of difficulty, and made plain and
easy on the hypothesis thatthe Second
Advent began in Apostolic days, and
continues to the end

of

time.

‘The

dis-

ciples asked, ‘ When shall these things
be ? and what shall be the sign of thy conding and the end of the world ?” The sLord
first warned them not to look for the end of
the world soon,great revolutions,long continued conflicts, the rise and fall of nations,

D.

continuance of the advent this suggests!

The peaks are just as bright,
Nor those who climb are heroes less,
Though I must walk in night.
— Spectator.

for the

arbitrary customs and laws, then the sin-

cere lovers of the movement in behalf of
removing these arbitrary
distinctions
between the sexes need not be discouraged because it takes time to dislodgd prejudices ; nor to think that at present all
should be staked on the single item of
the right to vote.

and objects of his Second Advent.
The
beginning of his coming is fixed to
the first years of the Christian era, while

+19

not

as we

is largely kept
individuality by

specific manner of coming ? Diversity and
lonz-continnance are more congenial to

"Tis past, the passion’s hour;

were

Ifitis a fact,

limit the Lord to a settime,

Tis over now, the fever-heat,

“Ifit

it, has

When and how did our Lord promise
to come again? I have long thought interpreters made the Second Advent too
narrow, local and restricted, and that this
is the reason they disagree’ so radically,
and find it necessary to‘* explain awav,”
so many passages of Seripture.
Why

oN LOW LEVELS.

EDITORIAL

who has

exponént of

think it is, that woman
from the fullness of her

BY

When deed s of heroes were the theme,
My heart in youth leaped high;
When poets sang of love’s young dream,

This only striving,~to

have argued that the coming

a prominent

‘“OOMING IN HIS KINGDOM.”

WEDNESDAY, JULY 30, 1879.

What dreams of love had I!

because this man or that woman,
passed from earth,

Publisher,

husiness,

territory had all been visited.

been

Preewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
Rev. I. D, STEWART,

gives eminent philanthropists their great
and lasting power. Truth does not die

even cf many nations, must precede ** the
end,” moreover, ‘ the gospel of the kingdom” must be preached to all nations before ¢ the end come.” So the beginning
of the coming is widely separated from
“the end.” This is the first point made.
He next warns them not to look for a
local, sensuous appearing, and not to
follow those who ery, * Lo here is Christ,
or there ;” ‘‘ he is in the desert”; ** in the

secret chamber.” For the appearing must
agree with his glorified nature, omnipresence and spirituality ; more like lightning than any other force, that flashes
from the cast to the west in an instant;
that spurns.

localization,

and

all

fetters

or fixed order of action. So comes the
Lord Christ. The evidence of his presence, Signs of

the

coming,

mingle

with

and follow the tribulations foretold.
The beginning of this grand event is
next defined: *¢ Verily I say unto you,
this generation shall not pass till all these
things be “fulfilled.” The current use of
fulfilled signified a beginning and the
continuance of an act foretold. So Christ
used it in Luke 4:21. He read the 61st
chapter of Isaiah, which describes the

fruits of the gospel to the end of time,and

handing the book to the minister he said:
** This day is this Scripture fulfilled in

your

ears,”

though

its

fulfillment

had

barely begun. All the things spoken of
in Matt. 24 were fulfilled in the same
sense in that generation, including the
Second

Advent of

Christ,

but

excluding

‘¢ the end of the world.”
.
The application follows, ¢ Therefore
‘be ye also ready, for in such an hour as
ye think not, the Son of Man cometh.”
The evil servant Saith, *‘ My Lord delayeth his coming,” but believers heed
the voice of Christ, which saith: ** watch,

therefore; for ye know not what hour
your Lord doth come.” If he comes
often, in various ‘ways, suddenly, wheuever needed, this language is exactly
fultilled. If not till the end of the world,
the language is an ‘unsolved enigma.
Other ~ Scripiures seem to assume a
coming during the life of the apostle.
In
his final address to them he says: John
14: 3, **I will come again;

18, ¢ Iwill

liberal—one would never doubt that from
his discourse.
He was so liberal that he

‘Lo I am with you alway,

The answer

to this question will be con-

sidered next week.
ag O06

II
BY

PROF, G.E.

FOSTER.

Shicago has no very celebrated preachers.

Her church editices are, many of
them, fine and well-appointed, but one

looks in vain for the pulpit orators of the
Boston, New York or London type. Possibly the first man asked for by strangers
spending the Subbath in the city is Prof.
Swing.
Prof. Swing formerly belonged to the
Presbyterian church, bat holding too liberal views, and determining to make
them public, he found himself in contro-

versy with his denomination, and

after a

_ protracted trial, he withdrew, from his old

connections. He belongs now to no sect,
but preaches a sturdy, liberal doctrine, to
all who may wish to hear him, and many
wish to hear him. So,during my first Sabbath in Chicago,I found myself with some
friends on the way to the Professor's
preaching place. He holds his service in
McVicker’s Theater and one can scarcely
say how grotesque seemed the combination
of the flaming theatrical notices posted in
the entrance, the associations of the play,

and the simple

worship

of the ‘ Chris-

tian Sabbath,” as we found ourselves comfortably seated in the first gallery. The
house rapidly filled and before the time
for opening almost every seat was taken.
The audience was a fine in other respects
than numbers, a great deal of culture and
intelligence being visible in the listening
multitude. Prof. Swing is a small man,
of insignificant appearance, with a drawling indifferent tone and a manner not at

all indicative of energy.

He seems to

have few natural or acquired rhetorical
capabilities. But he is a thinker, and the
moment he opens’ his lips you instinct
ively feel that you are to hear something
worth the while of listening. This day
he preached upon the Sabbath. He was

was a gospel of itself,
a gospel in the gospel
He spoke interestingly and fervently about four

before motion will take place.

it is a useless

ent

into

their

Chicago

pulpits.

Dr.

Thomas is liberal—quite too much so,it is

said for the comfort of his brethren in the
denomination. He is somewhat of the
Swing school. In appearance disappointing, in utterance slow and deliberate,
with

a voice which fails him in impassioned
periods, he captivates with the fineness of
his thought and the sweetness of his general spirit. Ile belleves in making most
of this life, in order to the making the
most of that which is to come. Heaven
will

not

be so different

from earth, that

we shall be throwmr from all the tendencies put on here; nature has endowed: us
with senses which she meant us to use
for our pleasure and profit; all the selfdenial which aims at punishing the bad
in matter is untrue and shall not stand.
There has been much newspaper and other talk of Dr. Thomas taking the church
Dr.

Collyer,

and

his

liberality

of

thought strengthens the possibility of such
If he did so, a coming

contention

would

be

taken

bone of
from

the

Methodist denomination and the world
lose none of this able preacher's power.
Dr. Lorimer has lately removed hither
trom Boston, and it is said is fast growing
into popularity and power with his people. But he is too well known in the
Eust to need further meation here. We
have not time to dwell longer upon the

church and pulpit of Chicago.

OHICAGO.

then re-

ways irregular, but enlivened with passages of a peculiar beauty, and full of the
undertone of deep human feeling. The
Unitarians lose their strongest Western
man in Dr. Collyer.
Dr. Thomas is the ablest preacher of
the Methodist denomination in Chicago,
and this even is not saying enough for
him; since the Methodists have certainly
not been successful in throwing much tal-

a move.

even unto the end of the world.”
Did he come again in that generation ?

now and

passioned oratory,—often monotonous, al-

make our abode with
away and come again;

Matt. 28: 20.

Mayor

rious beer gardens or whiskey dens; but things found in the parable, home superfluity ;
the displeasure endures but for a little homelessness; home-sickness; return home,.
around these four phases he skillfully
suaded in his own mind and then doing | and the license is renewed or business is and
grouped the chief point of the religious
publicly according to his persuasions. His quickly resumed in some other place or ing of the parable. With much tendernessteach-dic
sermon evinced a wide range of observa- under some other name. Theaters run— he speak of God's love, and invite confidence:
tion and thought, but seemed to fail in the lowest and most varied, the better for in the Father in heaven,
;
It was a charming duy for the first Sabbath
direction and conclusion. If his words their purpose—on Sundays, German bands
were followed,we should wish in vain for parade the street and make the quiet of abroud. The deep bright blue of the sky, the
splendor of the sunshive and the freshness. of
a quiet Sabbath with all its blessed influ- God's holy day a thing of memory and
the air which a Saturday night’s thunderences. Prof. Swing has a fertile mind story, and all the while the church and storm cooled,
made the stranger in the
and its suggestions fall thickly upon the public conscience sleep while the en- land feel that wherever the blue heavensstran
exyours; but the thought continually occurs emy is sowing the wide field with poison- pand, and genial sunshine glances from the
to one as to where we shall end if all be ous tares. The preachers have met, but vast expanse, there the Fatherland of heirs
mostly to debate the question as to how of the kingdon of heaven is not far off. In
as his conclusions point.
Gottes-acker”” where Tholuck and
_ Dr. Patton is the opposite of Prof. much, if any, of the Sabbath should be the quiet
Muller lie sleeping the last long sleep amid
Swing.
Scholarly, and inclined more to kept, and how much the orthodox people
evergreens and roses and avenues of shady
depth of thought than breadth, with u could give up and yet claim to. be crtho- trees, the sunlight and joy of the Sabbath
mind disposed to hold to the old paths dox. Nothing has yet been arrived at. morn gave new meaning to the inscription on
‘and doubtful of the fullest freedom for The law is inoperative—the public con- Tholuck’s tombstone
The
teachers
shall
men of imperfect aspirations, he forms science is being every day more seared, shine as thesplendor of Heaven,”
THOMAS GOADBY.
a direct contrast to the liberal, freethinkand the triple enemy of rum, avarice, and
ing and acting outcome of the Pro‘essor’s lust’ is marching over victorious ground.
MISSION WORK.
teaching. He has lately had a tempting Yet is a reaction even now beginning to
CONDUCTED
BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.
offer of preferment in London, but the set- in, and if the Christian people have
needs of Chicago and the pressure of his backbone enough to stand up and say
THE SOURCE OF POWER.
admirers and friends have retained him ““ We shall have vice restricted and quiet
Machinery is good. It is necessary. It can
enforced,” it could be done.
The largest not be dispensed with. Its proper use is to.
in the West.
Robert Collyer is a prominent figure obstacle is in the faith and will of the receive, distribute and apply power. It does
among the clergy of the city. Of a gen- good people themselves. We have faith not create power. It may, in a certain sense,
inl, hearty temperament, with endearing in the future of this great city. The multiply power. It may largely increase the
efficiency of power, but it is not power, nor «
social qualities, and a happy gift of pul- right—so dear and so necessary—must source of power. The locomotive, with all its
pit power, he is beloved by his congrega- ultimately win. But this shall not be un- perfection of wheels, rods, bars, pistons,valves
tion to a remarkable degree. He has ac- til the disgraceful ruin wrought by open and other appliances, is a mass of inert matter;
cepted a call to New York, and leaves
whisky, beer and lust shall have been if left to itself, it will stand motionless upon
the scene of his more than twenty years’ done away with by the streng hand of the track forever. Water must be poured into:
its boiler; fire must be built in its furnace;
labor followed by the regrets of all who the law directed by the Christian, pure steam must be produced and led along the
know him. His style is not that of im- sentiment of Chicago’s good people.
proper tubes until it strikes the piston-head,

of

while and ye shall not see me, and again
a little while and ye shall see me.” And

The

must have his fling at the orthodox and
stand up for each man being fully per-

not leave you comfortless, I will come to
you”; 80: ¢¢ We will come unto him, and
him; 28, “I go
16: 16, “A little

porters.

vokes the license of one of the more 'noto-

Sdffice it

to say that the Presbyterian body stands
probably the highest in influence and talent of any denomination, that the reformed Episcopal church boasts of the elo-

quent Fallows and Cheney, the Congrega-

tionalists have some of the largest churches and ablest preachers, and that a vast
deal of earnest, hopeful Christian work is

done in the city. The Sabbath-school holds
an important place and is a most encour-

aging sign of the future, while the Y. M.
C.A. is doing a helpful work to thousands
and is one of the institutions of the city.
Yet Chicago is a wicked city. While a
great deal of privaie morality and Clristian character may be found, the public
aspect boasts none too much of either. It
occupies an unenviable precedence of
Boston and New York in the openness
with which its deviltry is carried on and
the sublime indifference of the public authority to it: The saloons do their work
on all days of the week alike except that

Sunday adds to their customers in proportion to the idleness of the masses.
These saloons are notorious as places of
assignation and lowness; men and women, boys and girls, music and pool playing all meet here and join hands with the
demon of the still and

the malt

house to

degrade manhood and destroy womanhood. (Prostitutes swarm the streets and

playing and low concerts are in operation
on the most public streets Sabbath and
week day; confidence-men, Bunko-steerers, Thugs, and gamblers are thick as
blackbirds in a thorn hedge—and yet the
authorities shuttheir eyes to all except the
last-named ' nuisance,

and

gently even with that.

Murders and rob-

beries

deal all

are startlingly frequent, and

too
form

the most inviting subjects for the deseriptive powers of young newspaper re-

.

80, for

After writing my hasty account of the annual

meeting of the General Baptists of England, a
hasty farewell to home and country was said,
and a rapid ride by railway steamboat and continental ** international express” brought me to
this old university town of Saxony.
Oa the
way many reflections were awakened by the
remembrance of sermon, speech and * paper”
which T had but recently heard with so much
pleasure at Halifax.
It is impossible now to
give in full detail an account of these discourses and addresses,but it would be unpardonable
in your correspondent not to say anything at
all about them.
The sermons by the Revs. J.
Atkinson and W. Telley were full of gospel
truth and of hopefulness for the kingdom of

The

speeches

Without

steam

that and that alone can

make it serviceable.

LETTER FROM GERMANY.
HALLE, GERMANY, JUNE 80, 1879.

Christ on earth.

thing;

by Revs. J.

carrying

on Christian

work

in

the , most economical
manner,
machinery
is necessary. There must be an organized
church.
Societies are or may be useful. These
must have their constitutions, by-laws, rules,

usages and

methods

of administration.

these are not power,

power.

They

nor are

furnish

they

But

sources

a channel

of

through

which power may be applied to the work to be
done.
They may save the needless waste of
power.
We have, in our Benevolent Societies
and denominational organizations, machinery
enough and good enough for the accomplishment of a great amount of work.
We needy
more than anything else, that this machinery
be worked to the fullest extent; that power be

sought

from

the

right source.

Nor

is the

source of power uncertain or bard to find. * By

my Spirit, saith the Lord.”

The

quickening,

Clifford,J . Fletcher, W. Bishop, E. H. Jackson, W. Williams, H. Stowell Brown were
fresh and living appeals on behalf of Home and
Foreign Missions, and the papers by Messrs.
B. Baldwin and W. B.
Benbiidge, and Rev.

force-giving influences of the Holy Spirit,
filling all our hearts, will put into motion every
part of all our machinery, and we shall be suy-

W. Evanson

will earnestly and devoutly seek it. It will be:
denied to no one. Ministers have no monopoly
of it. Secretaries have no exclusive control of

the work of the lay-preachers,

of Sunday-schools and on the influence of the
fluctuations of trade on the spiritual life of the
churches, were capital expositions of their respective subjects and formed excellent introductions to suggestive
and helpful discussions that followed.
The annual association

is mainly a meeting of ministers and delegates
for business, and there is much business

to be

done, seeing that all the great institutions

of

prised and gratified at what. will be accomplished. This is promised to every one whe

it.

It is for all, and all may. have it in its -full--

ness. Let us not trust in our machinery, our:
plans, our systems, best use them faithfully
and seek to have them filled with and impelled by the power of the Holy Ghost; then,
we may be sure that something will be done, N
well done and wisely done.

the Connexion—the college, the Home and
DISTRIBUTION OF FORCES.
Foreign Mis. Society, the building fund, and
Much has been said and written about comthe magazine aud hymn-book—are under the
bining weak interests in localities where it is
direct control and management of the associadifficult to sustain a pastor, and some progress.
tion, nevertheless discourse
and debate on
has been made in the right direction.
Doubt-large general questions and on’ church organiless there are difficulties in the way of deing :
zations and life it is desirable to have, and the
the best thing which time and careful manage-discourse and debate this year were full of inment alone can remove, but Christian men. aud.
terest and sustained remarkably well the high
women ought to be continually studying bow.
character and tone of the annual assembly of
to save labor and avoid waste. If two ehurches..
the General Baptists of England.
The minis.
are so focated thatone good man ean; by.
ters and delegates are evidently sound in the |
diligent use of his time, do all the ministerial faith, zealous in spirit and intent with a reso-

lute practical earnestness upon the great work
the gospel commits to their trust.

The journey to Halle

was made

in just 39

hours, four or five hours out of the 39 having
been spent in railway, stations or in townson
the route. The first stage was from Nottingham to Londovn, the second from London to
Flushing and, via. Queenboreugh,
the
fine
steamer of the Zeeland
steamboat compa.
ny; the third was from Flushing through
North Brabant
to Dusseldorf, which latter
town, very beamtifal in gardens and public
buildings, was on fete -owing to the visit of
Prince William and the uaveiling of a new

bronze statue of Peter Von Cornelius whe was
born there (some
day perhaps Heine will
have a statue,
also, in his native town); the
fourth stage was from Dasseldorf te Magdeburg by the ¢ courierzug’ which runs carriages
through from Paris and Aacben to Berlin; and
the last stage was from Magderburg te Halle.
Halle is old and new, pleasantly situated on
the banks of the Saale amd rejoicing in the
ususal institutions of a typical German town.
It has a vast ruin, some eld churches, an ancient tower, barracks, a prison, an orphanage,
a university, af, public library and schools of

every grade.
make

Memories of the great and

its streets and graveyards sacred.

del has a noble

monument, for he

good
Han-

was born

here; and Tholuek a cruciform tombstone, for
he lived and died here; and Micherlis is not
forgotten, mor Gesenius, nor Julius Mullur,
for here the first was born, the second labor-

ed and the third lies entombed.

The

-universi-

work required by Both, it is certainly better that they should unite in supporting well the one good man, than to insist wpon trying to .

maintain two pastors, and compel

them both .

to struggle on in the midst of difficulties and to .
eke out a scanty support by farming: orschool |
teaching, or other ways, as is oftem, tile: case
Sometimes, in such circumstances, one or both :

of these

churches

seeks aid

Mission Society (State or
haps, feels aggrieved if it is
not a Society churged with
contributed to promote the
to look well over the fields

from the

Home

general), and, per=
not granted. Ought
the use of money
interests of religion
asking for help,and

give its assistance where most needed?
it to do very much for

those

who

sacrifice of personal

preferences,

Ought

by.a

little

often only

whims, could easily ‘belp themselves?
Cer-tainly,it ought to require every church to do.
the best it can for itself before it makes an ap-propriation to help it, and.to.see to it that the.
ministerial forces under its- patronage arewisely distributed over fields broad enough to

give them full occupation for all their time,and :
from which

they

might

reasomably expect

It may be a positive advantage to a‘ church...
sometimes, not to have a pastor present at all.
its meetings.
The members become more self--

reliant

in

meetings

the
and

details

of

conducting

Sunday-schoels,.

and

social

learn

to

look directly to the divine sources of help and
blessing as,

pastor

were

perhaps,

always

they

would

present..

not if the

Their powers.

are called into use and their gifts exercised:
more fully and freely, and.as a result a broader

ty has still some famous professors, including
Beyschleg, Riehm, Erdmann,
Ulrici, Kahler—
of whom more by and by—ufid
the number of

Christian growth is attained.

students is larger this year than usual, about
1000 pupils attending the lectures and classes
of the various professors.
Yesterday being Sunday we had an oppor-

careful distribution pf the forces inthe field.

tunity
to see the

churches,

and

the

pleasure,

to find they were well attended. Halle is a
church-going place, although the ‘ Frauen”
and Fraulein’ largely outnumber the ¢ Herren’”’ who occupy the seats in the churches.

The singing is soft and

melodious

and

rever-

ent,but sad and plaintive ; the bound and rush,
the glad, ringing, joyous, inspiring swell and.
roll of our English service of song are apparently wanting. The preaching is,if one may judge
from yesterday, practical and not unevangelical.
Inthe ‘ Haupt Kirche’ yesterday the
preacher discoursed in the morning from the
parable of the prodigal
son, which he said

a

generous support.

Let us not be selfish , but seeksto help others

as well as ourselves, and ‘consent to.a wise and

WILL YET BE REALIZED.

There will yetbe

a glorious consummation of Christianity.. The

last fifty years have accomplished wonders.
On the American Continent what a wonderfu?
amalgamation of races we have. witnessed!
how wonderfully they have been fused into that
one American people ype and earnest of a»
larger fusion which Christianity will
yet accomplish, when,by its blessed power,all tribes
and tongues and races shall become one Holy ;
family.
The
present popularity of benefi-cence promises well for the missionary cause in.
the future. Men’s hearts are undergoing =
process of enlargement; their sympathies are
taking a wider scope. The world is getting

closer, smaller,—quite.a

compact affair.

The

world for Christ will yet be realized. “The
earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the
Lord as the waters cover the sea — United

Presbyterian Missionary Reeord.
i

;
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‘¢ Reap corruption.”

AND

(For

THE

NOTES

BY

PROF.

Questions)
see Lesson

FRUIT

OF

J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

THE

SPIRIT.

others,
DAILY

HAGHR

.

Spirit.

John 3:1—8.

* Be not deceived,

»

e

¢ If we faint not.”

Sowing to the Spirit. Gal. 6:18.
Fruits of the Spirit. Gal. 5.2225.

GOLDEN TEXT:

*

‘« We shall reap.” Certainly shall, as
certainly as the harvest season comes.

READINGS.

Promise of the Spirit. John 14:15—26.
Descent of the Spirit. Acts 2:1-18.
. Evidences of the Spirit. Rom. 8:1—16.
Grieving the Spirit. Is. 63:7-19,
Born of the

deathas

opposed to everlasting moral life. ** Life
everlasting,” Spiritual life forever. This
term denotes the sgngg
as endless happiness. John 4:14.
ghd
© Weary in well doing.”
Rather, let
{us be weary of evil doing.
The wel
doing meant is that which the Spirit
prompts us to perform, inus and for

Sabbath- School Lesson.—-Aug. 10.
QUESTIONS

Moral

God is

not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.”—Gal.6:7.

in

the sow-

ing of good deeds.This last verse contains the
teaching of the lesson. ?

That is,

practical

INFIDELITY. One wide-spread result of
the scientific teaching of the day, is the
impression that the Bible is rivaled, if not
outrivaled, as the rule of” faith

tice.

Gal, 5:22-2; 6:19.

has been found out to be

Notes and Hints.
This book was written to correct the
influence of converted Jews who held
that the ceremonies

nection

with

the

of the

law,

exercise

in con-

of faith

Christ,were to be maintained.

in

These Ju-

daizing Christians assailed the legitimacy of Paul's apostleship, and the correctness of his doctrine.
¢* The fruit of the Spirit.”
The effect
on the mind of yielding to the influence of
the Holy Spirit is called the fruit of the
Spirit. “Peace.” The opposite of hatred
is meant.
*‘ Long-suffering.”
Patience
under trials, and
wrongs
done us.
‘* Faith.” Faithfulness, or fidelity, as opposed to departing from the faith. *Zemperance.” Self-control in all things.
‘ Against such.” That is, such things
as these fruits of the Spirit.
The meaning,

however,

is

those

who

do

such

things. “No law.” These verses should
be compared
with preceding verses.
Paul says, « If ye beled by the Spirit, ye
are not under the law.” Verse 18. Elsewhere, he says that the law exists for
evil doers, not for the righteous. 1 Tim.
1:9, 10. No law has a voice for those
who practice the righteousness of" the
Spirit.
:
* They that are Christ's,”

That is, be-

long, by choice, to the party of Christ;
that are his by submitiing to him. “Have
crucified the flesh.”
If Christ was cruei-

fied for our sins, we ought to crucify our
sins for him.

The Spirit

prompts Chris-

tians to put to death all those sinful desires which have their seat” in
or in a carnal state of mind.

““ If we live in the Spirit.”

the

flesh,

Better ren-

dered ‘* If welive by the Spirit.”
The
flesh does not control, but the Spirit does
control Christians. That is the law of the
Christian state.
** Let us wall in the
Spirit.” That is, since we profess to be
led by the Spirit, let us not be led by the

flesh, nor by the law, but by the Spirit.
Consider what would follow the heeding
of this injunction.
‘ Vain glory.” This desire had filled
the church of Galatia with contention.
“Provoking . . . envying.” The effect of
a desire to be in office, to lead,

to

have

our words prevail is to stir up envy, and
all the evils of division in the church.
“ Overtaken in a fault.”
Has been
carried away into sin.
‘“ Ye which are
spiritual.” All in the church are not
alike spiritual. The holiest persons are
the best admonishers.
* In the spirit of
meekness.”

Not in self-confidence, not in

arrogance, not with censures, . but in
kindness and humility. This is the temper that reaches the heart of the

wander-

.er. “ Lest thou also betempted.”
Not be
tempted in the attemptto restore the one
astray from Christ, but afterwards.
‘Let
him that thinketh he $undeth take heed
lest he fall.”
*¢ Bear ye one another's burdens.” That
is, those burdens caused by being overtaken in faults. Help back to faith and
holiness suchas have gone astray, or are
oppressed with temptations,
*¢ Fulfill the law of Christ.”
Possibly

Paul refers to

some

unwritten

law of

Christ preserved by tradition.
If not,
¢ the whole spirit of the gospel is here al-

luded to as requiring this principle to be
observed, and to
ness, *

be

observed

in

meekee

¢ For if a man think himself(o be some -

thing.”

That is, is morally conceited, has

confidence in his goodness, as not needing
any help of others in his spiritual life.

‘¢ He deceiveth himself.”

Which will ap-

pear when he attempts to stand alone, or
to restore the erring, or to do
for Christ.

any service

and prac-

Thereis a pervading notion that it
untrustworhy ;

and, in the classes of society from which
our children come, the Bible is pooh-

poohed as beipg

a sufficient

women and children,

but

guide

only the

for
new

Bible of science will do for men.

The

teachers who are sought by the working
classes make this a great point; and they
gain force on their audiences by setting
prominently forth supposed discrepancies
between the declarations of science and
the statements of the Bible.
This, we suspect, is one of the earliest

notions imbibed by our scholars; and it is
x beginning of infidelity over which, as
achers, we need to watch.
We may
crush it in its egy by wise teachings concerning these discrepancies; by positive
presentations of the grounds of our confidence in the divine Word ; and by the influence of our own reverent confidence

in the divine book.— London S. S. Chroncle.

.

AN EASTERN SUNDAY-SCHOOL'S

WEST-

ERN MisstoN WORK.
A missionary of
the American
Sunday-school Union in
Kansas, writing to the Sunday-school of
the Collegiate Reformed church on 48th
St., New York, acknowledges a generous
contribution from them to his Sundayschool missionary work, and reports the
appropriation of a part to a school organized by him onthe margin of the Osage
river timber. The school is like a city
built on a hill, seen from afar.
The people belonged to halt a dozen different denominations. The first questioa addressed to the missionary in all such cases is,
¢ To what church do you belong?” A frequent reply is, *‘ To the church of the
American Sunday-school Union.”
Much
interest was evinced in the Union Sunday-school as a place of neighborhood

worship of Almighty God, as well
Bible instruction

for

as

the children.

of
The

superintendent and another oflicer came
twenty miles, recently, to see the missionary, and they report the school a success,
bath as to numbers and interest.—XN. ¥.
Observer.

;

QUESTIONING.
Whether our questions
be good or bad, it is quite certain that
when propounded tothe class they should
be our own ; not read out of a book, or
from notes, but growing spontaneously
out of our own minds, and adapted not
only to the peculiar character and requirements of the class, but also to the
time and circumstances; to the special
tarn which the lesson has chanced to take,
and to the particular inference which the
teacher feels it most important to draw
from it. One of the first requisites in all
good teaching is that the minds of the
teacher and the taught should come into
actual contact, The words of some one
else, read or quoted to me, never can
have half the force of the actual utterances of a living, present being, whose own

thoughts seek entrance into my mind and
intended specially to meet my needs.—
Teacher Teaching. *
MISSIONARY JOURNEY.
A name given
to Paul’s three journeys after the famine
at Antioch, each starting fron: that place.
The first was to Cyprus, Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, Lystra and Derbe, and
back through the same to Antioch. ‘The
second,
to Cilicia, Lycaonia,
Galatia,
Troas, Philippi,
Thessalonica,
Berea,
Athens, Corinth, Jerusalem, and back to
Antioch.
The third, to Ephesus, Mace-

donia, Corinth, Philippi, Miletus, Jerusalem, Cesarea and Rome. His subsequent
journeys to Spain, Asia Minor, Macedonia, Ephesus, and Nicopolis are inferred
Som
his Epistles.— Scholars’ Quartery.

*¢ Prove lis own work.” = A good way
of proving his own worth.
Leta man
see what service for Christ he has ren-

len,

It is the church or the Sunday-school
which does least in the winter which is
dered, what temptations resisted, what
surest to take a summer vacation. Where
burdens borne, then he shall know it he you find a church pre-eminently busy
has any basis for self-congratulation. In during the colder months of the year,havhimself alone.” In reference to himself ing most frequent services, and making
alone he will have then, if at all, ground
largest provision for gospel work among
for boasting.
‘¢ And nol in another.” | the people of its field, there you will find
+ And not in reference to another.
That a church open all the year round.
And
is, he will, then; not find any ground for the same principle applies to the Sundayboasting
by comparing
himself with.} schools.
The church or the Sundaysomebody else.
school which regularly closes for the sea-

*.

« Bear his own burden.”

‘This is not

opposed to verse 2. The subject is not
the same ds there. The meaning is that

each man must view himself as be is and
test his own worth by his own daties, and

not by comparing himself with others.

Fach must answer for himself alone, is
the idea.
‘“ Be mot deceived.”
Dd not deceive
yourself about your own goodness, and
by hoping’to reap. thai you do not sow.

“ Notamocked.”

Not trifled with.

God

gove
laws which none can evade.
“ Svweth to the flesh.” By giving way to
its deeds.

son in summeror in

winter is

never

the

best of its class when its doors are open.
—8. S. Times.

For the fifth year in succession a conference for Bible study was held towards
the close of last month at Clifton Springs,
N.Y. It continued in session eight days,
about three hundred persons being in attendancesix hours each day. Rev, James
H. Brookes, D. D ,of St, Louis;

Rev. W.

J. Erdman, of Jamestown, N. Y. ; George
C.

Needham,

of

Philadel

Whittle, of Chicago; Rev.

hia;

D. W.

Robert Cam-

eron, and others, conducted the
for study.

meetings

Communications.

|'

SAVAGE

Two editors were chosen t

‘conduct a

| daily paper on the train.
['were held in each car for conference on

RELIGION,

ism by which God had confirmed his ministry, and given bim succe-s in his great’

Sunday-school topics. Contributions col
lected
from the tourists and all read daily
BY REV.O. E, BAKER.
emigration enterprise, almost to its com- in each car by the editors, also in each car
Several of our western cities have re- pletion,—** For their rock is not as our;
a0 Aveuinpispryioe of devotion, praise and"
cently been treated to discourses by Rev. rock, even our enemies themselves being prayer.
arious statistics were collected,
M. J. Savage, a specimen copy of which judges.”
;
such as name, residence, otcupation,’ deis before us. It is a specimen,too, of the
But how many are ready to trust to nomination, Sunday-school ‘work
now
much vaunted improved gospel of the the senseless jargon of. free-thinking
engaged in,etc., of each one; all of which,
times, and we may be pardoned a few egotists, rather than to the Rock which
with incidents met with onthe way, teoreflections.
The Reverend gentleman has lived through the crash of
isms gether with a history ofthe excursion, is
says the prevalent religions of the times more numerous than the ages of the
tobe embodied in a gh hr
under
are temporary, and must pass away. world’s history.
the skillful hand of Dr. Peltz,to be issued
‘¢ Evangelical Protestantism” is of this
Waterloo, Iowa.
early in the fall,
number.
The chief reason for this is
Bn non on J
4-0
that ‘it took for its fundamental prineiROUND THE WORLD.
ple, the
assumption of an infallible
BY E. W. PAGE,
BY REV. D. WATERMAN,
book.” Already Protestantism" with its
NOTES BY THE WAY.—NO. 3.
Bible ¢* is being honeycombed
through
ORIGIN OF OUR EDUGATION SOCIETY.
‘By a decision of the United States Suand through with doubt.” Catholicism is
The necessity of better opportunities for
destine:l to fail, though vastly superior to preme Court the eastern bank of the
education in our denomination, and csProtestantism in real
life
elements. Missouri. river is the terminus of the Unpecially for those who might be called to
The individualism represented by Froth- ion Pacific railroad, and is now known as
the
work of the ministry, had been long
These grounds
ingham, and the simple open denial of In- the Transfer Grounds.
felt
by a few, but no decided and persistgersol are also to pass ‘away; but thesé are about two miles west of Council
ent effort had been made to effect that
Bluffs,
and
about
half a mile
are to end, ‘simply as the the anti-slavery
east
object, prior to 1839. In the fall of that
movement,”
and
others
of the kind of the Missouri river bridge.
The Union
year,
in October, I think, four ministers,
have ended, ‘“ as a protest ends, when Company have erected a large, fine buildall
of
whom are now living, only one of
ing,
which
affords ample accommodation
the evils protested agaipst have been
abolished.” There'is a rare and equal for passengers, and for the transaction of whom had had the advantage of a liberal
compliment upon Frothingham and In- business connected with the transfer. education, sat down in the parsonage in
gersol. Of the latter he says, ‘I have The tracks of the four eastern roads ter- Farmington, Me., to consider this subThey spent a large part of the day
most thorough sympathy with a large minate at the eastern front of this build- ject.
part of the work in which he is engaged, ing. The Emigrant House, so called, is in prayerful consideration of the wants
though Ido not like the spirit which he situated a short distance west of the" de- of the ministry. What was the best thing
pot on the north side’ of the track.
manifests.”
It to be done, it was not easy to decide.
But, fortunately, all things are not to was built by the Union Pacific Co., and They understood the prejudices against
pass away, and in the midst of the crash is run by their direction for the accommao- theological schools, and well knew that
dation and protection of their emigrant human learning could be no substitute
of religions, there is one which will abide,
The building is of wood, has for the unction from on high. While
and is yet to have universal sway—the passengers.
religion of reason. It is thus defined. 70 rooms. comfortably furnished, accom- they felt the necessity of better intellectReligion is the thought of man concerning modations for 200 ‘persons and charges ual culture in the ministry, they saw the
the relation in which he stands to the uni- only sufficient to cover cost; piain sub- danger of becoming formal, and losing
verse, to the life, the ofder, the power, stantial meals, 25 cents each; ** run- spirituality. They could not see that
the beauty, the glory, &ec., that surround ners” and ** hoodlums” are not allowed knowledge must necessarily be a hinAlthough the eat- drance to spirituality, or the waut of it a
him on every hand.” The definition may about the premises.
ing
houses
are
very
good
be rational enough possibly to the auwith few ex- security against pride. At the close of
ceptions on the route, yet lunch baskets their conversation,they drew up a call for
thor, to men having reached
certain
stages of development, but very possibly are indispensable if you would save your a convention to consider this subject, and
some would be curious enough to inquire temper and sesure comfort; and here, if copied and sent the call to some fifty or
the traveler has not before provided him- sixty prominent ministers and laymen, in
how early in life, at what state of mental
different parts of the denomination, for
growth, for the first, a man might have self with them, they can be procured and
their
approval. After obtaining the names
before his mind's eye, the relation he sus- filled ut a moderate cost.
the
Finally, we are ready for a start again. of a large number of leading brethren,
tains to all these things, to the whole universe, as subject of thought. And then a A half a mile due west, we reach the call was published in the Star, and the
met in Acton, Me., Jan. 15,
definition of ** thought” might be called Missouri River Bridge, a notable struct- convention
This convention
organized the
tor. It is prolific of meaning, idea, con- ure, built on what is known as the ** Post 1840.
ception, fancy,conceit, reflection, opinion, Pattern.” Tae hollow iron columns are Education Society, or at least took meassolicitude, design,purpose,&e., &e.,some22 in number, two forming a pier. These ures to that effect. Soon after this a
times a merely mental process,and some- columns are made of cast iron, one and department, called the Library Departtimes relating to volitions of the will. Men three-fourths inches in thickness, eight ment, was established in connection wich
have made great difference, generally, be- | and one-half feet in diameter, and ten feet | Parsonsfield Seminary.
It was a very
tween thinking merely, and willing, and long, and weigh eight tons each.
humble
beginning,
but
it
was
a nucleus,
They
a religion consisting
in thought might are bolted together air-tight, and sunk a seed like a handful of corn upon the
need to have this point defined.
tops of the mountains.
The history of
to the bed-rock of the river, in one case,
But this religion is further defined. eighty-two feet below low water.
After this ‘“depariment,” as it was called, has
It isthe ‘‘scientific faith of the world, for these columns are seated on the rock
| been like the journeyings of the children
the simple reason tha’ itis best repre- foundation, they are filled up twenty feet | of Israel, till at last, we trust, it has found
sented to-day
by the
scientific lead- with stone concrete, and from the con- a permanent resting-place as the theologers of ‘the world.
Science,
to-day, crete to the bridge *¢ seal,” they are ical department of Bates College. That
possesses and illustrates the grandest re- filled with regular masonry.
there have been no mistakes connected
From
ligious faith on the face of the earth.”
with’ this department is not: claimed, but
high-water mark to the bridge ‘¢ seat,”
Here we have it at length. Still, it is the columns measure 50 feet.’ The eleven does not its growth and influence show
a point to know which gchool of scientists spans are 250 feet each in length, making that it was a step in the right direction
the speaker would recognize as having the iron part between abutments 2750 Those who now enjoy the advantages of
struck upon the one safe, true religion, feet.
our literary and theological schools can
—nihilistic, materialistic,
spiritualistic,
Soon after crossing this bridge, we stop have no conception of the prejudices and
Christian. It would have been so fortu- at Omaha depot. Omaha is one of
the opposition our eduéational interests have
nate had he named the ** great scientific most progressive cities in the West. ericountered. But let that pass.. Those
leaders of the world” whom it is safe to Situated on the west
bank
of the who originated this movement have lived
follow. It is a fact that a fair number of Missouri, about fifty
feet above the river, to see these prejudices overcome, and all
scientists, deemed equal to the best, acThanks be to
with an altitude of 966 feet above the lev- active opposition cease.
creditand defend the * infallible Book.”
el ofthe sea. The first * claim cabin” God who giveth us the victory.

unprof

5 servants, that would

tant field.

Let him who fancies

These, of course, would be excluded, and

ancestors, all well defined and properiy

named?
The speaker is positive that his scientists are wise above all other men of all

the ages, because

they

marvelous discovery

have

and

made

the

announcement,

‘that all truth is one, that there is not the
slightest danger of finding a truth in
Central Africa, that will ultimately disa-

gree with trdth in North America,”
and moreover, ‘* that all truth is safe!”
Astounding discovery, and still more
astounding the announcement that, holding
to these facts, ¢* with their whole souls”
they are distinguished from ‘Christian

theologians of all time.
This religion

:

is further

its practical character.
duces action, and so the

defined,

as

to

Principle prospeaker says,

‘+ It will be open to the use of the ritual,
or to the bare service of the Quaker,

An organization like this might be broad
enough, and charitable enough, and free
enough, for us to unite and go to work
with the believers in miracles, in super-

naturalism, in any form of church government, or any creed under heaven, if only
they themselves would abate just enough
of their egotisticiexelusiveness, so

as

to

be willing to let us work withthem in the
search for and application of God’s

truth.

Here

we have it in a nutshell. A

religion consisting of ‘‘thought.” ‘¢ Scientific thought,” so organized as to allow
all the varieties of practice from the ritual of Catholicism to the. silence of the
Quaker, and to be made up of a member-:

ship; some advocating, and others
ing, miracles,

supernaturalism,

denyand

the

Bible, with Rev. Frothingham, Rev.
Savage
and (?) Ingersol as interpreters. It is a significant coincidence that
this sermon comes of a quotation, not
from Pyrrho, Hume,Huxley, Darwii, but

from

Paul

the Christian. Heb.

28.
We

are

reminded

Tis
of the

12:27,

:
confident

was built here in 1854, and the place
named Omaha after the Omaha Indians.
It is related of the postmaster that he
used his bat for a post-office, and when
the postmaster was on the prairie, seme
expectant would chase him for ‘miles until he overtook the traveling post-office
and received his letter.
The traveling
post-office has given way to a first class
structure

commensurate to the

wants

of

a population now 24,000. Itis the county seat of Douglas County. The State
capital was first located here but removed to Lincoln in 1868. There are some
fine public buildings, and it is a place of
eonsiderable activity and prosperity. As
evidence of this, itis

said

there

are

no

dwelling-houses in the city
to let.”
The stock business here is very large,
more than 120,000 head of cattle are received here, and shipped East

year, besides other stock

and

ina

single

the

local

trade. This trade is concentrated

here

from Kansas, Colorade, Wyoming, Utah,
Nevada, Dakota and Mozatana, Idaho,
Oregon, Nebraska and Iowa.
It is also a place of considerable manu-

facture. It is also the head-quarters of
the U. S. government department of the
Platt, and is the distributing point fer all
troops and stores destined for the West.
Here also are located the general offices of
the Union Pacific railroad company, also
their machine and repair shops.
They
make all their own cars, and in style and
finish, they compare

well

with

those

of

Eastern manufacture.
With very little delay

here,

we

move

on our journey with a full train, many
having joined us here, and as we start,
it is found we have on board 303 passengers.
:
Among

the notable persons present

Rey. Dr. J. H. Vincent,

the

are

organizer

WORK HELPERS.
BY

|
How

REV.

A.

vast and various are the fields

in

the precious gospel harvest now piteously
calling for reapers! Dear brother and

sister in Christ, permit me to invite you
to consider the claims of humunity and of
Gud upon you. Many are the departments - of religious effort; but no one
should absorb the exclusive attention of
the church. Some are to reap in the far
off fields of Africa, Asia, Europe and the
islands of the seas, and others in our own
country,

in the West, in the

South,

and

‘in our own highly enlightened New Eng-

land. The words I desire to utter just
now have reference to our home work.
The duties to which some of us are
best adapted may be found at our very
doors, and yet it is possible that in looking for far-away opportunities for usefulness, we have overlooked the

things

we

ought to see and do. The faltering prayerand conference meetings; the struggling Sabbath-school ; the meagerly supported pulpit and a shameful lack of interest in the benevolent institutions of the
church generally, suggest our duty. Now
if we fail to do our part at home, can we
reasonably expect that we shall be successful elsewhere? Itis quite sure we
should not. I am reminded of words that
long since fell from the earnest lips of
Rev. Sawauel Hathorn,

of Maine,

whose

godly life and triumphant death leave no
doubt concerning his well-being beyond

‘the grave.

He was addressing his con-

gregution upon the duty of giving in aid
of Christian enterprises. He said,‘ Some

of you plead that you are not rich as an
excuse for your delinquency, and affirm

far

spirit of Mbor and the work of doing good

must first be cherished at home, to be of

any

certain

value

elsewhere.

From

amongst the cheerful workers at home
will God make choice of his agents to accomplish his grand designs in the *¢ re.

gions beyond.”

Let us be ready for the

Master's work, whether it be at’home

or

far away,
TTT A

re eee,

GLEANINGS.
God

pardons those

But- never
Herrick.

those

who through

that

frailty

persevere

sin,

therein.—

That is not a Christ-like humility which
esteems piety in proportion to the distrust

it cherishes of one’s own salvation.— Prof,

Phelps.

The priceless pearl is worth
The plunge through whelming floods;

The bitter years man

loathes are but

Eternity’s green buds.

.

:

—Miss

8. F. Palfrey,

He that knows how to pray has the se.
cret of support in trouble, and of relief
from anxiety; the power of soothing
every care,and filling the soul with entire
trust and confidence for the future.—
William Jay.
,
Oh, let thy sacred will
All thy delightin me fulfill!
Let me not think an action mine ewn

way,

- But as thy love shall sway,

Resigning up the rudder to thy skill.

— Herbert.

If there be one thing on earth which is
truly admirable, it is to see God's wisdom
blessing an inferiority of natural powers,
where they have been honestly, truly and
zealously cultivated.—
Dr. Arnold.
The true statistics of the church can not
be written. They can not be expressed’
in figures and tables. It is not the number of ‘scholars in a Sunday-school, but

what they are taught and

how they

are

influenced, that determines she value and
success of the school. —Churchman.

For along time I felt myself to be a

lost sheep, not knowing on whom to rely;

and now, with

the deepest

consciousness

that T have at last attained rest, I exclaim.
“The Lord is my Shepherd.
What is

there that can harm me?”
And as 1 look
forward inte the future, I exclaim, with
David, “I shall not want.”— Tholuck.

Serene will be our days and bright,
And bappy will our nature be,
When love is an unerring light,
And joy its own security,
And they a blissful course may hold,
Even now, who, not unwisely hold,
Yet seek that other strength according to their
need,
~— Wordsworth.
Better down nature’s scale to roll
Far as the base, unbreathing clod,
Than rest, a conscious, reasoning sou!,
Impervious to the light of God;
Hateful the powers that but divine

What we have lost beyond recall,

The intellectual
“+ That sounds the

plummet-line
depths to which we fall.

;

. —Lord Houghton.

Pastors who bring many souls to Christ
should beware-of vain glory. They should
give some credit to their apparently unfruitful predecessors,

whose

labors

have contributed to the result as truly
their own.

Bengel has well said,

may

as

* It is

only the last stroke of the ax which fells

the tree; but if one man gives fifty
strokes, another thirty, a last vnly two,
who can tell which of the wood-cutters
has been most

H, MORRELL,

that

away lies the ** golden opportunity" for
usefulness to "him re
that the

REOOLLEQTIONS.

then who are the leaders, any two of
whom agree, any one of whom pretends
to be positive,unless it be Hackel,as interpreted by recent publications, who has
found out beyond a doubt, that man
came, by spontaneous’ generation of the
ooze orslime of the ocean depths, after
just twenty-two generations of grading

be of

little advantage to God's cause in a dis-

useful,

and

which

blow

most contributed to prostrate the tree?”
—Zion’s Herald.
Sometimes growth
in grace or in
knowledge, may lead men to separate
themselves from long cherished associations, but in many separations grit plays
a far more important part than grace.
The man who professed his willingness
to join a church if he could find a pure
one, was promptly informed that when he
had joined it it would be pure no longer.

And it is exceedingly probable that many
who make great complaints of their

low Christians,

bw

if they

fel-

chose

to

examine, find greater faults in themselves.
~The Christian.
Rev. Hyatt Smith tells a good story

about one of the ** holiness brethren” who

tried to win him to the ways of perfection.
He says: ‘I recently received a letter,
six pages long, exhorting me to be perfect. The writer held out the idea of
sinless perfection, and rebuked me for
not having attained ‘it. But when all
through his six-page letter, closely written, he had folded

it into

a

newspaper,

wrapped it so that the manuscript conld
not be seen, and then put a one-cent
stampon it.

That man

wrote

six

pages

on sinless petfection, and then cheated
she government out of two cents.”
If men spoke intelligently
and sincerely,
what various answers would be given to

the question,

«Whatis the best thing

you have found in

life?”

answer, My wife, or my

Many

would

husband, or

my

children; many a man wouid say, My
work,—a carpenter's bench or editor's
desk, or whatever it may be ; some would
say, The beauty of nature; some, The
achievements of art; some, The knowledge

of truth; some,

country; some,
freedom; some,

The

service

of Diy

The battle for ‘human
The advancement of

that were you wealthy you would give science,—nay, of one tiny departmen
t of
of Chautauqua, and the leader of the abundantly.” To which he replied, *1
science. There would be answers inconventions to be holden at Yosemite and have little confidence in such pledges unnumerable. Now I think all strong love
Monterey, Rev. Geo. A. Peltz, corres- less I see you doing now, according to
of a worthy object—and in proportion as
ponding editor of the Sunday School your ability, outof the good things God the object is worthy and a
strong—
Times ; Joseph Cook of Boston, the re- has already bestowed upon you, If you has a tendency to create and stimulate
nowned lecturer, and many others. Soon
are not faithful in a few things, God will certain sentiments. * ‘These sentiments
after leaving Omaha, the excursionists not be likelyto find you faithful over many include a kind of joyful expectancy; a
strong and almost indefinable instinct of
were organized for work on the train. things; rather, the probability is, you some
all-ruling goodness ; and, ultimately,
A leader was chosen for each car who, would grow in penuriousness us your a sympathy with far wider objects than
together with Drs. Vincent and Peltz wealth increased.”
were sought at first. In other words, all
constituted an executive committee.
I apprehend that those who refuse to true Jere hems hope, and faith, and wider love.—Geo. 8S. Merriam in Christian
Fremont, Neb., May 29th 1879.
respond to the demands of duty for Zion's, Register.
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ENDLESS RETRIBUTION.
BY

manently bad character. Therefore, according to Burns, Milton's Satan, so often |

REV, A L, HOUGHTON.

declared to be free by the Boston lectur-

11,

;

In a previous article

we

have

‘er,

consid-

lacks

the

which he might mend.

famous

lecture

on

‘ Eternal

“eternal damnation,” should be rendered
‘¢ eternal sin;” since the original word,
according
to Griesbach,
Tischendorf,
Alford,
Lange, Meyer and others,
is

amartematos not kreseos.

The

not

not free.

In

his

seventy-first lecture in Boston, Mr. Cook
says, ‘* Such is God that he ean not choose

to do what ought not to ‘be done.”

He

also asserts that God is above all things
except * the requirements of his own
perfections.” Now if God can not choose
evil (and he ean not, according to Mr.
Cook, who defines evil as *‘ that which
ought not to be”), because he is eternally holy, and the requirements of his nature

demand

holiness ; may it not be pos-

conclusion is reached, and, as it seems to

us, fairly reached, that men may fall

into

a state of eternal sin, ** Joving what God
hates and hating what God loves,” and
so, of necessity, be subject to an eternal

punishment.
The lecturer says
that
there is such a thing as *¢ being forever

physical

and

organic law, and so, probably, under
moral law. Having carried the argument thus far, ‘he seems to feel called
upon
to say that when
this permanent
condition is reached, in which it becomes
certain that there will be no change, the

will is still free, and holiness may yet be
chosen, though it is absolutely certain
that it will not be chosen. The distinction which he makes is between certainty and necessity. Of course, there is a
distinction between these terms, but as
applied to moral character, are they to

that a being who has been always sinful,
who has lost *¢ all predominant desire for
holiness,” who *¢ hates what God loves,
and loves what

God

hates,”

character, therefore, is

the

and

opposite

the divine character and fixed

faculty?

there

is only because of a self-induced

paraly-

siz of his

if

moral

faculties,

and

this

paralysis exists to such a degree as to
make it certain that he will not reform,
is it not also certain that he can not?
Unless this moral paralysis makes it impossible for him to reform, how can it be
certain thut he never will? It must be
remembered that the certainty of which
Wwe ate treating results not from the ex-

Although all men, at

the

may have the power to choose
yet if they persistently abuse
vert this power, must we not
cording to all analogy, that
ultimately lose it? It is a

ercise

of external

force,

but

from

the

weakening, through abuse, of internal
power. The lecturer quotes, approvingly, the doctrine of Origen,that Satan may
ultimately become the highest angel in
heaven; and the familiar lines of Burns,
= Auld Nickie Ben,
An wad ye tuke a thought and mend

Ye aibléns might,

holiness,
and perinfer, acthey may
truth, not
theolo-

gy as well, that sin invariably tends to
destruction. Now the seat of sin is in
the will. No other faculty is so fully involved in it. By common consent, and
the universal sense of the
things, wrong action becomes

tion only as itis voluntary.

fitness of
sinful ac-

Itis

on

ac-

count of the keenness of this moral sense

sire for holiness, may also take away

-

It is only necessary to say that the 19th

century scarcely accepts the theology

the

power to choose it?

observed fact that un-

the

defending.

Itis very

well known

that

the will is dependent, in its action, upon
the exercise of other faculties, and acts

only in accordance with fixed laws. The
will Is never free to choose everything,
Now when a state of permanent sinfulness is reachod, with the loss of all “predominant desire

for

holiness,”

and

the

whole moral nature is permanently perverted, is there a possible ground of belief, on the part of such an one,

that

ho-

liness is attainable? But it is a law of the
will

that we can only

choose

what

we

believe to be attainable. It is also an
accepted law of the will that it acts only
in connection with motives. Prof. Upham says, «* Without some form .of desire, or some sentiment of obligation, the
voluntary power will remain immutably

and forever motionless.”

Vol. 2, p. 550.]

manently blinded

holiness?

The

[Mental Phil.

May not a soul be perto

these

lecturer

motives

himself

to

Says,

¢¢ Under universal natural law there may
be, in the soul, a permanent loss of the

predominant desireto be holy.”

In his |

67th lecture in Boston he gives this ver
sion of Burns’ teaching, which he had

previously cited in gipport of the theory
that the permanently

still

free

to choose

bad

character

holiness.

says, if Satan had the predominant

to do so, he might mend"

is

‘¢ Burns

wish

But, accord-

ing to the lecturer's direct statement, all
predominant wish to be holy may be
lost, and is lost, he implies, in the per-

of the. Scriptures

cepted the call to the First

church

Lawrence, Mass.

Rev. James

A. Spurgeon, brother of

the famous London preacher, is said to
expect to leave England with his wife
about the middleo August for a two

weeks visit to the United States.

Chili Sought 1956 Bibles last year of the

Valparaiso

Bible Society

and its colpor-

ters, 285 more copies than in 1877.
The sextons of Trinity Parish, in New

York city, have been uniformed in black

wos, after the English fashion. For
Trinity church the ‘gown is worn whenever the sexton is on duty, in the other
churches of the parish only during public
services.
The trustees of Andover Seminary own
about one hundred and seventy-five acres
of land on and about ** Andover Hill.”
About sixty-seven acres of this are under
cultivation, and yiblded last year 70 tons
of hay, 560 barrels of apples, 383 bushels
of potatoes, besides garden vegetables,
ete.

The Reformed Episcopal Church has
9448 communicants, 8000 Sunday-school
children,

and

100 ministers,

Last

year

it gained 15 new congregations and

3140

communicants.

The Baptist church of Amherst, N. H.,
has extended a call to Gorham Easterbrook, a member of the last class, Brown

gan Avenue Baptist Church of this city is
to its membership,

country.

The

debt

of any

church

is $1,575

family of the congregation.
_ A religious movement

in

the

for cach

of consilerable

extent is in progress among the Malays
ahout Cape Town, Africa, and an effort is
being made to establish a special mission
for
them.
agen
Since the ficst of January last the First
Presbyterian Church of Louisville, Ky.,
Rev.

Dr. E. O.

Guerrant,

pastor, has re-

ceived an accession of ‘one hundred and
forty-five members, and the congregation
has been largely increased,
The three missions of the (American)
Presbyterian Board, the Reformed, and
the United Presbyterian church of Secotland are endeavoring to carry on their
work in Japan on the co-operative principle, and with

but

one

ecclesiastical

or-

ganization. During
the year fifteen natives have been licensed as preachers,
and earnest young women are in training
as Bible-readers, while there are at present twenty-four students in the theological school.
There
churches counected

are eighteen native
with these missions,

which have contributed during
for all purposes $1.471.
The

Canada

the

Presbyterian

year

Church,

whose General Assembly has recently.
been in session in Ottawa, conducts’ an
extensive Home Mission work. Through
the agency of this Board the gospel is
preached at 494 places,by 87 missionaries,
to 28,213 worshipers, 8,684 families,and
10,604 communicants,
:

_ The Rev. J. H. Shedd, missionary to
Oroomah, Persia,reports revivals in progress in three villages of that province,
with over two hundred converts or inquirers. At four points congregations
exist without places to worship in.
Rev. Dr. Hardie, of Dansville, N. Y., a

in

ply to calls to sobriety, *“ 1 would

I were

ply them for a year.
The colored Baptists of Alabama have
for the last year sustained a theological

a sober man, but I have not the

re-

strength

to pass the grog shop.” We may not
fully accept his statement, but must we
not admit that he has lost a strength once
possessed? The weakness, of which he
complains, is in the will. Itis weakness
of purpose. Is it then a fact that, in this

land Presbyterian church,

and normal school

at

N. Y., to sup-

Selma,

with

five

teachers and
252 students,
without
incurring any debt, and having paid $1,000 besides what they had previously
paid on the purchase of grounds and
buildings.
’
The Church
Missionary
Society of
lite, the power to choose the right is England secured the very large sum of
seen to be weakened by sin? If then, in $237,390 from the children alone during
this life, the power to choose holiness is the last mis-ionary year. It was gathered by the little collecting books, cards
weukened never so little, as a natural
and boxes that the Society sent out.
of sin,

when sin becomes

eternal

this process of weakening must become
eternal also. But the power in man to
choose holiness is a finite power, therefore its slightest weakening, eternally
continued, must result in its

destruction.

A new society, called ** The Church and
Stage Guild,” has been organized in

con-

nection with tae Church of England.
Its
object is ** to provide religious and social
sympathy between members of the church
and the stage.” Among the lay members
are Miss Emily Faithful and Mr. Charles

Reade.

Dr. Willitts, of the

West

Arch

Street

Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, has
observed facts of the human constitution,
been pastor there for twelve years, The
and the nature of things, if it is’ possi- present membership is three hundred and
ble that sin may ‘become eternal, it is forty-one, only thirteen members remainalso possible that the power to choose ing who were in the church when the
present building was dedicated. The
holiness may be lost. This by no means sum total of payments in the twelve years
implies the loss of all will power.
has been $1843000,
Milton’s Satan is indeed free. He is
Since 1875 the Arabs have been expectfree to choose some things, but not ing the downfall of the Turkish empire :
everything.
So the lost soul may be and in December of that year the Sheik
free, though not free to choose holiness. of Derejah, who calls himself the Arabian Messiah, issued an appeal, in which
If any man shall ever meet this fearful he arraigned the Turks for their fiithdoom, he will have himself alone to lessness to the fundamental idea of Islam
blame, since this loss is possible only as —the emancipation of the world from unbelief—and
declared that salvation must
the result of his own abuse of voluntary
‘come to Islam from Arabia.
The result
power. The same poet who sings the of this proclamation was political organ* Eternal Goodness,” also sings :—
ization to free Arabia from foreign rule.
A recent letter from Aleppo says this
“ Though God be good, and free be heaven,
movement is now spreading rapidly, and,
No force divine can love compel;
at the beginning of this year, 60,000 perAnd though the songs of sins forgiven
song were enrolled as members. Even in
May sound through lowest hell....
Mecca the majority of the inhabitants beA tenderer light than moon or sun,
long to this society; ‘and in three weeks’
time

Than song of earth a sweeter hymn,

The sceptic may hold,

if he

assembled,

was organized on June 15th, in Richardson county, Neb., twelve miles east of

Humbolt, by the Synodical

will,

mit,~and it would not seem to be an

ask

can be

tian Union.
A church of eleven members, to be
known as the Beulah Presbyterian Church,

that

to all human observation there are spots
on the sun's disc; Ionly ask him to adreasonable request,—I only

the whole body

armed and disciplined for action.—Chris-

May shine and sound forever on,
And thou be deaf and dim.
Forever round the mercy seat
The guiding lights of love shall burn,
But what if, habit bound, thy feet
Shall lack the will to turn?
0 doom beyond the saddest guess,
As the long years of God unroll,
To make thy dreary selfishness
The prison of a soul!”
SA

him

un-

to

admit that the sun shines;nevertheless.—
Dr. James Walker.

F. 58

——
Ld

Missionary,

assisted by the Rev, F. M, Hickock.
On the sikth anniversary Sabbath of the
Rev. Matthew Newkirk; pastor of the
Bethlehem Church, Philadelphia, it was
stated that during six years 594 persons
have been added to this young church,
an average of nearly 100 for each year of
its existence; 145 children and adults
have been baptized, and a congregation
of about 600 has been .gathered. The
Sabbath-school now numbers 736 regular
members. During these few years the
sum of $55,880.88 has

been
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ent animals when good ones could be
raised at the same cost and twice the
profit.
EH
Eo
6. Tilling more land than can be prop-

ob-

|

{

Ohio, have been called: to
vacancies erly cultivated, thereby raising on two
in as many Baptist Theological Semina- ‘acres that which might "be more profitaHn
ries. Professor William Stevens was bly raised on one.

6. Making specialties of certain crops
away
to succeed Dr. Hackett at
Rochester ; Professor Harper became in-- to the ultimate exhaustion of the soil,
7. From Sisposing of the crops in
structor in Hebrew at Morgan Park, Chicago; and now President Andrews is the condition in which they are raised insummoned to become Professor of Homi- stead of converting them into beef, pork
or mutton. .
letics and pastoral duties at Newton.
8. In neglecting to properly attend to
the little details of the Fy
y
9. In not keeping a strict account of
the trans activns of the farm.
10. In not using proper jodgment in
MULES FOR FARM WORK.
disposing of the produce of the farm, and
the purchasing of machinery and other
We incline to the belief that
mules are
necessaries.
preferable
to horses for farn®
work, for

of drawn

boat

How often does the inebriate say,

views.of Origen were

A. D. 553, and that the lecturer himself
admits that Burns’ lines were intended to
refute the very proposition which he is

dis-

Protestant Episcopal clergyman, has been
engaged by the congregation of the Grove-

of This is as inevitable as that converging
straight lines, indefinite prolonged,
publicly condemned by the Fifth Council, must somewhere meet. According to the

the 3d, that

tributed 36.226*ctpies

Society has

der the influence of sinful courses the
normal action of the will is weakened.

effect

I dinna ken,
Still hae a stake.”

Bible

said to have the largest debt,in proportion

start,

only of revelation, but of natural

Again, it is an

American

for-

that the doctrine of ¢ imputed sin” has
‘been long since exploded. Now, if sin
destroys conscience, if it produces *¢ judicial blindness,” if it takes away the debe separated in fact, or only in thought ? sire for holiness, ** if it permanently perTake the lecturer's own illustration of verts the highest aspirations and the
the triangle, used in another connection. purest loves, is it not probable that, unThere is a distinction between its sides der the same ** irreversible natural law,”
and its angles. You can separate these it may ultimately paralyze the will, in
in thought, but can you in fact? Take which it resides, so that it can not choose
away the sides, and where are the an- holiness? If we would be scientific, and
gles? or take away the angles and where ** think on all sides,” must we not admit
are the sides? If it ever becomes certain that eternal sin, which takes away the de-

- that a man will continue in sin forever, it

The

of

ever as the result of persistent abuse of
faculty, may be unable to choose holiness
which is so contrary to his sinful nature?
:
Again,is it not supposable that abuse of
the will has the same effect, under natural law, as abuse of any other mental

—

x

RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.

University. He has accepted, and will
begin his labors in September,
The Chicago Times says: ** The Michi-

whose

ah ab 15 0

beuevolent

Mr. Richard Montague, of the last class
of Newton Theological Institution,has ac-

choose holiness,

and in that respect is

Pa

»

When a man has

line of sible, and is it nog a logical conclusion

Mr. Cook's argument is foreshadowed in
this text. lle claims that sin against
light produces
‘judicial
blindness.”
This is based on the clearly observed
fact that everywhere and always abuse of
faculty tends to destroy fueulty.
His
own favorite expression is, ‘‘ In the nature of things sin against light draws
blood on the spiritual retina.” This line
of argument is pursued with great clearness and with relentless logic, till the

too lateto mend,” under

law,” the will cin

-

in Texas during the last twelve: months.

lost the desire to be holy is he likely to
feel the force of the obligation to be
erature of the church. There is a psy- holy? Itis matter of observation that
chological argument drawn from the conscience, even in this life, sometimes
human constitution and from observed becomes so seared and indurated that
tendencies in the development of char- ‘moral obligation is scarcely recoguizacter, to which more attention is being ed.
:
given than formerly. Perhaps the best
Now, if a few years can so weaken the
popular presentation -of this : psychologi- sense of obligation, may not the éternical argument has been made by the Bos- ties destroy it P But if both desire for
ton Lectureship, and we can scarcely do holiness and the sense of obligation to
better for our present purpose than to be holy can be so nearly destroyed as
analyze somewhat carefully the positions never
to become predominant, then, acthere taken. In
Rev. Joseph’ Cook's cording to ** irreversible mental natural
Sin,” the rendering of the twenty-ninth
verse of the third chapter of Mark, based
on the most approved text of the original,
is taken as the starting point of an elaborate and exhaustive argument to prove
the possibility of an eternal fixedness of
wrong character. There is little doubt
that the phrase in this passage rendered

grees

upon

essential condition

ered the doctrine of endless retribution
as it appears in Scripture and in the lit-

somewhat

CF

contributed

| The Farm,

11. Purchasing provision which should

the following reasons:
=~
1. They cost less in every way. They
eat less grain, are lessyparticular about their
food and require less grooming than horses.
All this saves time and

money,

and to

the

wide-awake farmer time is money.
2.
They mature earlier. A mule

horse

at four.

inter-

est on the capital invested in his beast,

and running

away—than

for women

and

a

chil-

dren to drive.

4. A mule will do one-third more hard
work and will draw heavier loads than a
horse.

True, if too mach

imposed

on,

he

will balk—so will a horse.
There is no
more need of having a halky mule than a
balky

horse.

‘Moreover, a mule’s

average

working life isat least twenty-five years,—
double that of a horse. In short, one mule
will do more work than
cost less than one.

two

borses,

and

We know farmers in this State who have
nsed nothing but mules for working-teams
for many years, and who could not be induced to use anything else. Some of them
keep a span of fine horses for driving, but
one farmer is so enthusiastic on

the

can

be made.

cation

The effect of their appli-

must

depend, too, on

the kind

of

liberal . dressing of ashes, leached or unleached, unless the land is in sod, in

trary, but the popular impression is as
wrong in this case as it is in so many
others.
An ordinary mule may be broken
as well in one day as an ordinary horse in
two weeks.
In most cases all that is necessary is to hitch him up, beside a wellbroken mule or a steady horse, and set him
at work.
When once properly broken he
is less given to vicious tricks—like kickHe is safer

mule

which case ashes spread upon the surface
tend to increase the crop of grass. Ina
case. reported by Mr. Billings, where
large quantities of leached ashes were
spread on a field of a few acres, the soi)
clayey loam, inclining to muck in many
places, there was the appearance of permanent injury from their use. The land
broke up cloddy, and there was great
difficulty in reducing it to a friable condition, while there was no perceptible increase of fertility. The safest and best

use of leached ashes on most kinds of soil

is spreading them on old meadow or old
pasture.
Working them into land on
which potatoes are tu be planted in the
same season is also a good way to use
them. Good ashes make valuable dressing for wheat land and for corn ; but the
leached ashes are too uncertain in their
character to be recommended for such
use.— The Husbandman.
DR

~

THIS AND

THAT.

THE UTILITY OF BEES.
A great bee-nmster, Rev. M. Sauppe, in Luckendorf, makes

the following

calculation

intended

to prove

the eminent agricultural and economical importance of the rearing of bees: Of each of
place. He has a fine mule team, large,
the 17,000 hives to be met with in Saxony,
10;000 bees fly out per diem—equal to 170 milsolid, glossy brown fellows, and,
apart
lions—each bee four times, equal to 630 milfrom their long ears, they are as handsome
lions, or in 100 days, equal to 630,000 miilions.
as any team of horses in this county.
Each bee, before flying homeward, visits fifty
There is one invariable rule to be obserflowers; therefore the whole assemblage has
ed in dealing with mules, and that rule is visited 3,400,000 millions of flowers.
If out
kindness. We hope it is unnecessaryto warn of the ten only one flower has become fertilizany readers of The Examiner not to swear
ed, 340,000 millions of fertilized flowers would
be the result. Supposing the reward for the
at their teams, but there iS no use
in
fertilization of 5,000 flowers to be one German
scolding and yelling at mules; it only
pfennig,
tLe united bees or Saxony have obmakes them stupid and obstinate.
Beattained per annum
a sum of 6S million pfening them is worse yet. A friend of ours,
nige—680,000 marks (£34,000 sterhng).
Kach
who always speaks quietly to his team of
hive represents
“in this way a value of £2
mules, and when they have « heavy load sterling.— Gardener's Chronicle.
behind them pats them encouragingly now
To MAKE A CISTERN. A farmer’s widow,
and then, has told us that
in an experience
Daucbess County, N. Y., writes: * Iam making
with mule-teams for many years in the cula cistern, and some tell me to stone or brick it
tivation of a large farm, he never had
a up, and others to put the cement on the ground
mule balk or kick either him or his hands
(a loamy soil with veins of sand that run out),
And he added that one who
thorough- und I do not know which advice to follow. I
ly understoed both
could manage a vi- want the cistern close to my kitchen door.
Part of the roots of a maple tree have been
cious mule better than a viciods horse.
cut off; will that injure the tree, or the cistern
— Examiner and Chronicle.
by growing into it and causing it to leak, or
Tore
will the cement prevent it? What kind of cement is the best, and how much will the cisBANTAMS.
Br hold—10 feet across the ‘top and 10 feet
Who can help admiring the jaunty airs
agp ¥*
Reply.—Where the soil is not compact the
and proud ways of these diminutive little beauties? They have been our espe- cistern should be walled up with brick or
stone
in cement mortar und coated with
cial favorites ever since we were able to a thin laid
layer of clear cement.
The root will
keep and appreciate pets, and will ever probably grow and in time disturb the cistern
hold a place in our affections. We have and injure it. Either the tree should be cut
bred nearly all kinds in their purity, and down or the cistern should be located differwhile we may have our preferences; oth- ently. Rosendale cement. is the proper kind,
one barrel of it being well mixed with two of
ers no doubt have the same, so we will sharp, clear sand, and then with water into
not praise the qualities of one breed to a.thin mortar, A cistern of the size mentioned will hold over 100 barrels.—X. Y. Times.
the exclusion of the others.

subject that he will nut keep a horse on the

Aside from their

other

attributes,

all

of which have weight in judging them according to their stand and qualifications,
size holds the most important part, for
the smaller they are, other things being
equal, the more desirable and. valuable they
ure.
The different breeds
vary considerably
in ‘size, though
the
varieties of
egch breed should not d»

so essentially.

The different varieties

Game Bantams

are

are the

others,

Black Arican,

such

much

smaller

of

than

as the Seabrights,

White Mexican und others.

Black-breasted Red Game * Bantams seem
to take the lead with the Game

Bantams,

for they are more extensively bred, and
are in
greater demand than the others. Fashion may have much to do with
this, but when their color is so handsome,

their bodies so small, their ways so attractive, one can not help being pleased
with them.
Of ‘the Seabright varieties, the Silver
seems to be the most Popalar sort, and
deservedly so, we

think,

for

their

uni-

form white markings in a black ground

contrast so -nicely, and
pair of Silver Seabrights

command

a well-marked
will be sure to

the admiration of all who see

them.
They are not so small as the
Games, but this does not prevent them
from having many admirers in the ranks
of breeders, fanciers and others,
It the
white markings are irregular, blotched,
brokenor indistinct, it is a great blemish
to their beauty. The:Black African Ban-

SHADING THE CURRANT.
In our small garden of about an acre we have two rows of the
common Red Dutch Currant, and while one
row contains nothing bat the currants, the
other was planted some two years -ago with
the Red Antwerp Raspberry, for want of
space elsewhere, and the soil being of a porous
nature, a rich sandy loam, by frequent applicution of manure for vegetables, the raspberries made a very strong growth, besides producing the present season a bountiful crop of
fruit. As I desired to get all the plants I
could for planting another gear, the suckers
were allowed to grow,
so that the currant
bushes were pretty weil covered up by them.
Now, the result was mere than double the
araount of currants in the shade of raspberries than on the other row.
The situation is a

gentle southern slope, but a northern one is
much better. ‘The sun is a little too hot for
the currant here, and the fruit is mostly found
in the shaded part of the bush; therefore, as a
rotection; I would suggest planting the rasprry, and you will not only have more currants but some raspberries, too.—N. Y. Trib-

have had

considerable

growth.

Some
hatch late in
June, but we
prefer July
and August
hatching,
which will dwarf them and still give
them time enoughto feather up and fill
out well before cold weather bas set in.
Moderate feeding, but not stuffing, must
be the order of the day, so as to keep
them growing nicely
: without forcing
them to grow to an unusual size.—Moore's
Rural Life.

CAUSES OF UNPROFITABLE FARM;
ING.
An Iowa correspondent

of the

Not Deserving

of Pity.

Beggared spendthrifts, to whom
money
has no exchange value but pleasure,
Persons

who

persist in dying

by

inches

with dyspepsia and liver diseases, when
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are unfailing remedies
for these maladies.
Parents who spare the rod and ruin the
child.

Fast young men

and

children

to

Prairie

find that

style and pride,

like

everything

else in this world, unless placed upon a
secure foundation, are subject to the law
of gravitation.
Invalids who do more

toward

fostering

disease, by living and sleeping in the low,
unventilated rooms of the ordinary house,
than the best medicine can accomplish toward recovery, when at a moderate expense they can secure all the hygienic and

sauitary advantages of the Invalids’ Hotel
at Buffalo, N. Y.

how

much

Every physician

recovery

depends

knows

npon

good

nursing and the hygenic conditions of the
sick room.
Chronic diseases are especially subject to these couditions.

Farmer enumerates the following causes

of unprofitable

farming.

- We mean that it shall continue to stim.

ulate the growth of all that is true and
good in the daily life.

They contain

valuable hints for farmers.
1.
The enormous loss which many
farmers sustain from the neglected condition of manure piles.
2, .From the exposure of farm machinery to the inclemencies of the weather.
3. From the loss which is sustained in
keeping more animals than the owner
can properly provide food and shelter
r.
4, From raising scrubby and indiffer-

WHAT

It is Worth

“I was troubled

in

social,

Kidney Complaint, Gravel,

became

thin;

I

was

dull

years

with

my

blood

&c.;

and

inactive;

could hardly crawl about, and was an old
worn out man all over, and could get noth-

ing to help me, until I got
and now I am a boy again.

Hop Bitters,
My blood and

kidneys are all right, and I am as active as

a man of 30, although

I am 72, and I have

no doubt it will do as well
for others
of
my age.
It is worth
the
trial.—-(Fa-

ther.)

national

and’ religious

life;

stories adapted to the entertainment ana
profit of the family circle, the best select
ed and original poems, selections of a veligious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on the

great questions

of the

day,

practica:

thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotesand facts of interestin science and nat- =
ural history, the progress of the Arts, latust
news from all parts of the world, embracing items of political, social, educations,

personal and religious information, , book
notices, a department of missions devoixe
especially to the interests of our

wvwi

benevolent work, a Sunday-school depart-

ment embracing hints on the Internation«
al lessons and notes on general Sunday-

“school work, Editorials

and

Editorial

totes and paragraphs on the living ques:
tions of the day, and particularly a des
partment of Denominational News tha
makes the Siar indispensable in every
Freewill Bapti-t family.
2
DENOMINATIONAL *NEWS.

But one report reaches us on this subject, and all unite in saying that the Star

was never so successful in gathering denominatianal news
volume

as since the present

commenced,

and

in this respect

was never so interesting to its readers
generally. The more we know of the
work, the trials, difficulties and successes

of others, the more interested shall we be
in our general work, and the more encouraged and decided to prosecute to success

our own personal work.

We hope to en-

large this department of the Star, and
make it still more acceptable to our people.

Brethren will help us, and ghe Star

will be a denominational Newsyaper.
TO PASTORS.

The importance of the Star in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated. * Will not every minister interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pastors who have done such a work, can bear

witness to the truth of that statement.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Among the special attractions in the
Star are valuable articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal

and

questions,

correspon-

dence, the continuation and

enlargement

of

theological
the

Western

department,

and

the

freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
will find the latest market reports in its
columns, and

advertisers

will

find

it a

desirable medium through which to reach
the public.
REDUCED

PRICE,

As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement.
This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely

risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will be added to
our list. Will the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?
* All letters on

A Trial.

for’ many

WE OFFER.

For $2.20—the twenty cents being fc”
postage and incidentals that must be pre
paid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each proper
containing an average of forty columus oi
reading matter, that costs the subscribes
only a fraction over four cents. Fhe
reading matter embraces correspondence
froin the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest

une.

begin with.
People who suffer from catarrh, when
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy is a safe and
well-tested remedy for this loathsome disease.
tams, with their solid black and shiny
People who may marry for meney, and
bodies and heavy rose combs, have a host find too late that the gold glitter is all
of admirers, though their popularity is moonshine.
.
not as great as that of the others.
.
Women who suffer death every day of
To keep down the size of Bantams,
their lives,
when
Dr.
Pierce's Favorite
which is very essential, it is absolutely Prescription will effectually remove those
necessary to hatch them late, but not so painful weaknesses and impart a healthful
late as to endanger their strength by the tone and strength to the whole system.
People who live beyond their means and
appearance of cold
weather
before

they

tor.

ashes vary so much in charac-

soil on which they are used. Heavy clay
is likely to be injuriously compacted by

erly treated are quite as gentle. Of course,
the popular Tmpression is just to the con-

horse.

firm conviction of its increased usefulness
as a family visitor and religious instruc-

LEACHED ASHES,
Leached

ter that no precise estimate of their value

to

say nothing of a year’s feed, for every
mule he raises and breaks.
:
8. Tbey are more easily broken than
| horses,and when properly broken and prop-

ing in harness

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a

>

at

three years is every bit as good as a

The farmer saves a year’s

be raised at home,
i2. In not having machinery enough
to properly harvest and save the crop.
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There is an old Cathedral here that,
since it is ahong the first that we have
seen in this country,has some merit in our
untrained eye. Its weather-beaten walls,

30, 1879.

its gray old nave, and the carving in its
G. F. MOSHER,

Editor.

a All communications designed
shouldbe addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

choir really impress

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
OLD ENGLAND.
CHESTER,

ENG., June 21, 1879,

We have found the England
dreains—the land of castles and

of. our
hedge-

rows,

ancient

fortresses and

fine

parks,

walls, moss grown and ivy covered,
grand estates,
flower-decked
lawns,
«chimes from the towers of ancient catherals, and on nearly every acre the scene
and reminder of some important histori«cul event.
Our approach

to

Chester

was

well-

the

beholder.

present edifice dates back

to

the

The
twelfth

century, taking the place of a church that
was commenced on the same spot in 875.
The prevailing style is Gothic, with an’
Early English flavor about it, and presents some really beautiful features. In
the old Chapter House of the Cathedral
are the tattered colors of the 22d English
regiment carried at the taking of Quebec
and at Bunker Hill. Trinity church, not
far away, contains the remains of the
poet Parnell and of Matthew
Henry,
the commentator.
What are termed “The Rows” in Chester have greatly interested us. These are
two streets crossing each other at right
angles, aud supposed to occupy

the

posi-

ordered, for it began at Holyhead, where
ave left the Dublin boat, whence our route
lay across the island of Anglesea, thence

tion of the two lines of Roman Camps.
These two streets were cut out of the rock

through Wales,

walk next
what may
shops and
stores, as

and

so

up

to this

old

- Roman camping ground. From Anglesea
to the main land the train passes through
“the famous tubular.bridge over the Menai
‘Straits, one of Stephenson’s
greatest
achievements, and in the vicinity of which

one may get a fine view of the country
about him. The rocky top of Pen-CaerGybi, the sea and the Irish coast lay at
the West, while the summits of the Snow«lon range, and the hills of Carnarvon are
on either hand,
some mossy fortress

that underlies the city, so

that

the

side-

the street is on a level with
be termed the basements of the
houses. Here are shops and
usual in any city, but, curiously

enough, above this sidewalk

is another,

built of stone and as substantial as the
first, covered over by the projecting gables
of the houses, and

from

which

one

also

steps into another row of shops and stores,
— an arrangement which we do not believe exists anywhere else in the world.
The homes of the people are still back of
these shops, and are approached by courts

still another character. He was a per- asin another, thea will the fogs and
sistent exhorter in a Monday prayer-meet- mists which are apt to hang around and
ing, from which he went to alunch saloon often distort the vision of what duty
to inquire of a well known clergyman really is. be dispelled, and we shall be
and pastor, publicly and with gusto, ‘Is better able to translate into our lives the
your heart right in the sight of God?” next thing and the nearest duty.
greatly to the disgust of clergyman and |.
EE it i qE—— Eh
all who were present. True religion is EXCURSIONS FOR POOR CHILDREN.
not a cloak commodity to be dealt out in
Children’s excursions have become an
such a promiscuous way.
established philanthropy in some of the
As already intimated, we have known cities of our country. A Boston corresthis friend of ours, *‘ the bummer,” to find

his way into the church and even into the
pulpit. As a church member he usually
occupies the front seat in times of special
interest, geligious or otherwise,

back seat when there
borne. His standing
with those who know
He is much more
abroad than at

home,

and

the

are burdens to be
is usually the best
the least about him.
active in meetings
and

he

considers

them much better. How we pity the
faithful pastor and the good deacons of
the church of which he is a member!
But the place in which

our

friend

can

do the most mischief is the pulpit. When
there,
‘he is like Ishmael with his hand
against every man's hand, or he is a wolf
that scattereth the sheep and he does his
work sometimes with fearful havoe. After having

scattered

one flock,

he

goes

with perhaps forged credentials to another.
Sometimes he is a fascinating fellow and
is bound to have followers. Again he is
bold and impudect, and defies all opposition. To anything which may be said
against him, the. cry of persecution, or

personal

spite, is

raised.

Sometimes,

Stephen Burroughs-like, he acknowledges
his
wrong doing, but then he has not
and passage-ways.
Antiquarians are unable to account for so singular an arrange- been treated fairly. We should not be
ment of street, side-walks and shops, and surprised to learn that several ol this
the inhabitants can only tell you that ‘it class of men are now prowling about our
2
was always so, and that is all we know churches.
Now in regard to this subject,we would
about it.” We have been amused by the
half-hour in walking along and looking emphasize the fact that characier is an
at the sharp gables of the houses on these indispensable quality and should be insiststreets. They all stand end to the street, ed upon in a public teacher. They who
and many of them present quaint and have known an individual longest and
their departure in 411 successively re- curious specimens of architectural fancy. best are they who are usually qualified to
pulsed the Anglo-Saxons, the Danes and
But curiosities are common
“things here. give the most unmistakable testimony rethe Normans,only yielding to the fierce atBeneath several buildings have lately been specting his character. Again the judgtacks under Edward I. in 1283. One finds
discovered admirable specimens of old ment of a Christian churehi, or a body of
reminders of these stirring times in Welsh
oman crypts, two of which aré now used Christian ministers, or both, deliberately
history all along the route to Chester.
as wine cellars.
In the'sides, now filled and unmistakably expressed, is entitled
At Bangor with its old Cathedral on the
with flagons of wine, are niches where to carry weight with it, and should be
-ruins-of one destroyed by the invading
RE
SE
the holy water was once kept—** but holy respected.
Owen Gwyndwe ; at Conway with its anIn cases of shortcoming and sinning,
water is not kept there now,” remarked
cient walls still well preserved and its
our friend to the gentlemanly proprietor there is but one proper way of ascent to
castle built by Edward I. in 1284 to check
who was showing us about. Here is also the position from which one has fallen,
‘the revolting Welsh, and in whose great
aud that is by means of penitence and
a well preserved old Roman sweating
hall Richard II. agreed in 1339 to resign
confession.
Going to another place,
or
bath, and stone columns and other relics
denomination,evading the issues, or seekhis crown to the Duke of lancaster; at
<rowning a summit here, an old Norman
tower rising out of the rock there, and
occasionally a well-buttressed castle built
against some hill-side, asthough its owner
had put his back to the rock and his face
to the foe, and was prepared to fight to
the last. For it should be remembered
that this whcle country of Wales, rough
and forbidding though it be in many respects, showed itself quite a match for
the Roman invaders of Britain, and after

Abergele, the Thermopyle of the Welsh,
where they defeated Harold and Henry

II. and where the remains of British and
Roman camps are still to be seen; at
* Denbigh and St. Asaph and "Flint, with
their castles that connect

them

with

the

carly days, and amid the slate quarries of
Bangor, the lead mines of Cardigan and
the silver and copper of Carnarvon—for
it was these minerals also that the invaders of Wales were seeking—one’s thought

* is constantly

turned

back

to

the days

when this whole territory was the scene
of famous events.
Our train has for a short time been
winding along by the River Dee, and at
length we cross it and enter the old town
of Chester. It was here that the invading
lomans, having fought their way thus far
across Britain, pitched their camps and
gave the place its name; for Chester is
only the English translation of the Latin
castra, for camps.
The Romans began’
the wall that still encircles the city, and
when they finally left the place it had become a large colony, a real military
stronghold, and one of the important
positions in western Britain. - The old
wall, a piece of solid masonry, stili sur-

committed by him, and he was a pest and

aised as a promenade.

a disgrace. 2. Any characterless, irresponsible fellow who is often loud in his
professions of attachment to some cause,
but sooner or later disgraces it. He is
often connected with moral and Clristian

It is two miles

in

and a walk around its top

gives one an excellent idea not only of
the city itself but of the thorough manner

in which the soldiers of those old times

mised to fortify their positions. There are
four principal gateways in the wall, corresponding to the four cardinal points of
the compass,

which

of course

important points to be

were

defended

the

in case

of an attack, and also several towers, at
intervals, which served either as look-

outs, or prisons, or as final rallying places
after the enemy had entered through the
wall. It was on the summit of one of
1hese towers

that

king

Charles

stood,

Sept. 24, 1645, and saw his army defeated
on Rowton Moor, not far away. For the
city was not so strongly fortified but it
fell a prey to

invaders.

It was

«demolished by the king of the

utterly

Northum-

brians in 607, and remained a waste place

for three hundred years, until the Danes
made its broken walls a stronghold
against Alfred and Ethelred. The wife of
‘ Ethelred,

the

city

having

been

tgken,

restored the walls, and put them in their

present shape.

Chester, was

enterprises.”

v placeto submit to William the Conqueror,

for a time), and loudly, *‘ See my zeal I”
The character of which we speak is no

myth, but an actual fact.

service,and, strange to say, his utterances
were not entirely free from abuse, nor did

heard of him

as

a

and it also remained loyal to the royal

sible for an inebriate

“stuff in Chester yet, for its people
quiet,

industrious,

loyal

class,

are a
and

al-

sthough its former commercial importance

is gone the
main.

seeds of the old plant ve-

Situated or an

elevated

position

‘on the river Dee,—** the wizard Dee"—
it

commands a fine view of the’ country

around. In one corner of the city, near
an old bridge of great antiquity, stands a
moss-covered and decrepit mill, but still

in use, and with which we have asscciated

+ the miller of the Dee,” who figures in’

an old song as caring for
——* nobody, no, not I,
And nobody cares for me.”

A year or two

since we heard his voice rallying the laggards of the veteran temperance corps to

_ cause in the Civil Wars,and was besieged
~ and takenby the Parliamentary forces in

There seems to be the same good

one

individual

after another,

until

the

Master's vineyard stretches out in length
and breadth,and eovers the whole earth inits measurement.
:

In our little-mindedness we set off a
little patch of land here and a little patch
of land there, and proclaim that to cultivate these is to specially gratify the Lord.
Not so ; the field.is the world, the whole

Jehu-like they cry continually (or atleast’ pathway and not so forget ourselves as

inebriate’s home.

“1645.

accom-

Now it is more especially of that class
referred to by the second part of the world, from the isles of the sea to the
above definition of which we wish to uttermost parts of the earth.
speak. There are ‘‘bummers” of this)
Does this mean that we should endorse
class engaged in temperance work, in the absurd notion that we must do a little
Young Men's Christian Association work,
in every possible department of Christian
in the Christian church and even in the work? Does this mean that we as a
Christian ministry. They are usually re- people and individuals - are not to have
markably zealous. They claim to occupy special and well-defined and bounded lots
advanced positions and are extremely im- to cultivate in the Lord’s field? Rather,
patient of the slowness and fogyism ofthe does it not mean that we should ever do
old and regularly equipped
soldiers. the next thing and the nearest duty in our

last they fail to suggest emptiness.

the

ing to raise false unes wiil never

plish the desired object. ** The Ethiopian
can not change his skin, nor the leapord

the inseription, ‘¢ God’s providence is
mine inheritance—1652,” it being the only his spot.” Beware of ** bummers.”
“@
fe
Ape
house that escaped the fearful devastations |
of the plague in that year.
WHAT IS THE FIELD ?
But we must hasten away. Western
The field is -the world.
There are
England is the * Old England” of history multitudes hungering for the bread of life,
and we might say of romance. One can and who shall give it to them ? There are
not pass through it without fecling how the weak ones, but who shall persuade
comparatively new and unformed are the them to exercise in the sunshine of divine
oldest institutions and even customs that love that they may become spiritually
we can boast of in America.—G. F. M.
strong? There are the sinning ones who
may be able to face the world with unmoved orbrazen faces, but who can not
‘ BUMMERS.”
-hold their heads up when by themselves;
We know that the word, ‘ bummer,”
who can throw the light of knowledge
has scarcely found a place in the dictionaover these guilty souls, and reveal to them
ry, if indeed it has at all. We confidently
the way of deliverance from the bondage
expect, however, to read in the work of
of sin into the glorious freedom of truth
some future Webster or Worcester someand righteousness? Then there are the
thing like the following: ¢‘ Bummer.
1.
sorrowing ones, the multitude of whose
A worthless, irresponsible fellow who
numbers grow no less ,as the years inwas a sort of an ailuche to our armies in
crease,and there are the disappointed ones
the late civil war. Governed by no rules
who are in much danger of spoiling their
or regulations, he was usually atthe front
own lives and the lives of those with
in foraging expeditions and far in the
whom they live. And we might go on
rear at thetime of battle. The soldiers
and on, naming one class after another,
were often charged with the depredations

rounds the old part of the city, and is now
circumference,

™

of the Roman occupation.
Here stand
two old houses, one built in 1539 and the
other earlier than that, the latter bearing

fallen

We soon

man

in

an

Now we do not wish to

be understood as hinting that it is not posto

be

regenerated

and saved, but the grace of God inthe heart
is nsually modest in its manifestations,

Our friend *“the bummer,”

not long

to think that the nearest duty of somehody

During

the

first and second years the picnics
the doners $1.25 per child. The third
the expense was 80 cents each child.
fourth and fitth years the children
taken to'Silver Lake in Plimpton,
the expenses reduced to 65 cents.

child of these. excursions.

cost
year
The
were
and
The

next three years, Highland

Lake

grove,

in Norfolk, being engaged, the cost yearly
decreased from 43 cents to 41, and 37 1-2
cents each child. This season there will
be eight excursions, aud the children will
be carried to Walden grove, at an expense of 33 cents to each. Let us quote
a few details:
The sandwiches contain two pounds of
prime meat to five buttered sandwiches,
each sandwich being of the two-cent

size

of the best quality of flour.
The buns
are sweet and plummy, the lemonade of
clear lemon and sugar, the cake three by
four inches dimension, with pickles and
the inevitable pint bag of best peanuts,
used as a decoy to attract them together
when homeward bound. But three parties
concerned are paid for these excursions—

the railroads, the caterers and
(six

pieces)—at

half the

The

executive

committee

Frederic Briggs, Mrs.

Moses Merrill,

Dexter

Dame, Mrs. Mark,

the

usual

Dr.

band

price.

consist

“of

J.T. Talbot,

Smith,

with about

Frederic

thirty

as-

sistant ladies and gentlemen invited from
the best social circles, even to Gov. Talbot

sonal

who has readily

service.

Dexter Smith and

Mr.

responded

by. per-

Briggs is marshal,

Mrs.

Talbot

marshals, while C. A. Damon,

assistant

being

the

senior member of the committee,is always

required upon questions of important decision: Two volunteer physicians go with
each excursion, for sickness and accident
must

naturally occur where 1000

to 1500

are felt in their own lives, and the cup of
cold water given quenches something

more than a wretched waif’s thirst.”
Speaking of this summer charity, we
may mention at the same time that St.
Louis has organized an ice mission, suggested by the Globe-Democrat of that
city, and meeting with a generous response in the way of subscription, Tickets
are put into the hands of the police who
distribute them among the deserving
poor, and these tickets are accepted by
retail ice-dealers, and redeemed by the
chief-of-police into whose hands the subscription funds are put.

CURRENT

TOPICS.

—-TuE Harvard Examinations for young
ladies are becoming quite a feature in our
educational system.
The scheme originated with the “ Woman's Educational Society” of Boston.
And in response to a petition the first examination was held in 1874
at Cambridge,
since which time, examinations have been held in New York, Philadelphia,and Cincinnati, for the convenience
of those sections of country. The plan has
succeeded beyond the expectation of the
Harvard Faculty,
this year 50 being ex:
amined.
These examinations do not dnswer the demand for university education
for women,

but are conducted in

the. gen-

laborers mere than such otier parts; we

ingall business, and such unseemly exhibitions of anger as this, and some that
have occurred in our own country are
certainly disgraceful. Surely some remedy ought to be found to apply to the
case of men who are determined to exhaust all the resources of parliamentary
law in preventing the transaction of any
business.
:
—

NINETEEN new cases in a single day
do not leave much doubt but that the yellow fever is well on towards an epidemic
in Memphis. There is too much reason
to fear that sad havoc will be made in
other Southern States by this terrible disease before the frosts come. There are
already cases in New York and Philadelphia. Quarantine regulations are impeding
the flight fromMemphis somewhat,
but still

the inhabitants are fleeing. Strict sanitary
precautious are being taken by exposed
cities, and Acting

Assistant

Postmaster-

General Morton has telegraphed the postmaster at Cincinnati to cease sending
through the registered mail pouches for
the State of Arkansas to Memphis until the
fever subsides or the quarantine regulations are less stringent.
It is certainly to
be hoped that the terrible experiences of
last year, united with the unusually early
warnings of the present season, will result
in such care and precautions on the part
of the exposed places that the hand of the
pestilence shall be stayed; but it is impossible even to predict probabilities.

—IN

an article in Zion's Herald entitled

**Southern Troubles,” written by an ex-re-

bel, the writer tells something of his own
experience and convictions. Chafing somewhat at the close of the war to find a detachment of troops stationed near him, he
soon came to see that-this enforcement of
the laws, giving protection to the people,
was the stay holding the broken members
of the Government, and to acknowledge

dition of things, he claims that the

attention,

but the

overbearing

the South has been

shedding

spirit

of

will

on

il

these plants of liberty, What is needed
is the spirit of the gospel, and kind and
Christian labor with the white Southerners. When the mind of the white population is changed peace will reign.
* FooLING with firearms” as the Ii.
Christian Weekly calls it, is justly coming
to be regarded something more than
mere *‘“fooling.” It is criminal. We
quote from the Weekly :
A man who was drinking in a Texas
bar-room grew intoxicated, excited and
quarrelsome. The saloon-keeper endeavored to pacify him, but this only irritated
him the more, and at length he drew a
pistol upon the proprietor. A third person pulled the weapon away from him
‘ Why,” said he, “it is not loaded.”

They

examined it, aid sure enough it had

neither charge nor cap. However, he
‘was prosecuted for an assaut with adeadly weapon, and fined $150. His lawyer
argued that an unloaded, uncapped pistol
is not a deadly weapon. But the Supreme
Court said the verdict was right, and that
the judges wished there might be more
such.
?
" The courts have decided in the” same
way in several other cases. This, together

conducted in writing, the successful ¢andi-

criticism

and

——THE Baptist Weekly may lay claim to
originality in declaring that the ¢ impres-

to find time or attention for fault-finding
It is proverbial that the
communicatons.
vast majority of people think, and a good

sion given by the secular papers of the

many

in-

What was formerly seen of it in most of
our cities, is now transferred to suburban
places, and, through the country generally,we believe the day is more strictly kept
than ever.” It would be pleasant, to say
the least, if

we

could

bring

our

mind

next thing and then ever continues to do
the nearest duty. There is no kind of

use

plan

——TIr seems that our Congress is not the

how the world is to. be converted;
there is ‘no use for us to dictate that
such a part of the world needs Christian

only legislative assembly in the world in

SR"

which disgraceful scenes occur. According to all accounts a recent scene in the
House of Commons surpassed in violence
all that had ever been witnessed in. the

British Parliament. The Irish meinbers
were engaged in a deliberate attempt to
obstruct proceedings, and became very
wrathy at certain doings of the speaker,
Ld

mental and spiritual health

busy

a place

saying,

in

backward

not

are

that each one of them could conduct a
those in charge.
better than
paper
This is one of the phases of modern human nature and is not without interest to
But “we have
the student of sociology.
received a letter from a correspondent in
Missiouri, that is animated from so kindly a motive and written inso pleasant a
style that we are glad to reproduce the
main portion of the same, although it
was intended for a private reading:
(1) In the issue of July 9th, just at hand, I
notice the little article on- the longitudinal
extent of the U. S, dominions, and the “fact?
of the sun’s' never
setting on the same.
I think a careful examination of any reliable
map of the world would convince one that

such an article would better
less

inserted

for criticism on

geographical knowledge.
selection

ments,

from

be left out’ un-

(2)

another

paper

some one

else’

without

com-

By

quoting a.

I think un editor becomes to some

tent an endorser of the

unless they

would

ex-

sentiments contained,

be absurdly ridiculous

first sight, to all the probable’ readers

at

of such

selection. Hence I feela little like holding you

responsible for the quotation, in same issue as
above, in which somebody seems to think that
the graduates, at a Commencement, should be
set aside us a bore to the vast audiences that al
ways seem
to be impelled to congregate in
spite of the sure prospect of being bored,
thinking (as he claims) that a more experienc-

ed oratory should

be

patronized on

such

an

occasion.
It is not my purpose to enter into
any discussion of this question, but I think
there are many evidences favorable tothe con-

tinuation of the customary

plan

of

giving to

‘the graduates a front seat and a chance

if nothing more.

(3)

to

try

Is there rythm enough

in
the expression
Exchange Notes
and
Quotes” to warrant the use of a word at once
obsolete and unmusical ¥
’

(1)

that, within

proper limits, different views on live subjects should be considered.
The short
extract to which our correspondent refers was in our opinionto be in the line of
a reform that is seriously and somewhat
widely proposed,and worthy
of one's
thought. We by no means see the nec-

essary

deduction that because it

was

inserted without
comment
we
endorsed the same.
The short extracts on
the first page are ofthe same nature as
the *‘ Notes and Quotes.” Having said
this and without entering into the subject, we would merely remark that for
various reasons we think a change
in Commencement programmes
is desirable, and that tHe agitation of the
subject this season is in the right direction, too.

(8)

As to the rythm, ete., in

the experession * Exchange Notes und
Quotes,” we can give the shortest answer by simply saying that we are satisfied with this heading.

BRIEF NOTES.
Latest advices from Mr. and
report them in Rome, July 9,

Mrs.

Mosher

We would call attention to the last page of
this issue, especially to the Educational col-

umn.
We congratulate the St. Johnsbury (Vt.
church.
Read the good news in another
column,
The New York Mail attributes Nihilism to
the suppression
of newspapers in Russia:
** People must vent their sentiments in some
way,” it says,
The Watchman is on the lookout that no
other paper shall get ahead
of it.
It is
already di-coursing on ** The Dangers of Re.
turning Prosperity.”
:
What's the good of convictions unless they
are enforced? A. Lutheran synod
in Illinois
bas directed its ministers not to baptize a candidate by immersion under any circumstanc-

.

es.

Conscience

troubled

a Brgoklyn

man, and

one day lust week he sent 870 to the Revenue
Department.
Tourists who will soon be returning from Europe in abundance had better
take warning from this item, that fs, if they
credit themselves with much of conscience.

The present is an

interesting

period

in the

history of the Towa Freewill Baptists, The
two Yearly Meetings in that State have been
united into one, and the united body will hold
u session in the first days of October.
The
communications ou the next page relating to
this mutter are of special interest, and should
be thoughtfully and prayerfully considered by
the Towa brethren,
i

The Congregationalist has touched bottom :
*“ God bas made us to live in this world as it is.
And he has endowed us with common sense,
aad conscience, to use as the guide of living.”
And if we have not the courage and independ.
ence to use that conscience, then let us never
complain of the tyranny which custom exercise

es over us,

A bobby may be profitable sometimes; at
least the Saturday Review says a good word
for it: “ Let any one who would enjoy a woodland stroll start with some definite object, and,
if possible, keep a hobby for constant service.
‘Whether birds, moths, insects, ferns, fngi,
galls, or what not be the object of pursuit, nature will never fail to supply matter for observation and enjoyment.”
The British public is agitating

the

manage-

ment of Indian affairs.- At a meeting to discuss

the

state

of India,

held

in

London

on

Wednesday, John Bright said if it were really
| necessary as now to expend over half the Indian revenue on the army,it seemed to him that

it would be almost better to confess our failure,

and say that the government of 'a great empire

in Asia by rulers sent from England is impossible, and ought never to have existed. The
speech excited much hostile comment,

Denominational Bets.

criticism.

A newspaper office is too

true.

Itis our pur-

Q. Meeting Licentiates:

dates receiveing certificates of ability.

crease of Sabbath desecration is pot

of 197 degrees ‘as stated.

hn
gn oo

is

isle and Eastport,

pose to be careful as to statements of facts,
but mistakes will sometimes creep in.
(2). We believe that it is conducive to

white

people have been too much let alone.
Very rightly theegro has received large

IZ"THERE

day holy is the practical question.

are simply to do the nextthing and the
nearest daty .
:
When we have thoroughly committed
ourselves to this doctrine that as profitable
Christian labor can be spent in one place

Me. ; but the rest of the paragraph we are
giad to correct by saying that the terriritory of the United States extends over
about 121 degrees of longitude, ‘instead

with the prohibition in many of the States
against carrying concealed
weapons,
shows a commendable beginning in the
right direction.

provided with laborers if each does the | with its own ‘civilization is to keep the
‘trying to help the Lord

matter with the speaker by a bout at fisticuffs. Such methods of making themselves
thoroughly
disagreeable by obstruot-

and made as though he would settle the the farthest Aleutian

eral interests of bigher education, and to
secure improvement in schools and teachers. They are intended to supply a standard of measurement to an ordinary school
education.
A Harvard professor is sent to
preside over the examinations, which are

around to the same belief. The signs
speaks to us that Sabbath desecration is
on the increase, and that the tendency
will not be checked by resolutions in minofany other part. To carry a Christian isters’ meetings any more than in trying
character into a heathen land will merit to introduce the arbitrary Sunday by-laws
no higher grace in heaven than to bring a of the Puritan age. It does not coneern
Christ-like spirit'into home life, provided us how any previous generation observed
We are to be judged acit is equally the plain-duty of one to go the Sabbath.
to India and the plain duty of amdther to’ cording to how we observe it now. Once
the literal observance of a Sabbath day's
be the missionary of a home.
With the infinite variety of character and journey was a duty ; the duty has taken
circumstances among men there is no another shape now., To find and follow
danger but what the whole field will be what is the way in which this. generation

in

ped the paragraph from an exchange,
and did not give it much thought at the
time. We find that itis true enough that
San Francisco i$’ about midway between .

untrained children congregate, yet accidents only occur where disobedience to that a formal respect for, and observance
rules-and- regulations are encountered. _of, the laws must be enforced by GovernBut he goes on to say, that in orChildren of a larger growth can not even ment.
escape this penalty.
der to make good citizens out of rebels
There must be ‘truth in this sentence the renewing power must be applied to
from the same correspondent, when re- the mind, in the Word of God. He quesferring to the promoters of these. excur- tions whether the church has done its duty
sions: ‘“ Not only do they leave blissful in this effort for reconciliation and healmemories with the children,but the efforts
ing. Finding another fault with the con-

If the field is the world, then the cultivation of one partis just as honorable
in the sight of the Lord as the cultivation

known him from boyhood, and he was not

ha

of the Springfield Republican

else should also be ours ?

since appeared in another character. Ie
was an aftache of committee of the Y.
M. C. A. which went pver one of our New
England States, exhorting the ministers
and deacons to duty, und, no doubt did
some good service. lis word, however,
was entirely worthless with those who had
good for the payment of nine shillings, or
even a less sum. When we heard of him
as one of those engaged in revival work,
we did pity the people.
The other day our friend appeared in

pondent

reviews the rise of this Christ-like charity
in the metropolis of New England, and
shows how experience united with good
management has reduced the cost per

|

an exciting debate followed, succeeded
by a babel of noise and confusion. One
member particularly distinguished himself by shrieking at the top of his. voice

As tothe first point.

We

clip-

If I mistake not, the Star of late has report-

ed

an

unusual

number

of

newly

young men, together with several

licensed

ordinations.

This bears upon the face of it encourageraent
and promise, when we take into account the
thinning of the ranks of the active ministry
by sickness, superannuation and death. The
only question that checks exultation, when we
witness accessions to the ranks of our ministry is, does the quality correspond to the
quantity? Do these new comers bring ability,
culture and-devotion to the work, that prom-

ise added strength and eflicienc§ ?

ring

There is a grave respousibility resting on
the several Q. Meetings that assume to endorse
the call of young men to the ministry, and to
eneourage them to enter its service, Many
who are commended for license have little if

any educational qualifications for the work
above a common school education, in some instances hardly that, It is really a question of
importance for a Q. M. to consider, whether it

can in justice to a young man, and

the cause,

in this last quarter of the nineteenth
of our Lord, put a young man in the

oentury
way of

clerical orders, even so far ns license

is con-

cerned, except on condition that he avail himself of the ppportunities afforded for qualify=

‘ing himself for the work, and then make the
renewal of his license depend on his’ having
done it, ‘when practicable?
Can any one

doubt, who has

the

least knowledge of the

history of Methodism in this country, that
their system of putting their candidates for the

ministry upon a course of study, and advancing them only as they pursue it, has 1mmeasurably added to the efficiency of their ministry, and so to the enlargement and power of
their church? There can be a no greater wrong

done to a young man, whose circumstances
have not allowed him acquaintance with the
world and its wants, with the church at large
and its necessities, than to encouragé him in
letting pass opportunities of self-improvement

and educational culture and discipline.No sensible young man can contemplate the work of
the ministry as a matter of personal concern-

.
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An adjourneil session is tobe held with the

want of preparation

feeling a

ment without

* for it and sometimes a painful deficiency, but
i
#
plied.
We haveat present no system, no uniformity of custom even in this matter. The individual advice given is often so conflicting that
it is enough to confuse and distract a brain

the State is being canvassed for itemsof inter

reasons we need not here assign, our school in-

care of itself without foreign counsel or help.

Take an example. Several years ago, a young
man contemplating the ministry, felt the need
wayto attain it.
ing.

barassed.

not want.

Counselors were

Four at least interposed their well meant

and

work,

pastoral

needed

‘without

ts

preachers without churches and fields of labor,

oftices as follows: The first advised that he fit
himself for.college, and take the fullest and
most extended course. Excellent advice, in-

is simply

distressing,

and

fills us all with

anxieties ‘we will not here express. What
shall we do ? is an oft repeated interrogation.
deed, provided it were practicable for one of
Shall we surrender our denominational char.
his age with a family to support, The second ter, and go over to the other and larger bodies?
recommended that he enter at once the The- But the simple fact is we can not do it. We
ological school, though he was as ignorant of can not give the sanction of our membership,
dnglish Grammar even as of that of the money, and influence, and give our families to
Greeks, or Hottentots! The third urged him Pedobaptism, to authorized sprinkling of unby all that is sacred in Christian humility and
by all that is fearful in the pride of learning, to
enter at once upon the active duties of the
ministry, and make the best of it. The fourth
suggested some two or three years in a literary school, as a preparation for a full course in

conscious babes, and adult believers, commanded by the great Heud of the church to be
baptized, of which sprinkling is no part nor
parcel. “We can not unite in a covenant with
any body which claims the exclusive right to

the Theological Seminary. He took the last
mentioned course, studied five solid years, two
in an academy and three in the Theological

the appointed use of the bread and wine.
The
chasm is too wide, amd the leap too hazardous. The alternative left us isto ** sit still

remember the

an

is often

help

A little financial

the

e

coming

October

meeting.e

The

for during
that its own licentiates are providigl
tat they
the earlier preparatory course, so
may enter upon the higher studies free from

~ 10 set aside a little treasury

for

this

represented by

the

giver

and

receiver

to

thus

be

brought into mutual obligation und gympathy

come who can.

by this local home provision, than to depend
wholly on a more public and indefinite source
of help.
When it shall come to pass, that each Q.
Meeting in making out license papers for its

single candidate for the ministry,

shall

him, “ Go to school and we

help

will

The Lord meet

bless.

and

with

3

Tioga Co. Q. M.
Ei

an

as

To the Free

Baptist

Churches and

Atthe

recent

Iowa Northern Yearly

Min-

session

of the

Some of the churches have

By this Y. M. was chosen a

New

We can not longer be inactive.
and

We

losing

The many new fields opening

by

once.

Brown

‘in this State

organized

is universal.

The consolidation makes it possible and

tical.

us

something be done at

The felt necessity for a well

systematic work

before

prac-

As a committee speaking for this Y. M.

Conference, and we

think

ment of all loyal Free

echoing

Baptists

the

senti-

of Iowa,

cordially and earnestly ask you to look

we

at

the

matter in all its importance and imperativeness and then heartily co-operate with us in
our efforts to forward the work, viz.,
to our inquiries and adopt and adhere

method of mutual helpfulness.

respond
to some

We trust that

we may succeed in putting just, this method
into operation,
Free Baptists of Iowa, we

can and must advance.
front?

Will youcome

to the

May God bless us in this noble work.
H. J. BROWN,
R. A. Coats,
Com.
LUTHER ELLIS,
rg

Sm np

Y. M. of which we would say a few things. We
came to Iowa in December, 1866, for
pose of joining our good brethren in
the denomination of our choice in
We came at the time
and the West.
to seize upon an opportunity offered
ing a denominational school west of
issippi. The seminary at Wilton was
ed at once. Another school interest

the purlabors for
this State
specially
for buildthe Misscommenchad been

tulked of in another part of the State.
One
~ schoo) was ull we could hope to make success
ful. Unity was wanted. It was deemed best
by not a few, with a view to such unity, and to
other interests of the denomination,to unite the
two
the
XY.
for

Y. M’s of the State into one, and commit
ownership and control of the school to said
M.
The consolidation was wanted also,
the purpose of more
unity of effort,

and.
efficiency in
mission work,
work, church extension,
&c. But,on
fort to so consolidate, it

was

S.
an

found

that

all

two Y. M’s itmust be held with both, more or

Each Y. M. had a Missionary

and this subdivided among
was

macliivery

doctrime

of

inherent

from

every pul-

pit and formula of Christian faith.
The devotional exercises during the session
were seasons of interest, especially the Saturday conference meeeting.
Next session of the Y. M. will be held with
Port Allegany church at Port Allegany, Potter
before the
Co. Pa., commencingon Friday
second Sabbath in June, 1880, at 1. P. M.

G. H. FREEMAN, Clerk.

St. Johnsbury,
Vt.
In the issue of the Morning Star dated July
16, in allusion to items of interest concerning
our church, we said that of late extra efforts
have been put forth in direction of removal of
otir church debt, and with a reasonable pros-

pect of success.

In the artic referred to we

also stated that more than two-thirds of the
debt had been provided for, and we hoped at

arrived, and we are

happy

to

say

to

all

quite

Society,

our

the Q. M’s.

too

much:

ere

for

profit,

. It has been burdensome and costly, The de
sire to have all our denominational interests
united under the management of one meeting,
hus grown until iv bas at length, culminated in
the - consolidation of the Iowa and Iowa
Northern Y. M’s, at the last session of

ter.

‘A single Q. M. bad

with

its fraternal

objected,”

the lat-

and

this

bury Free Baptist church is virtually removed,
the ‘whole amount: being covered by reliable
pledges. According to the terms of subseription, every dollar of the indebtedness had to be
pledged within a given time, viz, two months
from date of subscription list, or not one dollar
Jvof the subscriptions could be legally held.

ery person

whe wrote his or her name

in the

subscription book, put it down only on condition that the wholeamount of the churel’s obligation should be met within the above limited
time. Our probation was up Saturday night,
July 19, when it was found there was wanting

$183. Which sum was contributed at a meet.
ing called for the purpose of making up what
was lacking. Before ten o'clock that night the

majority, concurred

and

union. One Q. 3 guise ve not represented,

whole $5,700 was reliably pledged. The meeting was hearty and enthusiastic, and by way
of pleasantry it was moved and carried that

but one of the best,

will doubtless.co-operate,

when

Pe

2,

feelings,

and

loyalty to the

so entered

into the

Jie

every dollar

been a

had

is waiting the sum-

of our debt was paid we

yet,

aft-

while

Taylor,

us,

as

and read an appropriate poem,referring briefly
three-score and ten,
after a very tender
to the pastor, reviewyears of service with
the young and their
in behalf of the Sun-

day-school, a valuable gold-headed ebony cane.
The receiver was so affected that he could say

“O

send

of the

churches

by

sing,

PRESCRIPTION

dients.
Address
St., New York.

&

ing

The

Rev Jas McKay
Rev G P Linderman
Bro Parish Porter eh
Jansing Q M cul
Grand Rapids Q M Female M
H Jennings Waverly ch
M Stafford Clyde Center ch
Wm Long Paw Paw ¢h

Michigan.

Fourth of July,Sister Maines held a converts’
reunion meeting in West Reading, in a beautiful grove where we met for the same purpose
a year ago last Fourth; where Christians gathered from South Allen, Woodbridge, Willetts
neighborhood, Reading, and all the surrounding neighborhoods, carrying with them the
Spirit of the Lord, and kindling a fire there in
the grove that burned all day, and in the evening carried the sacred flame down to North
Reading church, where sparks and rays of the
glorious light as it is in Christ fell upon them,
hearts, leading and lighting
filling other
up their pathway, and making plainer to
them the way of eternal life and blessedness.
We believe that is the right way to celebrate
our Fourth of July, especially for Christians,

in

the
day
sins.
will
thus

praise the Lord God of the nation.—JOSEPHINE
:
LAZENBY.
-At the close of the morning service, June 13,
the church and congregation at Orange repaired to Grand River, where Rev. I. P. Bates

baptized twenty-four, and gave the right hand

Kight
of fellowship to all but one of them.
had been previously received, and there are a
few more to follow. The meetings and the S.
S. are very interesting.
Wisconsin.

ward soon in the ordinance.....Perhaps the
Rev. H. G. Woodworth remains with the
friends of the old mother church at New DurWe are assured
Warren church another year.
ham, who have contributed for the repair of | that his health and strength are improving.

Quarterly Weetings.

the WORLD

Alfred

poreus

plasters,

ut

the so.

salled electrical appliances, &c. It is the bes
known remedy for Lame and Weak Back,
rheumatism, Female Weakness, Sciatica, Luu.Kidneys, Spinal Complaints
hago, Diseased

and al! ills forayhich porous plasters are used.

Ask your Druggist for Benson’s Capeine PlasSold
ter, and see that you get nothing else.
by all Druggists.
Price, 25 cts.
Mailed on receipt of price by SEABURY &3

Hotices and Appointments.

Wheelock Q. M. were reported, a much

great-

er interest in woman's work being manifested
The women
there since the Anniversaries.
workers of the Stratford Q. M. were also repA poem read by Miss Richardson,
resented.
The
of BE. Orange, received marked attention.
meeting was also addressed by several speakMrs. Eaton concludes: ‘Let us have
ers.
Let not al
more Woman's Mission meetings,
We have great
Q. M. convene without one.
reasor to be encouraged; our work is progressing, and what is more hopeful, our pastors
are ready to co-pperate with us in jour work,
whieh was not generally the ease for a time.”
Our Huntington Q. M. correspondent writes :
Some of ‘our “churches are yet without pasto-

ral care, and we would refer them to the ad-

vice and assistance of our Q. M.

mission

com-

mittee: Rev’s J. W. Burgin, E. B. Fuller and
L. Sargent.....Our church at Waterbury Center has recently secured the labors of Rev. I.
Blake, of Deerfield, N. H., who has already éentered upon the duties of his new field. It is al-

so considered to employ Bro. Blake's services
as
in part with the Waterbury River church,

the two

are in close

proximity.

It is hoped

that the move may be successful....The church

in Lincoln is now favored with the services of
a young Bro. Jefferson, from New York State,
who has begun his labors with energy... ..Rev.
J. Coffrin has preachéd to the church in Mid-

Considerable
were

interest

represent-

one church was

Next session held with Pleasant Grove
near Benton, Franklin Co., Ill.
J. R., HENDRICKS,

church,
Clerk.

WHEN

Meetings.

AND

WHERE

HELD.

ono River Y. M., California, Aug, 8,
PENOBSCOT Y. M. Essex St.. ch. Bigory Aug. 19.
VERMONT Y. M., West Topsham, Sept. 11.
MAINE CENTRAL Y. M., North St. church, Bath,
:
2
Sept. 3.
10WA STATE Y, M,Plaasant Hill, Jones Co.,0:t. 3.
Quarterly

Meeting

Notices.

Warreu church, * Aug 22, at
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.
BRANCH, Mich., Q. M., East Gilead church, Aug. 8—
10. Opening sermon by Rev. Wm,
Tay lor.
C.F. MYERS, Clerk.
OWEGO
2, P. M.

NEW

Q.M, with the

DURHAM
2t

Q.M., Center Strafford, Aug. 19-21.
E. W.RICKER, Cierk.

Ten
WHEELOCK Q. M.. Albany church, Aug.29—31.
cent tax due from all the churches.
W. L.NOYES, Clerk.

Aug. 8-10.

LANSING, Mich.,Q. M.. Leslie church,

. Glazier.
sermon by nev.
ing
1.P. BATES, Clerk.
;
ser
Opening
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich..Q. M. Chester church, Aug.at
15,at 1, P. M. Those comingby rail will find teams
Berlin on theD.G. H. & M. R.R. lor conveyance.
F.F. BAILEY, Clerk.
ROCKINGHAM
Q. M., Kittery,
Aug. 20.
Q
MH
ty FULLONTON, Clerk.
ME.CENTRAL Y.M.MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will
be Lieid atthe North St. church in Bath Sept.2, av 2, Pp.
L. GIVEN, Clerk.
3t31
M.
Programme of auniversary exercises of the Vermont
Y. M.: Missions, Rev, A. M. Freeman, alternate, Rev.
KR. W. Collins; Sabbath-schools, Rev, C. S. Frost, alternate, Rev. A. D. Jones; Cliurch Extension, Rev. L.
Sargent, alternate, S. W. Cowell; Temperance, Rev.O.
PER ORDER.
2t
Roys, alternate, A.J Dutton,
PERSONS visiting by rail the Penvbscot Y. M.,tobe
held at Bangor, Me., Aug, 19, may procure tickets for

“one and one-third

fare for the round

Maine Central R. R.,

trip, over the

of its branches,

or any

at

Jy

statien within the limits of the Y. M., also at Portland,

Lewiston and Augusta. There will be reduced rates
~All perover all other B. R's running into Bangor.
sons Intending to be in attendance at said meeting are
requesied to send their names and post-oftice address
Frost, Bangor, Me., at the earliest oppor
to Mr.O0.P,
tunity, that homes may be assigned 10 them before
their arrival. Those desiring teams provided for them
PER ORDER.
Tendon that fact.
Wi
20
The following resolution was adopted by the Wisconsin Y. M. at is last session:
, man representing himself tobe
a certain
‘Whereas
Rev. John Chalkley, ot the Free Baptist denomination,
months, been tramping
eighteen
has, for the last
through the States of Wis. Towa, and Minn., visiting
have been left to the
child
and
wife
his
churches, while
our

disa

proval

Institute.

Ministers’

23, 1879, and

continuing

en

days.

Courses of leatures

will be delivered by members of the college facuity and
others. A largeattendance is desired.
D.W, C. DURGIN,
;
Com.
R. DUNN,
J.J .BUTLER,
Hillsdale, July 25, 1879.
3181

is to meet
THE consolidated Y. M, of F,B , of Iowa,
WENTWORTH €.M.—Held its June session at
with the pleasant H ill church , Jones Co..Oct. 3—5,com=
Brethren comingby
Wentworth, June 7, 8. This session was attended * meneing at 10, A. M.,of the 3d.
by a large congregation, and the brethren and sis- rail will stop on the C.& N. W., at Stanwood, 29 miles
east of Cedar Rapids, where teams will be in readiness
ters came up from the churches in earnest, and
taking train at Mation, will stop
ready té work. The churches all report good in- to convey then. Or, arrive
assoon as on Thursday, the
The
at Olin. All should
additions.
and
revival
terest and some
2nd.
Also,
;
preaching was to the point, and accompanied by
THE F. B. Education Society will meet at thesame
the Holy Spirit, so that the congregation was often
and place as above, and “attendants be prov ided
The prayer-meetings were ear- time
decply moved.
for in the same manner.
nest, and nearly every moment of the time was ocN. B. There will be no meeting of the Towa Y. M.,andit
cupied. We were favored with the presence of having become conselidated with the Northern,
to be represented in the Oct. meeting.
Rev. N. Jones, from the Weave Q. M,, and Bro. M.
N. W. BIXBY,
$
Downing, from the Sandwich Q. M., who did us
3131
0.E. BAKER,
good service in the meeting. ' In all it was a good
PES————
;
rejoicing:
home
went
season, and all
ME. F.B. HOME

Next session at West Canaan.

C. W. NELSON,

)

f

T.AFAYETTE
June

6, with

Q.

its

M.—Held

Clerk.

annual meeting,

the Monticello church.

At our Q. M.

sessions during the past year it has seemed that
those of our people who have attended such meetings were broug 16 together for a better work, and
more noble attainments than merely entering upon
ith a
the routine of business for the session.
realization of personal responsibility secured to
the borer, a deeper work of grace in the heart is
produced, thus fitting and qualifying more fully
all who will engage in the work of the Lord. During the past year, in connection with two sessions
of our Q. M.,

glorious revivals

of God’s work have

tock & Dane Q. M.;

Rev.

W.

A.

Potter,

will re-

Leslie ch

All money contributed

should be sent directly

Me.

6250

to

Hillsdale ch Ladies M 8S
Van Buren Q M
Rev G P Linderman Paw Paw ch
Wm Jones do
Thomas Galligan do
Oakland QM
Rev O Kiligore I'ruce ch

for mission work in Maine
Rufus Deering, “Portland,
Per order of Ex. Com.

J————E

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will be held at Bath, ‘with
the Nor th St.enureh , Sepi. 3. 4
PROGRAMME.
WEDNESDAY, 10, A.M. Organization and business,
5 1-2,
by Rey A.C, Hogbin,
sermon
2, Pp. M., Annual
Foreign missionary addresses By Rev. KE. N. Fernald
and Prof.B. F. Hayes, D. D. 7, Prayer-meeting. 71-2,
Hon'e missionary work fo Maine and in_the_dénomis. D. D,, L. Given
OQ. B.Cheney,
nation generally; Rev
and J. A. Howe. D.D,
THURSDAY,9, A.M. Prayer-meeting. 10, Business.
11, Sermon. 2.P. M., Meet'ng of Woman's Missionary
and Mrs.
Society, led by Mrs, Fernaid, Mrs. Hayes
7 1-2,
7, Prayer-meetitg.
Mariner. 81-2, Sermon.

;
5.00
1.00
1.00

Mrs Nancy Phillips do
Brockway ch

Davison ch Genesee Q M
Grd Rapids Q M Feiwnale M 8
Lansing Q M eol
* ¢h apportionment
Jackson ch do
Grd Ledge chdo
Capac cb do
Rev C B Millon

7.00
6.77
3

pledge

Rev LB Potter do
Amt rec'd trom Cor Sec Rev A H Chase
Oakland Q M
RE
Grd Rapids QM FemaleMS
Oxford Q M
Janey
© Mcol
0
0)
Oakland Q M
Wawpless Lake ch Rev D D Mitchell
:
’
1878,
Lensing Q Mcol
Oakland QM
Van Buren Q M
Grd Rapids
QM Female M 8
Oxford Q M
Oakland Q M
;
Grd Rapuls QM
»
Rev L B Potter on pledge
Jackson ch aphort fonment
Leslie ch
0°

1

326.96

.

i
3,00
:
19.
~
4.1
28.00

G
Oakland Q M
Amt rec'd ofCor Sec Rev A H Chase
John Barker on Pledge
Lansing Q M co
do
do
Grd Rapids Q M Female M 8
Van Buren Q M
1879,
Lansing Q M col
Grd Ledgech
Oakland 3 M
Grd Rapids QM Female M 8
Grd Ledge ch apportionment
Capacch
do
Mich Y M col
Montcalm Q M do.
Van Buren Q M do
Hillsdale ch ).adies M S bal Rev A
A Smith's pledge
:
Oakland Q M col
Hillsdale Q M do
do,
do for Cairo Mission
Genesee Q M col

4.50
37
52 80
5.20
51.00
250
9.00

.

5586
5.20
5.15
5.15
10,00

253.01

L.B. POTTER, Sec.& Treas.

Married
In West Stephentown, J iE by Rev. I. B.Coleman,
Mr. Charles A.Currier. of Nassau, and Mrs, Martha
Hoag, ofS.
B. parsonage, June 29, by
Iu Pittsfield,
at the F,
Rev.d, C. Osgood, Mr, Charles
H. Whipple, of Rochester, and Miss Mary E. Sargent, ofP.
In Phoenix, N. Y.. July 19, by Rev..J. H. Durkee, Mr.
Robert Foster and Miss Sarah Stott, both of Fulton,
In Jackson, Mich., July 1, at the residence of the
bride’s parents, by Rev. J. H. Walrath, Mr. John J.
Austin, of Thamesville,Ont.,and Miss Alice A.Clark,
of J. July 19. at the residence of Wm. Quick, ind.,
Mr. Wm. J. Roulinds, of Leoni, and Miss Katy Lutc
of Waterloo

MEDICAL

HOME

INVALIDS.

AND

RETREAT

FOR

A private, first class institution for

the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
&e., 298 Shawmut

Ave,, Boston, Mass.

DR. THOMAS B. SANBORN,
cian. Send stamp for circulars.

Resident

Physi1ylé

.

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE
Complete History of Wall Street Finance, eonAdtating valuable information for investors.
dress Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,

1y42

New York.
Casewll’s

a Sure

Pills

Melinda

for

Cure

CONSTIPATION.

MISS. SOC.

With the York Prairie church forty
grace,
souls were happily changed#from nature to
W.H. BOWEN, Clerk.
2130
and twenty-nine united with the church. With theto |. Sermon,
converted
were
Wayne church thirteen souls
Post-Office Addresses.
the
the religion of Jesus Christ, and united with
REV. E.N: FERNALD {lo whom all contributions
church; making an increase of the Tambershlp of
be
Lord
Benevolent Societies should
The
for our
cent.
per
churches
the
twenty
from
nearly
of
M.
the Q.
was
52¢
be sent) Lewistor, Me.
praised. Rev. D. Johnson, of Johnstown,
Center, Vt.
Waterbury
Blake,
K
Rev
from
r.
messenge
hding
gorrespo
as
ladly received
RevW R Stone Volney OswegoCo N Y.

followed,

1877.
Cambridge ch

Bruce ch

Yearly

ed by lettér and delegates, and
added to the Q. M.

others.

ch apportionment

Lansing Q M

Reports of auxiliaconveiied at E. Orange.
ries were read; interesting items from the

and

Straight
on pledge

Grd Rapids Q M Female M §
Oakland QM

The next session of the Ministers’ Institute, under
the auspices of the Western Education Society, will
be held at Hillsdale College, Mich., commencing Sept.

Tiefentiller,

FF W

do

Mrs R Bates do
Mrs N Phelps do

Bro. John Isaacs, of the Makanda Q. M.,
erator.
was present, and did some work in the interest of
Our preaching was hy Bros. J.
the Morning Star.
C. Gilliland, John Tsaacs, T. O. Franklin, James
was manifested ; all our churches

8 Mauning

Bruce ch

‘Mrs. F. P. Eaton, District Secretary of the
Mission Society, reports an interWoman’s
esting session of the Woman’s Mission meeting

as mod-

Rev

JOHASON, 2k Platt St., New York.

churities of the public,
therefore,
hereby express
Resolved, That we

Gilliland, of the Lebanon Q. M., presided

J

Jackson ch do
Grand Ledge ch do
Capac ch do
~Lausing QM eol
Grd Rapids Q M Female MS
Oakland Q M col
Lansing
“do
Mrs Cail New Haven chi
David *
Hillsda ech col
** Ladies Mm 8
Oxtord QM
Grd Rapids Q M Female M 8
R Bates Bruce <i
=

of bis unenristian conduct, and caution Free
Baptists
against receiving and encouraging him.
J.B. GIDNEY, Clerk,

‘

Rev

Commerce

bot

FRANKLIN Q. M.—Held a very mteresting ses.
|
Bro. J. C.
| sion with Bear Point charch, July 5,6.

Vermont.

Leach do

J € Ferrisdo
Dea ( rocker and wife do
Rev C B Mills do
* LB Potter do
**E W Norton do
* J H Mavnard do
Grand Rapids Q M Female MS
Lansingch apportigniment
Lansing Savings B;
inton deposits
Hillsdale Q M col
Oxtord O M do

OVER.

liniments,

.

lsdule ch Ladies M 8
A Manroe Porter ch
Grand Rapids QM Female M S
A Munger Porter eh
Revd W Hallack Lisbon ¢h
Lansing Q M col

Nassau
1y2¢

Far superiorto
common

53.00

1 J Smith do
Geo Tay lor do

the highest

nd only medal Sven rubber plasters
l Paris Expositions.
the Centenniaand

LO

Rev J C Ker'is
on pledge
Rev WR Norton do
“John Malvern do
** Wim E Whitney do
Mrs M A Jones do
HH Jacox do

BENSON'S CAPCINE
PLASTERS
POROUS

The manufacturers were awarded

|

Lansing Q M cul

til

ELEBRATED

1.00
6.00
§

Hillsdale Q M col
C Roberts Oshtemo ch
Porter ch

Clerk.

78

Jnne 5,1875,

ib.

———

“an
i=

is a statement of moneys recelvedfrom

1875.

has the ingre-

CO.,

the bounds of this Y. M. for

to July 38,1879, inclusive:

FREH

Anv droggist

DAVIDSON

Mich,, is Rec, Sec, and Treas.. to whom alt funds

missions shorld be sent. All moneys hereafter received will be reported tn the Star quarterly. The follow «

For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, 1.0ss
of Manhood, aud all disorders brought.on by in-

diseretion or excess.

purpose of wissionary and
Rev.J. B, Drew,
of Paw Paw,

collected and given within

Clerk.

letter.

Receipts.

Mich., is tlie Cor. Sec.. and Rev, L. B., Potter. of Lan-

me, send me to any

reported

199.21
Treas.

I'he Michigan YX. M. of Freew ill Baptists. with a Board

West’s Liver Pills cure Sick Headache.

to their

way, and if fervently serving
persuade sinners to enjoy the
and thus cover a multitude of
that next Fourth of July there
such meetings enjoyed, and

Lox

Y.M,

of nine trustees, for the
church extension work.

Business Hotes. -

from

as we then can feel that they are walking

to

of real

of especial interest to all.
!
F. H. PECKHAM,

Cherry Valley church is in want of a pastor.
P. W. Doolittle, Cherry Valley, Ill, may be
addressed.

The amount needed has not
first of August.
yet been raised,but they propose to go forward,
and trust in God for the result,

pray,

Illinois.

the narrow
Lord, may
with them,
We trust
be many

Michigan

was much encouraged and strengthened by the
coming of Bro. Bubar as their pastor. Others of
our churches are very low. The meeting was one

tev. H. J. Carr, who resides at Jackson, and
who is the oldest minister in the Athens Quarterly Meeting, was at a camp-meeting one
night recently, and while there bad a chill. On
the next morning he was again attacked with
a congestive chill, and it took his physician,
Dr. Kitchen, nearly all day to attend on him.
;
He came near dying.

the parsonage, will be interested to learn that
it is expected the work will be commenced the

we

most

H. DAMON.

Lal

Oh, what -need

9

The Michigan Y, M., at its annual session held m
Lausing, June 5, '875, became legally Incorporated as

churches in Houlton, Patten and Linneus reported
revivals and additions.
The church in Linneus

We pray our Heavenly Father that
society.
those of us who remain may be faithful, for
whose presence and faith we thank God. —G.

Rev. J. L. Sinclair, of North Sandwich, was
surprised Thursday evening, July 10,0n being
summoned to the church for a little sing, to
find gathered there about the usual Subbath
congregation to celebrate his seventieth birthday.
The surprise was complete, from
the
fact that no one in the place knew, as he supposed, when his birthday came.
At the close
of the singing, and while he was puzzling over
the cause of the large gathering at this busy
geason, Mrs. Stanley Quinby came forward,

Vil

R. DEERING,

church at Linneus.
There was not so large a delegation from the churches as was desirable, but

But how joyful
our midst, asleep in death.
that they sleep in Jesus. These have left us
quite recently, how many mourning ones, not
only in the families in which they lived and
moved, but in the churches of which they were
Muay their places be filled by young
members.
The
men and women, and not left vacant.
church triumphant may rejoice and be glad for

SON.

on
54.97

HOULTON Q. M.—Held its June session with the

teemed brother,Kneeland Atherton; the Hinckley church, one of the most active sisters in
the Royalton
Damon;
the chureh, Addie
church, the pillar, and so to speak, its head,
Hinckley and Royalton
Bro. Edwin Wilcox.
How ‘sad to
churches are of Cleveland Q. M.

holy

Rev L Given 2.00 Rev W IH LY ake 2.02
Main Stch Lewiston 53.97 James Ruskins 1,00

Ch E Otisfield 7.00 Pittsfield

in the

post that will best glorify thy name.”
JOSEPHINE LAZENBY,

and highly es-

these accessions of the good and

F. B. ¥I.’M. Society.
02
iy
200
42.08
10.64

up-and-doing men and women in this great harvest field!
Let us pray daily, and try to live it

it is

sisters away

3

Ch W Waterville 6.50 Po
|
Ch Auburn 26.00 North 8 a, Ho
Ch Abbott 4 008 Warren 1.00 Augusta 17 (0
Waterville Q M15.00 Bowdoin QM 27.03
ExcterQ MH,00M WY M564

be more faithful in the future than we have been in
the past; a real giving up of everything that is unlike Christ, taking hold of the promises of God
stronger than ever, making our prayer-meetings
more alive for the interests of Zion, and for the sal-

It seems to me that we
Baptist churches.
need, for successful growth, a stronger attachment to our denoninational views of Scripture
doctrine, a clinging together, that nothing but
The Henrietta church in
death can separate.

Lorain Q. M. has lost a woythy

Me. State

and
Wm.

Christian readers of the Star, let us try

V

Express.
ny

J A Lowe Houlton

we had an interesting, profitable time. The glory
of the Lord shone piivid y while we had a foretaste
of heaven, of the bountiful supplies of our Father's
great storehouse, which is ever full to satisfy our
wants.

‘oud=L

v

| BY MAIL.
Yu iy ley Pringeld Mev
v A
Moulton Stanstea
N R Miller Masonv lle Ah

preilly to the interest of the occasion;

laboring

2 th

Books, Forwarded.

reported

Rochester, N. Y., was with

Manning, who has been

hayer—.

Mississippi Valley among the colored people, added to the terest of the meeting.
On the whole,

with profit, to locate .in the vicinity of Free

and

adding

also Bro.

otherwise than a numerical loss, for it seems
that our brethren are not as particular as they
should, and perhaps might, be, and that, too,

lay our dear brethren

recently from

vation of perishing souls.

And in removal, it is quite seldom that

yler—

Wood—E N Wright—Mrs C Wright,

Summer12, at 6
Clerk.

spatch.
Two churches, namely, Woodbridge
Scipio, were received into this Q. M.
Rev.

Death and removal thins the ranks of our
In either case, numerimembership greatly.
cally considered, we lose, for in death we have
just as many less militant as are taken from us,

Hampshire.

to his life work down to
and J. Langdon Quinby,
and appreciative address
ing particularly his eight
this people, his efforts for
influence, presented him,

And

fie Conn © Rtn sitio

ree-

UNION Qrich 2
[.—Held its June session
with the Branch &
fligiale Chutes, beginning
on Friday evening, June 13. The churches were
well represented by letters and delegates, report.
ing spiritual state good, with a
gradual increase of’
interest, and of members added to the churches.
The business conference was interesting and protitable, everything being done with order and de-

0-6-0

in connection with the Corinth Q. M., recently

>-"o

8. no distant day to announce provision for the
ef: remaining third. That “no-distaut-day ” has

dropped.
As the next best thing, we organized an Ed. Soc. with representation in the
. several parts of the State. This must be held
.ins connection with the other meetings, to secure considerable attendance, and there being

Jess.

the

and so the measure was “friends that the debt of $5,700 on the St. Johns-

not agreed,

were

That

He

long desired to be

another, is gatbering.

but a few words in response, simply to thank
them for the gift, and especially for the kind
The Sundayinterest which prompted it,
elected as delegates to the Central Associais in a very prosperous conschool in this plagh
tion. A large amount of local business during dition. As we he but one service, nearly all
the sessions of the conference was harmonious.
of the congregation take a part. The general
ly transacted. The committee on resolutions questions by the different classes, after going
presented several, and the following, as one of over the lesson, on which all may give an opinthem, was carried:
jon, are very interesting, and then we have
Whereas an infinitely. wise and mysterious from five to fifteen minutes in singing,in which
from
removal
Providence has permitted the
school joins, which adds to
our midst by death of our esteemed Bro., Rev. a large part of the
the interest. The young men’s class is large,
Joseph Halenback, therefore,
Resolved, That in this dispensation we rec- averaging the past year sixteen, three of
ognize the Divine hand and we deeply sympawhom, about a year since, were. baptized, and
thize with the afflicted widow and family of our
are now promising members of the church.
departed brother. '
;
Our church at Alton Corner is still blessed,
Committee on doctrine
and church polity
E. P. Moulpresented the following resolution which was under the faithful labors of Rev.
ton. He had the privilege, July 6, of baptizing
adopted:
four persons, and is expecting others to go for-

ment and should be banished

consolidated

now

his alternate.

8. Mix, Rev. O. S. Brown, Rev. W. H,
Peck and wife, Rev. A. P Houghtaling .and
wife, and Rev, O. C. Hills and = wife, were

Resolved,

lage

of our

was appointed

Rev. A. P. Houghtaling was appointed corresponding messenger tothe GeneseeY. M.

righteousness
moral depravity; substituted
and the impossibility of falling from grace
Testaare doctrines not taught in the New

Towa State Free Baptist Y. M.
This is the name

offer-

Report from Potter Co. ). M. says that an
increasing religious interest is manifest
in
most of their churches with additions to some
of them.
More than usual interest manifested
in the cause of Sabbath-schools.
Rev: Wm. Walker,corresponding messenger,
from the Genesee Y. M., was present at the
commencement of the meeting, preached once
with acceptance and was summoned to return home.
Rev. A. P. Houghtaling was appointed to preach the opening sermon at the
next session of the Y. M. and Rev. O. 8S.

houses speak louder than we can by voice or
make it important that

preaching.

advancement during the year.

are ac-

numbers

his

Ohio.

The Wentworth church is enjoying a good
interest.
A few weeks ago two were baptized
and three added to the ehureh.
Last Sabbath,
July 6. we organized a branch church in the
south part of the town where eight persons
were baptized, and ten joined the new branch,
and others will soon follow. A very large congregation of people came together, probably
one of the largest religious meetings ever held
in town.
The deep solemnity which pervaded
the multitude at the water and in the meeting
was a good evidence of the presence of the
At the close of the meeting
Spirit's power.
several came forward for prayers.—C. W. NEL-

ing system.
:
Delegates were present from the Chemung
Q. M. but no report.
Rev. O. S..Brown made
a verbal report, und during his statements he
said that the Q. M. had not made very great

mis

our remissness in Home Mission work. The
many destitute churches and empty meetingpen.

year's

But one church bad adopted the weekly

sion
committee whose work among other
things is to ascertain in the fullest possible
manner the condition, prospects and wants
of all the Freewill Baptist churches
and
bodies throughout the State of Iowa.
We
wish, if’ possible, to bring the subject of Home
Missions to the immediate attention of every
F. B. church and minister in the State and
awaken them as much as may be to the importance of thy pen work undertaken, viz.:
To systematizey
expatiate and successfully
prosecute
the
work
of Ilome
Missions
throughout the entire State as best we can.
tually losing ground

regular

to

Western.

Eastern.

Tuscarora Q. M. reported but little change.

Meeting, held at Water-

loo, Towa, June 6—S8, the two Yearly Meetings
of Iowa were consolidated under the name of
the ** Iowa, Yearly Meeting of the Freewill

Baptists.”

a bard

had

His aged widow

¥

Winisters and Churches.

results.
Some: church debt
had been paid
during the year, most of the churches were
supplied with preaching, but little done for the
cause of missions.

Circular,
isters of Towa:

that

he

passed

some are passing on to the home beyond, others are coming in to fill their places.
Yesterday the pastor had the pleasure of baptizing
two youhg disciples of Jesus, to whom the
hand of fellowship was extended at the water.
A large congregation witnessed the pleasant
ordinance.
Others are purposing thus publicly to give this outward sign of the inward
work.”
:

us and

0. E. B.

reported

members, Samuel

aged 76 years,

valued member of this church more than forty

to parade

eth and yet increaseth ; and there is that with-

work had been done and with some satisfactory

———

desired - home;

| holdeth more than is meet: but it tendeth to
poverty.”
For the marvelous work wrought
among us we feel as’ a church to say: “Not
unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto thy
name will we give the glory for thy mercy
and truth’s sake.”
- C. 8S. FROST.

the extent of our ability, and your needs,” a
__brighter day for our colleges and theological ized by making choice of Rev. L. Kellogg as
schools and so for owe churches suffering for chairman, and Rev. O. S. Brown was appointan adequate ministry will bave already dawn- ed assistant.
ed.—JL F.

Dunham,

hope to do more for the benevolent enterprises

The late session of the Néw York & Penn.
Yearly Meeting was held with the Adrian
church, commencing June 6, at 1p. M. Conference was called to order by the clerk.
Orgun-

to

D.

of our denomination.
And here it were well,
perhaps, to mention, that even during the past
year, though pressed down with debt, we did
a little something for H, and ¥. Mission. The
following were the amounts contributed: Children's Mission Band, $3.75; collection by S.
School for Myrtle Hall, $3.85; for For, Miss.
debt, $17.15; for Biblical School in India,
$21.80; Ladies’ Auxiliary Mission Society, $25;
Jin all, $61.55. The best thing for any church
in debt for its house of worship, or behind in
the payment of its minister’s salary, is to begin
praying for, and giving to, the various benevolent societies of our denominational faith. The
surest way of helping one’s self out of distress
is to help others out. There is that scatter-

New York & Penn. Y. M.

say to
you

or message,

at West Stephentown, July 21: © On the 4th
of July another of our aged

the

ords of the Q. M., and that it be no longer
in the Register.
The next session will be held with the
hill church,
Conference, Friday, Sept.
o'clock, r. M.
J. TYLER,

Rev, I. B. Coleman writes, dating his letter

er

many of our S. 8, workers present as possible.
Our preachers should be present to a man, and
arrange for work.
'This once, let every one

and how much better would it be in influence
both on

delegate

Resolved, that its name be stricken from

it no more than just to mention the fact of her
important connection with the enterprise of
freeing our church from debt. Nor were it less
unjust not to notice the generosity of those
outside the church in St. Johnsbury and other
places who so readily responded to our call for
aid. God bless them, and may their contributions be only as ‘bread upon the waters,”
which shall retiirn to them after many days, in
pleasant memories of having helped the cause
of Christ. Now that we are out of debt, we

Ed.

a i
rown. The followiag resolutions were pass.
od:
4
4
Whereas, evidence has come to the knowledge
of
this Ty
that the Caroline church ih become extinct, therefore,
:

York,

mons to rejoin him, where the family, one

ing, together with those which may be appoint?
ed by the one not represented at the June session. Let every oue be present,
Our Sabbath-schools should every one be

purpose,

New

'

the Hartford church, Rev. C.L. Vail moderator.
The churches were mostly reported by letter and
dae ation. Preaching ‘hy Bros. Schoonover, Vail

pledged

her name, nor does she desire it; still we think

duly appointed delegates for the October meet-

embarrassment. The licentiates in the denomination only equal about one to each Q. Meeting. How easy would it be for a Q. Meeting

"

yeurs.

It is utterly impracticabl Soc. is called to meet at the same time, and
for the Education: Séciety, with its narrow every friend of this branch of our work should
means, to reach ull these cuses of deserved and be on hand. The delegates present at Waterneeded help. Let each Q. Meeting see to it loo, last June, at the consolidation, are the

imperative want.

8

—J Beaven—R ¥ Bruiord—4\ YW Burbaukt-T L tserr
—E F Bliven J
tser—R
A
Coats
Cotton—1U/
Chase— Mary P Curlton—A B Champlon—I Day—J H
Durkee—F E Dav idson—W G Davis—Davoly & Co—
L J Dougluss—0O Diike—BG Eaton—A W Enton—J A
Edmunds—L W Fuller—H Fuller -Miss 1, 'W Greens
en f=Mrs G EGee~J H Holue-C B Hart=W BHop
5
P. Hamblen—E M
ri
F Higgins~T
J Horud
aquith—S8 Johnson—R PLee~J I Leovard—G Lillle—
flhans—B McKay—W A Nealy—H
Preble—=A A
Ringrey—F Pennell=8 J Rollins=D ML. Rolliv=1)
W
Head—W W Sharpe
&
Co-W H
Stoune-J H

L.F¥. FARNHAM, Clerk,

| BPAFFORD Q. M.—Held its June session with

unanimously engaged for another year.

Whitefield, N. HH.

dying of our common Lord, in

i

ready been paid in, = Rev. C, 8. Frost has been

gone that he might be at rest,

We do not wish

amount

JH Allen—M Atwood—Angell & Barney—J 8 Berry

Prairie, Sept. 5, at 7 o'clock, P. M.

to erase the St. Johnsbury church debt has al-

self-sacrificing labors and skillful management
of Mrs. Wiley, wife of Rev. F. L. Wiley, of

School, and then entered upon active service. here,” and then we die, or to arise, and with
It would bankrupt the whole Greenback party, becoming and vital conscience, of truth and
with nothing better to pay than fiat money, to duty, faith in God, and confidence in the suchire him to be put back, if that were possible, cess of the right, rearrange our machinery,
five years, with the prospect of enguging in simplifying, repairing, perfecting and then
the ministry as he then was,
working it to the best advantage.
This our
But something more than advice and words people have resolved upon, and hardly ever
of encouragement is needed at this stage of
were in better spirits.
one’s experience in the line of which we are
Not a little depends upon the attendance at

speaking.

|

‘We learn that $1500 of the

~ Money Letters Received.

pondin messenger:
spond to the favor as co
from Lafayette to Rock &
J.
Park
A
NS nin
eV.
J
.
Lark
WwW
th |
‘sepsion.
sermon at next mon. whet wi be held = Yor

sion Society of the Corinth Q. M.,1s alive and
active, and we hope our other Q. M’s ‘will follow the worthy example. .

zeal and self-sacrifice on the larger part of the
membership of our church,and the special services of a few members, we must, after all, ascribe the success of the movement, so fur as
haman instrumentality ‘goes, to thé devoted,

little progress, and the condition of our church-

a

for

about

cast

of a preparation for it, and

dlesex a few: Sabbaths, and probably will continue if health permits. Chis ehurch is a live
little interest, and does more for missions than
some larger churches.....The ‘Woman's Mis-

the

While we recognize the general spirit of

of missions has'made

The work

with

with the fnseription: # No mortgage here.”

em-

seriously

years

terest has been for some

steeple

every church could run up such an ensign, und
until they do, they can not reasonably hope for
the largest success. It is gratifying, however,
to notice of laté a very general movement in
the direction of removals of church debts. It
is a good sign, and may the spirit of such enterprise increase until from eyery church
steeple in our land there shall float an ensign

est, to be reported at the coming session.
We ought notto deny that our people are
feeling more hope, and stronger purpose. For

take

to

self-reliant

and

level

church

words, ¢ No mortgage here” ‘Would to God

Pleusant Hill church, Jones Co., of which notice is given elsewhere, next Oct. 8—b, for
the purpose of completing ‘plans and commencing work in new, good earnest. Already

he hardly knows how it is to be met and sup-

not sufficiently

run up a flag ou our

These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resinoids, (r active principles of those
plants which investigation has proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of tho

Liver and Biliary organs.

For family use they are
sure

in

unsurpassed ; safe

and

pain or uneasiness

in the

bowels,

matic

and Neu-

their work,

out

with-

causing

or interfering with
diet. They are of
tance to every

in.

-

:

subject ‘to Head:

“

ness, Piles, Rheu-

ralgic Pains, Disa;
ble Breath, Pains and Soreness in all parts ef the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Skin,

Indigestion,

Jaundice,

Biliousness,

Colds,

Suppressions, etc. Send 25 cents bv mail and get
a box., For sale by all diuggists, CASWELL
&
Co., Boston, Proprietors.
1y3

THIS
PAPER Powells
Go Newspaper
Advertising Bureau (10
ce St.), where
contracts may be made

for it IN
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fr
ner

—

—

THEor

Portry,

afraid that some time my
come unmanageable.”

will

«1 guess not!" Dick replied.

SHAPING THE FUTURE.
Of which the coming life is made,

|

And fill our future atmosphere
With sunshine or with shade.

4

The tissue of the life to be
- We weave with colors all our own,
And in the field of destiny
‘We reap as we have sown.
Still shall the soul around it call
The shadows which it gathered here,
And painted on the eternal wall,
The past shall reappear.
Think ve the notes of holy song
On Milton’s tuneful ear have died ?
Think ye that Raphael's angel throng
Has vanished from his side?
Oh, no! we live our life again;

Or warmly touched, or coldly dim,
The pictures of the past remain—
Man’s works shall toilow him.
’
—J. G. Whittier.

‘‘You'd

there's the bell, and I'm all out of the
bolt-ropes, as usual.”
Co.
*“ There's a row in camp!” said Arthur's right-hand neighbor, as the young
men took their seats in class. ¢¢ Some
of the boys scared old Mrs. Allen into a
fit last night, and they say it’s a * liner.’
Nobody thinks she'll pull through. One
of the fellows dressed up in white, and
rode the old woman's cow clear into the
kitchen. They let out the pig, and ston-

Professor entered

:

;

“I am requested by the President to
say to Arthur Hoyt and Richard Denham

that they are to repair at once to the

brary, where the Faculty wait to see
them,”
¢ All right, sir,” responded Arthur,

Like a pulse-beat threaded through
The bliss of my thought, shall I dare refrain
From delight in the pure and true?

pleasantly.

Conscious

integrity

made

him bold. Dick arose slowly, and walk+| ed out in his usual dogged manner.

In the harvest-field shall I cease to glean,
Since the bloom of the spring has fled?
Shall I veil mine eyes to the noonday sheen;
Since the dew of the morn hath sped?

‘¢ Say, ¢ A flat,’ you'er in for it!” said
one of the class, in a low tone, as the

Nay, phantom ill, with the warning hand,
Nay, ghosts of the weary past,
Serene,as in armor of faith I stand,
Ye may not hold me fast.
shadows across my sun may fall,
as bright the sun shall shine,
walk in a light ye can not pall,
light of the King divine.

And whatever he send {rom day to day,
Iam sure that his name is Love,

And he never will let me lose my way,
To my rest in his home above.
;
—Sunday Magazine.

THE GOOD LIFE, LONG LIFE.
It is not growing like a tree

In bulk doth make man better be;

the

with

¢ A.

President

was

Hoyt

continued,

‘ torn from the wrist probably in the
pleasant excitement of frightening an
innocent old woman into a fit. I shall be
compelled to hold your property, sirs,
until such time as the law of the college,
| or the law of the State,

upon you.
to live.”
‘

Mrs.

shall

Allen

Iam very sorry,

be

passed

is not expected

sir,”

said

Arthur,

‘‘ and I am sure Dick
is, too ; but what sort
of justice is this that takes our guilt so
entirely for granted? Your evidence is

oe
MM. inthe Churchman,

| simply circumstantial,

sir, and IT wish

to

say here that I was never on Mrs. Allen’s
premises in my life, and I am quite sure
Denham never was.”
‘ I never was,” said Dick, with echaracteristic doggedness, ‘‘ and I never. expect to be.”

Family Circle.
‘A FLAT.”
STORY.

* What would you say, Hoyt, if I were
Arthur Hoyt looked at himself in the
glass seriously, and without self-love or to tell you that one of the Professors saw
self-prejudice.
He saw there a frank, you there last night?” inquired the Pres:
good-natured face, a pair of blue eyes, ident.
*¢ I should say, sir,” Arthur responded,
and a mass of curly brown hair. As far
as he could judge, there was nothing par- || quickly, « that the Professor was greatly
tieularly out of the way with his couate- mistaken ; but if you were to tell me that
nance.
4 Say, Dick,” he began, to his reommate, who was puzzling over a page of
Xenophon.
“I've been taking account
of stock, and I don’t see anything unpardonably wrong
about
my
features.
They are not angular enough to be called
sharp, nor level enough to be justly
styled flat; so I can't exactly see the
suitableness of the expression which has

somehow come to be my

college cogno-

men.”
:
““ Don’t be a fool !” growled Dick, with
out looking up from his book.
‘I have always been a great stickler
for the fitnessof things, eternal and temporal,” continued Arthur;

¢ and

if to be

* A Flat, is really applicable as a correct
deseription of the impression my personal appearance makes on my companions,
all right! I'd as soon respond to that
name as any other; but if it’s not mine,
then, old fellow, it’s got to be stopped.”
¢ If you'd rob hen-roosts, and steal the

housekeeper’s preserves, and lay traps
to trip up old men and women, and raise

Cain generally, you'd be the most popular fellow in college,” said Dick,
disdainful grimace,

still

with

with
his

a

eyes

fixed on his book. ‘‘ They let me alone,
you see, because I don’t care a hang for

‘em, and because they know-I'm
as poverty, and

clam.

as

dull

You get ahead

as

a hard-shell

of em

I'm always in the rear.

as poor
in

class.

You have money

to subscribe to everything there is going,

and you refuse to spend it in riotous liv-

ing.

Ihaven't any money, and therefore

I'm of no éons

that there isn't

.

Whoever says

compensation for every-

thing don’t know what they are talking
“about.”

“ Youre a patient old soldier,” said

Arthur, with a merry laugh, ‘* andI wish
I had some of your philosophy! Bat,

the

. factis, every time I'm ealled * A flat,’ I

. feel the fight tingling all over me.
Ave

I am

subject-

ing, and until then, ag any rate,

young men were prisoners.

the

manner:
Wash the face invariably previous to powdering it, then rub it vigorously with a coarse towel. Put some of
the ‘powdered starch into a coarse cloth,

than can be said in favor of applications
that clog and close the pores of the skin,
even if they do no greater harm.— Prairie
Farmer.
;

The

two

detect:

ive who had charge of them was a goodnatured fellow, and after asking all sorts
of questions, relevant and

irrelevant,

he

as

finally

‘¢ They may be pretty smart up here in
this college, but they've got the wrong
pigs by the ears this time. Say, boys,
come out for a walk!
I can keep an eye
on you just as well outdoors as in the
house, and mebbe itll chirp you up a
bit.”
So out they went, the detective asking
all sorts of questions, it seemed to his
companions for no other purpose

make conversation.

As they

than

drew

to

near

the lake, a large and very deep sheet of
water, Arthur saw that Cary was out in
his—Arthur’s—tiny, shallow shell of a
boat.

‘He'll have to be more careful, or he'll
upset, as sure as fate!” said Arthur, more

to himself than to those about him:
*“'Twould be a pity to have him drown

‘* Great

heavens!

there he goes !”
Arthur, who had been watching the
boat and its occupant, threw off his coat
and boots, and, before the detective could

lay a hand on him, he had

plunged

the water, and was making
not swim, and when Arthur

with

into

all

bis

Cary could
reached

him

Arthur lay panting and exhausted beside
the inanimate form he had snatched from

stick, or cane, which the young man

to the surface the second

swimmer succeeded,

and

for

a

moment

the waterf A half an hour later, the still
unconscious young man was borne to the

college. Arthur, forgetting that he was
a prisoner,did all in his power toward his
enemy’s restoration. As they removed
his coat, a large Russia-leather pocketbook dropped to the floor, and this Arthur
took into his own possession.

‘You had better change your clothes
at once, Hoyt,” a kind voice said, after all
had been done. Arthur turned, and saw
the President.
““ All right, sir,” said

the

young

man,

presenting Cary’s pocket-book. “I was
afraid this might fall into improper hands,
sir. It seems very full of papers.”
* 1 hope 1 haven't wronged you,” said
the President, with considerable feeling.
“¢ Rather hope that you have, sir,” said

Arthur, with a smile; ‘if you have
wronged us, then we are innocent, you
know ; but, whatever the result, I shall

always feel that you have acted according
to your best judgment.”

That evening, as Arthur, Dick and

the

detective sat in their room, waiting for
they knew
not what, a knock on the door
was followed by the entrance of the Pres-

ident.

* Officer,”

:

he

said,

with

GLovEs. Lisle thread and silk gloves
are introduced in great variety, in consequence of the demand for them during
the warm summer months. Some pretty
styles are in open work almost up to the
elbow, resembling the open work stockings of the day. The new silk gloves,
with long open

worked

wrists,

are

Fancy mitts in black, white and colored

silk are brought forward in so many different styles as to preclude an attempt: at
enumeration.

A coarse mitt is, however,

spotted

handkerchief,

ter, to form pockets, put it into

a

band,

and the apron is made.
These handkerchiefs are generally from 22 to 24 inches
square, which is a good size for a little
morning apron for house-keeping and
gardening purposes, as well as for tennis. They look smart and. pretty over
white morning dresses. A second one,
of the same color and pattern, looks well
to-tie round the throat. Three-cornered
half handkerchiefs and ties of the Watteau

prints are becoming fashionable for wearing round the throat for the garden. They
are generally edged with lace, and the
ties are drawn together at the end, just
above the fall of lace, so that they have
the appearance of a tassel.
They
are
made of pretty prints, sometimes the same
as the costume, and of plain or flowered

tussore silk or satin.— Boston Herald.

TETE-A-TETE."

Lilies of the valley are

used for some of the new flower

bonnets.

—Dresses gathered to the waist are con fidently predicted as the coming style in
Paris.—The old-fashioned round ~ waist
and plain skirt are seen on some of the
New York dresses.—The English Society

for Promoting the Employment of Wom-

en has an income of about

£320

a year,

and finds employment for 235 women

an-

in fashion, and those worn

are

nually.—Neapolitan bonnets

trimmed

are always

with such profuse

flowers, moss and lichen

this year

clusters

that

they

about as pretty as anything that the
liners produce.—Bands of hens’

voice, ‘‘ you cango to the parlor if you
please. These young men are not guilty,
therefore they require no guard.”
© “I knew that afore,” said the detective,

as he hastily left the room.
“Tbe pocket-book you gave me, Arthur,”

of

look

mil-

feathers

colored from bright red to garnet are
used to trim chip hats. In texture they
are precisely like the bands of currant
red feathers that were worn four or five
years ago.—Concave mirrors and flowers

of one color only were used

at a recent

intention was to ** give the semblance

caves.”—Cincinnati
necklaces

belles

of alternate

dollars,

with

Sashes may

now

dimes

half-dollar

be

looped

in

The

of

wear

and * gold

pendants.—

the

back,

in

front or on the side, as one pleases.
Little girls’ muslin dresses have sashes of

the same material.—Bofpn Transcript.

the President began, * has solved the
mystery. There was but one student engaged in the miserable affair, and he has

the rest of us all hollow in the

meanness

Arthur's face was scarlet, and his hands
worked nervously.

He was

full

of de-

sire to knock this fellow down, and, under the exasperating circumstantes, it
‘| was hardly to be wondered

at;

but

the

young man had been trained in a differ| ent school, so he valiantly turned. on his
heel and left his enemy without a

word.

** Valiantly” is the proper term to describe Arthur Hoyt's behavior in this

paste with water is a painless application
and possesses wonderful healing proper-

ties. A mixture of lemon-juice and borax

is as good a * tan and freckle lotion” as
can be found, but even this should not be
usedto excess lest it injure the texture of
the skin. If one must use powder—and
there are many who consider it indispensible to both comfort and comeliness—the

ordinary laandry-starch so far from proving harmful, will produce the most

factory results if used

in the

satis-

following

do not-seem to

appreciate

the

fact

that

it is the little things and finishing touches

that freshen and brighten alady’s toilet,—
The latest round hat is low crowned,
with straight brim about four inches in
width ; it may be worn over the face or
set back on the hair.—Gauze delaine is
one of the most popular of the summer
materials. Itis soft and fine in texture,

and is admirably suited

for

midsummer

wear,—Chignons have diminished in size,
and have generally given place to braids,

‘which, even

have

the

American

when

not natural,

appearance
Troveller.

of

being

at least

$0.—

The

‘hood till he returned to

MAGAZINES,

Primary

Sabbath-school

Tedcher,

strictly designed for teachers of primary scholars, for the third quarter of the present year is
a large, double column, seventy page‘ pam-

phlét.

Its editorials

touch

timely

topics,

us

in the number before us,we find them entitled,
“ Rewards,” ** Music,” ** Order,” ** Entertain-

its les-

Then its contributed articles,

ment.”

son stories, its illustrations, and its songs with
publish-

David C. Cook,

whom it is designed.

for

help to those

music, ete,, make it afine
er, Chicago.

The following is the table of contents of

International Review for August:

the

Current

Politics and Literature in France, by E. De
Pressense. George Sand: Her Life and Writings. IL, by Leopold Katscher,
Separation,

by William
in

Wilson,

M.

the

Hardinge.
United

Some

Cabinet

States,

by

I'olitical Notes

W.

Queries.

The Zulus, by J, A. Farrer.
The Thoroughbred Race Horse, by-Hark Comstock.
The
Capture of Chief Joseph und te Nezperces, by
G. W. Baird,
Contemporary Literature.
Recent English Books.
From the first article
we make the following extract:

it with

It reso-

good, as light and

shade are contrasted in a picture,—its final
aim being beauty and goodness.
Great art
does not submit itselfto nature as the slave
who holds out to Roman ladies the mirror in
which they see themselves.
It governs nature
with all the nobleness of a thought made for
truth and eternal beauty,
It seeks every
where traces of the divine, and thus in some

measure
tion,

hears

favorably

the

sigh

of crea-

The contributors to the August number of

the Nursery deal mostly with country scenes
and sounds—appropriaté to mid-sutaomer.
On
the Farm, Lost in the Woods, The Search in
the Meadow, The Blackbird’s Nest, In the
Forest, und the comical Barnyard Song will
remind our readers of life in the fresh air and

green fields.

But in-door subjects are not

oy-

erlooked, as may be seen by referring to the
Three Little Travelers, Happy-go-lucky,
&e.
The stories, poems and pictures are all lifelike and spirited.
The St. Nicholas for August has seventy| two pages—eight more than usual--with contents adapting it for children’s summer reading. - It opens with a long poem, by Celia
Thaxter, based on an actual incident in which
the present Emperor of Germany and two
*mall peasant childeen bore equally honorable
parts; the illustration, by Frederick Dielman,
isa fine large one, and is the frontispiece of
the number.
Next comes
* A Mississippi
Chowder,” a brisk account of a fishing frolic
with two striking pictures.
After that is “The
Baby’s Morning,” the history of an escaped
baby’s pranks in a meadow ,—with five charming illustrations by Addie Ledyard; aad then
there is an illustrated description of the won.
derful aquarium at Brighton, England; with
its finny treasures. But this is n’t half.—Secrib.
N. Y.
ner & Co.,
Since the publication of the first “ Midsummer Number” in 1876, Scribner for August,
prepared with special reference to summer
reading, has become the literary feature of the
summer.
The sales of the magnzine
have increased to such an extent. during the past
eight months, that the publishers are warrant-

ed in printing a: first edition of

100,000 copies

of the issue for August, 1879.
It is thought
that this number compares favorably,if it does
not excel all previous holiday issues.
Some

of the specialties of the August
Whistler in Painting and
engravings of his pictures;

number are:

Etching, with ten
a brilliant article,

affording in its cuts an opportunity

for some

of Mr. Cole’s finest work; the opening chapters of a serial story by Henry James, Jr., in
the international school which has proved so

popular in * Daisy Miller,” ete.,

to continue

six months; a portrait of ‘Whittier, accompanied by an essay on his literary work, by R.
H. Stoddard, and illustrated with views of the

poet’s home; a long poem hy Dr. Holland, with
two by Bayard Taylor, and shorter poems by

Mary Mapes Dodge, Celia Thaxter and others, - Other richly illustrated articles are “ A
Peep into Antwerp and Holland,” “ Field and
Forest Insects,” with the wonderful pictures

engraved by Henry Marsh, “ The Cook of the
Confederate

Army,”

ete.

Short

stories

and

sketches by Charles Dudley Warner; “ Oat
of the World,”a Shaker story), Frank R. Stockton '(“ Our

(‘* Lincoln’s

Archery

Club”),

Noah

Imagination”),

Brooks

Mary

Hallock

Foote (The Cascarons
Ball”), and others.
Price of this number (160 pages), 86 cts.
Scribner & Co., N. Y.

The following is the table of contents for the
August Atlantic, and it speaks for itself:
Preaching.
The Future of Invention, by W.
H. Babcock.
The Inland Country, by Chris-

tine Chaplin Brush.

An Experiment

in Play

Writing, by Joseph Kirkland,
At Kawsmouth
Station, by Henry King.
The Latest Literature of Art, by Henry Van Brunt.
Petite

Marie and Benezet, by H. H.

Irene

the Mis-

sionary, XVIIL—XXII.
Two Years of President Hayes, by Walter Allen.
A Bit of Shore

Life, by Sarah O. Jewett. The Deserted Cabin,

by Mrs. E. R.

Lee.

“ Un Hompe

by Axel (!. J. Gustafson.
by James B. Runnion.
German

Essays, by

Capable,”

'The Negro Exodus,
Recent French and

Thomas

Sergeant

Perry,

William Lloyd Garrison,by Lydia Maria Child,

Vestigia Quinque Retrorsum.
An Academic
Poem, by Oliver Wendell Holmes. Rurxl Eng.
land, by Richard Grant White.
The Con-

tribators’ Club. Recent Literature. Mr. Kel
ley on Mr, Linton.—Houghton, Osgood & Co.,
:

Boston,

Paris.

The North American Review for August
opens with an article of unusual interest from
the pen of Richard Wagner.
It is entitled
“The Work and Mission of My Life.” Only
an appeal from America, he writes, could induce him to give a new explanation of his aims

Dresden. * The Disiry of a Public Man,” consists of extracts from the’ diary of one who.
wus closely connected with political move.
ments at the begluning of our civil war,
The third article is sn eloquent tribute by
Wendell Phillips to the memory of Garrison,.

and contains

a

brilliaut

summary of the

and character of the great abolitionist.

Jife

The

Power of Dissolution,” by Edward A. Freeman, the historian,is a remarkably coucise and

lucid paper upon

the power

of the English

throne to dissolve Purlisment. - The next arti-.
cle is entitled “ The Founder of the Khedivate.” It was written about -foxty years ago.

by the late John L. Stevens, the distinguished.
American traveler. It gives an interesting account of the cureer of Mohammed Ali, the
grandfather of the Khedive who has lately

of thie notes as soon as they are redeemed, and
from the act of Feb. 28, in the same year,which

occasions a accumulation

of standard

silver

dollars in the treasury.
He finds cause for uneasiness, also, in what he regards as incomplete conceptions held by the Secretary of the
Treasury 1n relation to a government currency, and in the tendency of Congress to force
the government to use silver in the payment

What does the Naturalistic school really
mean? Its pretension is to paint Nuture—or,
rather, reality—entirely
naked
and crude,
without any extenuation.
It undertakes to
represent
the hideous side of Nature without
excluding anything, and in brutal langage
which is like a photograph of its ugliness, a

onlyto contrast

from

lost bis throne, und the founder of modern
Egypt.
The sixth paper treats of the “Future
of Resumption.”
The anonymous writer finds. :
in the present situation elements of danger
which should be considered by all thoughtful
men,
These arise from the act of Congress of
Muy 31, 878, which prohibits the retirement

Govern-

Thomas

and

Germany

upon the first: representation of “* Rienzi” in

of its indebtedness.

lutely rejects the old wmsthetic rules, which
bave produced the most exquisite masterpieces of the human mind, and which started
with the reasonable idea that in wishing to
copy natureit is quite useless to reproduce it,
because nature will always surpass usin her
living manifestations ; that the mission of art is
to make a choice in reality, and that it should
leave what is vile and low to pursue the ideal.
From this came the conclusion that it would
not be permitted to- paint evil for itself, but

A PreTTY APRON. The quickest way of
convertinga large

THE

Bebieto,

cast
of its monstrous excrescences.

a very unsjghtly covering for the hand,
and there is in a fine quality an elegance
which is most desirable, while at the
same time the better styles are more lasting. Fine lace gloves are much sought,
and are regarded as a very pretty finish
to the summer toilet.—N. ¥. Herald.

with a broad colored border, into a very
pretty apron is simply to turn up one end
to the depth of seven ‘or eight inches,
stitch it up both sides and down the cen-

Witerary

ment

novelty in this class of goods and will” be
much sought after during the reign of the
short sleeve now so fashionable. These
silk gloves are shown in ‘a variety of pretty colors, and those in black are very
elegant for ladies in mourning. They are
a choice article and can only be had from
the leading glove houses as yet.

English party to fill the fire-places.

trembling

the

FASHIONABLE FANCIES.
The
lily-ofthe-valley bonnet is very popular.—Dress
sleeves are becoming shorter and shorter.
passed to his account,” he continued, rev- —Lace pins are now made in shape of
oue of the students saw me: there, I | erently.
‘He was joined by some young flowers or fruit.—Some of the breakfast
men from the city—what young men we caps now worn differ from baby caps only
should say that student lied.”
in -size.—Linen serge slippers, prettily
There was a straightforwardaess in the | shall probably never find out.
I should: embroidered, are a late caprice for home
aititude of these suspected young men | have been more careful, boys,” and new wear.—Linen collars have been banished,
except for traveling and mourning wear.
that was irresistible, still everything was | the tears rolled down the good man’s
against them. The old woman had tes-. face. ‘1 have cleared your name before —Society belles have portraits of their
tified that morning that she had heard the | the whole college, and that is all I can favorite dogs sketched and painted on
their fans.—The Madras gingbam toilets,
names of Hoyt and Denham pronounced do. Even with poor Cary dead upstairs, with parasols to match, are favorite cosyour
friends
and
your
enemies
joined in a tumes at the beaches.—The newest banmore than once the night before. The
conspiracy was well arranged, nothing, hearty cheer of good-will when I told danna plaid dresses are combinations of
plaid and percale, and are extremely gay.
so far as known, having been left out in them what I thought necessary.”
—The most showy of combinations and
.
Somehow,
it
came
to
pass from that day
its calculation. Arthur was in his room
brightest of colors are seen in coquettish
alone all the previous evening, but, as till the day Arthur Hoyt left college he watering-place toilets. —The fashionable
was
never again called *“ A flat.”—Elecq- bathing-dress is composed of heavy, yet
he thought it over, there was absolutely
not too thick, flannel. The color is a
nor Kirk, in Christian Union.
no one to testify to this fact. Dick had
matter of fancy.—Traveling dresses are
0-5-0
taken one of his long walks into the
mostly made of debeige and summer
country, returning at ten o'clock.
There
HOME TOPICS.
camel’s hair; a light all-wool serge
is
THE COMPLEXION.
was no way of proving this, either, for
Cleanliness is a also used.—For very elegant toilettes
fringes and embroideries composed of jet
Dick had not spoken to a soul, and there necessity to a clear skin, but may somewas literally no way by which he could limes be observed as religiously as by beads are adopted by ladies noted for
prove an alibi. Nothing more could be ancient Jews and Mahommedans without i good taste.—A striking feature of the
summer fashions is the enormous amount
said at present, and Arthur and his chum producing that desirable result, and re- of handsome lace and embroidery used in
withdrew and passed slowly along to course must be had to medical treatment decoration.—Very rich fans for full-dress
their room, as the President had ordered. or external applications. Even such a con- occasions are embroidered in silks of very
On their way they met several students, dition of affairs does not warrant the in- delicate colord in long India stitches on
who, it was plain to be seen, were wait- discriminate use of drugs and lotions. If plain satin.—Wide belts made of same
material as the dress and appropriately
ing for them to leave the library.
one must employ any but simple remedies trimmed, are now much worn at the sum‘*“ You can’t most always tell a flat it is best to use them understandingly and mer resorts.— Very serviceable traveling
shawl-cases are .of gossamer india-rubfrom a sharp,” said one of the number, a with a physician's advice.
ber cloth, finished with calf-skin and a
young man who had been particularly
Barley-water, oat-meal, bran, etc., will handle and buckle.—Blue and blue-black
offensive in his manner to Arthur.
“We not injure the softest skin; sweet cream ladies’ cloth remains the favorite’ fabric
have all been mistaken in your character, has been found very soothing to blistered for Siding habits, and the English style of
my boy, I take notice that when these noses, and mutton-suét and castile soap cutting 1s preferred. —When lace-edged
tarletane raffles can be bought for twenty
goody-goody fellows do take it into their excellent for chaps and excoriations. In and
twenty-five cents a dozen, it really
soft pates to cut up, they generally beat the latter case, Fuller's-earth made into a doesn’t pay to wear collars.—Many ladies

of their efforts.”

*

sible and efficacious too, and that is more

ed to the most rigid scrutiny. I'he coroner’s jury would convene the next morn-

having been led to expect

marked on it,”

When all the lullabies are said,
His mamma lays him in his bed,
‘While angels guard his sweet repose,
And that’s the way. the baby grows.

hand, and Arthur and Dick were

on

he had come

‘“ And here is a cuff

Pray tell me how the baby grows?

promptly

time. It required almost superhuman
strength to bring him in, but the brave

*¢ That's mine, sir,” said Dick.

And listens to her soft by-lows,
And that’s the way the baby grows.

were

A few words sufficed to put the visitors
in possession of all they wanted to know.
After a few preliminary remarks, such as

accustomed to carry on long walks.

Pray tell me how the baby grows?
‘When noisy play no longer charms,
Ile rests within his mamma’s arms,

Officers

are.”

BABY BY-LOWS.
Pray tell me how the baby grows?
He romps and plays when day begins,
And tosses high his dainty limbs,
When merrily he laughs and crows,
And that’s the way the baby grows.

Allen threw the college into terrible excitement.

might for the drowning man.

from the young men before him, the
President produced a large silk handkerchief with ‘¢ Arthur Hoyt” plainly marked in one corner.
¢¢ Does this belong to you, Hoyt?” the
President inquired.
:
“Tt does, sir,” replied Arthur, pleasantly.
‘“ And is this yours?” the gentleman
asked of Dick, presenting a crooked

1 +

rubbing it well over the surface, and ap-

boys,” said Arthur; ‘* but we shall soon
know.
Brace up, old fellow, for here we

things

€§ A. co»

ply to the face as rapidly and persistently as time and muscle will permit; this
treatment may seem severe but it is sen-

now!” growled Dick:

better

————_

turn

ed him, but it required real valor to

young man passed him. ‘ Your turn
has come now ¢ A flat!’ ” said another.
‘¢ Mebbe you won't be so kigh and
mighty now you're found out at last !”
*“ What do you suppose it is?” Dick
inquired, as he came up with Arthur.
‘“ Some
contemptible . trick: of the

Or standing long an oak three hundred year,
To fall a log at last, dry, bald, and sere;
A lily of a day
Is fairer far in May,
Although it fall and die that night;
It was the plant and flower of light.
In small proportions we just beauties see,
And in short measures life may perfect be.
—Ben Jonson.
A...

A COLLEGE

li-

+

away without either word or blow. That
afternoon the tidings of the death of Mrs.

it seemed to his companions,

riousness,

Because of a subtle sense of pain,

young man who had just publicly insult-

said, with a chuckle,—

the class-room, and after surveying the
students a moment, said, with great sebe

crisis. It would have taken physical
‘strength only—and Arthur had plenty of
that—to have flogged Steve Cary, the

goodness knows what they didn't do.
There won't be any show for the boys
that cut up those capers.”
‘ Well, there oughtn't to be!” said
Just then the Greek

lips

—— ,§™SYS

ed the house, and broke her windows, and

Arthur, indignantly. =

4-4
40-4

Because in a day of my days to come,
There waiteth a grief to be,
Shall my heart grow faint, and my
dumb,
In this day that is bright for me?

be-

only get yourself in a worse muss, besides having something to be sorry for all
the days of your life, perhaps!
But

‘We shape ourselves the joy or fear

Your
But
For I
The

fists

MORNING
STAR,
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The

scheme

of redemp-

tion is regarded as defective, because the redeemed notes may be re-issued, and because
silver has been made legal tender.
The concluding article on ** Recent Works on Ancient
History and Philology” is an instructive review of five publications relating to the history, language and customs of early Aryans, by
John Fiske, 551 Broadway, N. Y.
a

The August
vacation

Wide Awake will prove

treat to its

and old.

hosts

a rich

of readers,

young

It opens with a cool-looking frontis-

piece of some barefoot boys angling over the
mill dam, and is followed by the poem which
it illustrates, ** Willy’s Mishap,” by - Elizubeth
W. Dennison,
Rose Hawthorne Lathrop tells
a story of ** One Cunt,” betraying in it a vein
of her futher’s genius.
This is followed by
** The Flower School at Corlear’s Hook,” by

beautifully illustrated with
by Miss Lathbury.
EL.

Mrs. Dickenson,
nine eMgravings

Bynner, the author of“ Nimport” and * Tritons,” has a charming sketch, daintily {llustrated, entitled * The Tramp’s Dinner Party.”
Mrs. Parsons, ulso, has a good story, ** Only
Fifteen,”
Chief
of the attractions, however,is
the rollicking six-paged Classic of Babyland,
** The Three Pigs,” by Clara Doty Bates, with
by * Boz.”
its nineteen funny illustrations

Almostas funny is the poem furnishedby Mrs,
Lizzie W. Champney, entitled * Retaliation.”

and illustrated by her husband, *¢ Champ,”
ete., ete.—D. Lothrop & Co., Boston.

Phrenological
Journal
for August contains the following: Wn.
Lloyd Garrison.
Portrait,
Do Animals Blush?
Alcoholism
Treated Phrenologically.
Mental Science in
China. Hus, Edward Payson Thwing.
Brain
and Mind. Chap. XV.
Two Kinds of Self
sacrifice. The Night-Blooming Cereus. Ilius.
Advantages and Disadvantages of the Ameri-

can Novelist.
Part. 1. The Stage-Driver’s.
Story. What Shall We Drink? A Study in
Vegetarianism.
Poetry.
A Very Young
Phrenologist.
Illus. Editorial Items. Notes

in Science and Agriculture.

Answers

respondents.
What
They ‘Say.
Items—Wisdom, Mirth, Library.—8.

to CorPersonal
R. Wells

& Co., 737 Broadway, N. Y,
PEP

A Complete Scientific Grammar of the
English Language, with an appendix con-

taining a treatise on composition, specimens of
English and American literature, a Defense of
Phonetics, &ec., for the use of colleges, schools
and private lexrners. By W. Colgrove,A. M.,

President

of West

author has

done

“ Belentific.”

Virginian

we'll

to

College.

call

his

The

grammar

The entire arrangement of the

work, the brevity, excellence and accuracy of
the definitions, the nomenclature, which is,
we believe, original with this author, the admirable classification in the different departments, all warrant the application of the name

given to it.

The book is designed for

ed students, and

will,

we

which has hitherto been

advanc-

think, fill

vacant.

a place

Though

of

course not absolutely perfect,it has so many
commendable features that it must necessarily
win its way into popular favor.
Among
the praiseworthy things, especiully noticeable,
are the chapters on the composition and derivation of the words in our language, giving

fuller definitions, explanations and examples
than wre usually found in an ordinary text.

hook. The analysis of sentences is taken up
in a very thorough and complete manner, and
yet concise, embracing all the forms of senten-ces in the language.
A strong plea in favor of
the subject of phonetic reform is made by the
author, who answers quite well some of the

common

objections

made

to this proposed

method.
The specimens of English literature
ure valuable, giving ap idea of the changes in

our language from Anglo-Saxon times to the
present. The author has put much work into
his book
and ,has aimed to bring the science
of grammar

more

into

harmony

with

other

branches than hitherto, and he claims one
year with his book equal to ten spent upon the

ordinary grammars.
Whether it will be quite:
equal to this remains to bé proved,
TTT

LITERARY

etd

REMUNERATION.

The whole question of literary remuneration, therefore, is, in. our opinion, distinctly a
trade question, as
literature is distinctly a
trade; and the more completely it is recognize.
ed as a trade, and the Booner authors cease to

import into it those elements

of conceit, ca-

price, aud ludicrous misapprehensions of commercial obligations

and treaties of which

effect upon any other

trade

would be to

tinguish all possibility oftrading,

the

the

ex-

better it

willbe for literature.
An author almost in-.
variably fetches as much as he is worth.
If
he sells the manuscript of a successful book

for a trifle,

his

trade

is

compensative;

he-

will find his account in his next book, as.
Goldsmith owned to recovering his loss upen.

the “ Vicar of Wakefield” by the

prices he got .

for compilations. The publisher fs but a spec- ulator; bie has not only rights but risks which
the author would be the first to uppreciate and
acknowledge if literature were regarded in its
commercial obligations as a trade. If the pub-

lisher accept and publish a

work

by

an

un-

known writer, he undertakes a commercial re-

expects the

sponsibility which, as works go, is just as
likely as not to prove disastrous to him.
If
the author prove a success, his future inter-

home, to find 4. new realnr and to * attain to

ests are abun-{antly guaranteed by the spirit of
competition,
which subsists in as lively a

in art. “It is in America

that he

Germanic spirit, hampered and trammeled at
the full glory ofan

give
a vivid
s

art that is all its own.”

sketch of his art life from

He

boy=

form amony publishers as among stockbrokers.

~— Mayfair.

SS

rhe

r

:

and several

homely

many

per; the green woods, the brooks, and the
wild places of the rock.—Sunday AfterNOON.
.

satis-

not,

of

greatness,

tellect for indefinite expansion
ferent

stages

in

the

and

inquired:

The Southern States received in

counted in the

Ee

Nt

forts were

LF

and daughter of Lieutenant Stafford, who
under

John

Paul

Jones,

has

in

is also a boarding sword used by John
Paul Jones in the memorable engugement between the Serapis and the Bon
Homme Richard, and an English ‘¢ musquit,” captured from the British frigate
Serapis, September, 1779.
The most

a house ever after noted because Washington took tea there on the evening of
the ball, and which was afterwards the
home, as well, of five successive generations. Miss Redwood, a daughter of

precious relic, however, is the flag of the

Bon Homme Richard,
which
is completely

et

beauty of those days. Tradition calls her
+t charming beyond description,” and tells
numerous anecdotes like those told of the
magnificent Duchess of Devonshire. **Ah,
lady,” said an English drayman to the

of its being, as this power of

fie i a

noble dame, as she stepped

from her

the identity of
settled.— Boston

Transcript.

Abraham Redwood, from whom the library takes its name, was-another celebrated

dif-

——————

be alarmed, dear

PARAGRAPHS.
Ancient ruins are the

dogs’-ears

car-

hoes,
door-

keys. The new residents were energetic
and
persevering, and despite
many
serious feuds and drawbacks, soon succeeded in making their settlement of
marked importance, principally as a seaport. Butits baleyon days, so far as
social life was concerned, were those that
began in the years bordering upon the
Revolution. The three Jeats residence
of the British upon the island, from 1776
till the autumn of 1779, does not seem to
be marked by many pleasurable incidents ;
in fact history tells us that the sojourn of
the British army came wellnigh ruining
Newport. They destroyed upwards of

nine

hundred buildings,

churches,

with

the

turned

of

In 1784, Newport was incorporated as a
city, but strange to say its prosperity then
began to diminish, and in three years relapsed into the old town form. It commenced to feel thé destruction of its property, and the dispersion of its inhabitants.
Its population duringthe warhad decreased nearly eight thousand. The Populariy

that began with the arrival of the French
fleet seemed to die with its departure.
About the year 1830 it became known in

a small way

one,

Trinity, into barracks and riding-schools,
-occupied the courr-house as a hospital, cut
-down the finest trees on the island, and

-even rifled {the Redwood Library of its

-oldest and most valuable
books. Such
was the condition of Newport 'on the 10th
of July, 1780; when the

is

Vienna.

all the

exception

‘ Bella”

French fleet,con-

sisting of seven ships
and five frigates,
‘with a large number of transports, and
un army of six thousand men, entered the
harbors.
:
“First perfect your foundation,” says
the careful architect. Before proceeding

as a watering-place,Southerp-

on

distinguished of British

Henry

Smart,

has just died

at the age of 67.
What is the difference between an M. D.
and a bargee ? One follows the healing,
the other the towing, path,
Mdme, Camilla Urso has decided to locate permanently in Boston.
Gen. Tom Thumb and wife are at Newport, where they receive
cordial welcome

from all classes.
Mother—** George,

you

leave the table feeling that

should
you

always

could

eat

a little more.”—*“ I do mother.”—Rochester Express.
A poor fisherman at Tallahassee, Fla.,
while digging worms for bait the other
day,came upon an old brass kettle contain-

vying

with

the

other in richness and peculiarity of archi-

next month.
Mr. John B. Gough

reputation Néwport'hdsas a winter

ond year, has traveled about 420,000 miles
and delivered nearly
8000 lectures within

tecture.

ito let me glance back into the days when
Newport proper was under the enlivening

Mr.

I'have told you

before what a
city.

is in his

sixty-sec-

The evenness of the temperature from the last thirty-seven years.
influence of the French officers, who or- late in the fall till the early spring is reThe Treasury Department
has shipped
ganized a creed of social rules and enjoy- ported ‘to be unequaled. Saratoga is to London the $10,000,000 of four per cent.
often
claimed
to
be.
Newport's
only
rival;
ments that have never been allowed to
bonds sold by the combination: of New
Information of this but certainly the comparisons are -unfair York bankers.
deteriorate by time.
period comes to us from chroniclers, many to both resorts. Saratoga has superb
William H. Vanderbilt purchased last
-of whom were Frenchmen of learning and hotels, its drives, “its shady walks, its week four million dollars of United States
world-farhed
springs,
its
parks,
and
fine
refinement.
The Chevalier de Tournay
4 per cents,each bound of a value of $50,000,
commanded the French fleet, and the masic.. The hotels of Newport are medis as an investment for his family.
Count dé Rochambeuu, the army. New- ocre; it can boast: no = health-giving
‘Che foundation of the meanest man is
port, despite its devastated condition, at springs, but its homes are palatial, its sea laid when a small boy turns the worm
once won their admiration. They com- views and mountain scenery enchanting, hole in an apple for his companion to bite
pared the sky toltaly; the salubrityof the and its drives delightful. Saratoga is a from.— Fayette (0) Record.
vast hotel ; Newport a quiet city near the
-climate to sunny France.
The women
The Joss for which Alleghany county, Pa.,
presented to them a type of beauty hither- sea.
is liable on account of the damage by the
RIN
GD
+d
to unknown. They left behind the studied
riots of 1877 is now set at $2,700,000. Suits
for $250,000 have already been brought
smile of a rouged, bejeweled marquise,
SPAIN.
and met here the innocent blush of maiden
So great a dearth of employment is against the county by individuals.
purity, The Quaker element was even there in Spain to-day that a considerable
An
up-country church society offers
then strong in Newport, and the pretty emigration is going on, while the munic- a reward for the arrest of the person who
little Quakeresses,
with their simple cos- ipal authorities in many large cities are surreptitiously introduced a hornet’s nest
tumes and demure glances, made sad compelled to give employment to those into the grab-bag.—Boston Post.
‘havoc among the French beaux. They who would otherwise be destitute. A de¢ Landlady,” said he, * the coffee is not
‘were delighted after their ‘éusy - conquests ficiency in the supply of wheat has sent settled.”
‘* No,” she
replied,
¢ but it
‘at home to converse with women whom
up the price of bread, and this is main- comes as near it as your .last month’s
they had been taught to regardas ‘a sort tained all the higher from the fact that the board bill does ;” and that nan never spoke
‘of mild savages, and whom they’ soon harvest does not at present promise well. again during the meal.— Syracuse Times.

found to be charming ladies. of culture,

who could talk with
, them in their own
tongue and were intellectually even supe-

rior-to their own country women.

visitor to: Newport

name of Polly

Every

is familiar with the

Lawton, the pretty. daugh-

ter of an old Quaker, whose piquant face
and modest demeanor soon made her the
toast of the gallant Freneh officers. Her
portrait hangsin the Redwood Library,
and represents a sweet, thoughtful face,
peeping half-coquettishly from. beneath
the brim of a Puritariical bonnet. The
Prince de Broglie

(French

known

and’ Count

Ambassador),

American

“in.

de

their

reminiscences,

Segur

wellboth

of the duty on grain, while another avers
that once let grain from the United States

“ What is your name?” asked a teacher
of a boy.
¢ My name’s Jule,” was the reply; whereupon the teacher impressively
said: ¢ You should have said, ¢ Julius,sir.’

enter,

boy, ¢¢ what

In view of this state of things, one portion of the press clamors for a reduction
Spain, and

the

agricultural”

est’s doom is sealed. That Spain should
need any aid from elsewhere in this respect, is only another proof of what mis«
goyernment can accomplish. Ford—and no
one knew bétter—says that her one Proyince of Estremadura could, if properly
cultivated,

feed

oue

half

Prince : ¢¢ Suddenly we beheld the godce

and

beauty,—Miverva

person,—having exchanged her
attributes for
pastoral charms.
the daughter of the Quaker,

Polly

in

sterner
It was
Law-

ton (or Leyton, as the name was then
spelled and pronounced). ** In accordance

of

Hiurope.

Here is a country of 182,000 square miles
in lextent, teming

ure, and having

under 20,000,000,

with the wealth of nat-

a population considerably

and some of her people

speak in glowing terms of the¢ peerless: are emigrating, and others
Polly Lawton.” Says the enthusiastic bread, —N. ¥. Times.
«ess of

inter-

crying

for

And

my

now,

lad,”

is

your

(From

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

tizer, strengthener and curative on ¢arth,

i

College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

individuals

ate,

turning to

another

name ?”

Bilious,

Scientific,

fluences.
buildings

not

fund.—DBoston Ad-

and

.

the New

COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Theological,

—Hop Bitters.”

It Why do Hop Bitters cure 80 much 7”
'4 Because they give good digestion, rich
‘blood,
and
healthy action of allvhe organs.”
“No matter what your {celings or ail-

library fees, only
Room,

§15 a year.

5.000
going

summer
eon most

of

Shoals

capacity,

your
ress,

ACADEMY.—Center

Strafford,

ne

N. H.

patronage.

Expenses are

Send for a Catalogue.
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ORTHWOOD
J.

H.

A.

B., Principal,

with

excess

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those
sons who do

not patronize

the

is but just that CASH should

Ruta

accompany

E. SPINNEY,

over

Star,
the

LINE

wife

it

a

Seminary and English Course.

of Oliver

died

8.

1879

EST

Grande, Gallia

VIRGINIA

He
and

b

GOLD and Silver,
n fancy cage, luce.

ville, Ct.

came to this place 25 vears ago.
With seven
others he united with the ¥. B. church at its
organization at Diamond Bluff, of which he
remained a faithful member till death.
His
heart was ever willing, his bands ever ready
to respond to the cause of Christ, his house
was ever the Christian’ home. He always bad
a cheering word to.all who were cast down.
He leaves a widow and four children, with one

1m

Free.
60

Chromo Cards, with name,
JBtna Card Co., Clinton.

13123

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Address

Maine.

P. @. VICKERY,
RL

Outfit

Augusta,
1ylY

Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snow

flake, etc., 10c. Game
M. Smith, Clintonville, Ct.

of Authors,

15c. H.
13125

L. A. H, WELCH.

BRO. WM. WARNER died in Otselic, March
13, aged 57 years.
He was for thirty-six years
a member of the Otselic church, serving faith-

fully as clerk a large part of the

time.

For

a

season before his
death he seemed greatly to
rejoice in spirit. Iis death was peaceful and
a * glittering crown that waits for conquer-

ors” is no doubt his to wear.
W. A, PHILLIPS.

_ Concational

WAS ELLE
:

|

was

cured

and lived to a good old age:
You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

CURED Ab diiY.
528
STEEL

lis
:
go
ENGRAVING
—OF—

DR. JAMES L. PHILLIPS.
This fine engraving

25 cents;
IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The
Fall Term
will commence August 26. For catalogue address the Secretary,
WM. REED,

|

-

-

Ridgeville, Indiana.

MORNING STAR
take a quantity,

OFFICE.
to sell at

2.00,

Morocco,

cts;

Rockland

man

has a

flock

of

hens

that

turn into roosters
every night.—Rockland Courier.
If a woman wants to write in reason
about the physical education of her sex, we
will not molest her or, make her afraid;
but we shall drive the masculine missionaries off of that
territory.— Cincinnati

Commercial.”
Elevator boy (to a woman who had rid‘Do you see that stick, sir?” said avery stupid acquaintance to Sydney Smith. den three times from bottom to top of the
building) : ¢ Well, where do you want to |
‘“ This stick has been.all round the world,
get out?” ¢ Well, indade, oim not quite
sir!”
‘Indeed,’ said
the remorseless
Shims
‘ And yet it is nothing
t a sure, but lave me as near the Grand Central depot as ye can.”
stick,”
ol

THE

post, 10 cents.

u 70

-

»

05

=~ .50

N.

Price

25 cts.;

-

50

ROCK

»
;

of

$0.75;

of our

postage

denominational

10 cents.

sf doctrinal theclogy. and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage. 12 cents.
The

Minutes

are published

of the

General

in pamphlet

of every session, and the

The

Conference

of the first sixteen

sescioms.

76

postage, 9 cents.
Treatise

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our genersl
usages in churchi-building. It 18 publiched by authority of the General Conference.

235cents;

pos.

faith and

a de-

tage, 1 cent.
Our

Faith and Covenant
18 a confession of17 articles of

|

Minister's Manual,
just issued, desigued especially for ministers.
but useful

for

all ‘church

memoers.

It contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings;
Formulaa.and
Suggestion.
‘t he Rulés of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well anzanged ; stating in fifteen

ages all the important, parliamentary rules of de-

Be rative

bodies.

Price,

Flexible

Leather,

are tor adults and

75

thick

children.

[LESSONS for Every sunday, ,18, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus.
| SR
“
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
02
Butler's € suvientary
by the same aunthor,—Prot. J. J. Butler, con.
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other ov Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

excellent

help

reading.

$1.0;

for Sabbath

names

schools

It is an

and

family

postage. 12 cents,

to the usual Calendar,

of all Freewill

Baptist

churches,

ar-

societies,

an

account

of

our

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min.
isters, &c., &c.
Puce, 10 cents a copy; 98 a
dozen, §7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.

Kectures
ON

\

THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

lent book for ail who would
tures 7

Twenty-two

portant points of Bible
crs

BIBLE;

an

*‘ search

lectures

on

study,

excel-

the Scrip-

the

most

im-

1.00; postage,

9

:

:

:

Tracts

were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
cts, per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
‘Denominational,
which contains a historical statement,
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church
ily ano institutions,

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225

hymns

and

and
pal-

several

tunes gelectea especially for prayer meetings,
cents; postuge, 2 cents.
Blanks
:

30

Marriage Certificates,
i
10 cts. doz.
Q- M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 * = ©
6.

Church Members’ Certificates,
Engravings
Of Dr. G. TT. Day,
s¢ «J, L. Phillips,

ed by order of the General
gratwitous distrib ution,

%

Ld

*
25 cts.
25 and 35 cts.

Printing Kstablishmenil
is a brief historical statement,

&c.

Publish

Conference, and for
/

The above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,
or on receiving
the books,
Send your orders to
’

I. D. STEWART,

Dover. N, H.

For sale also by

Any
one wishing to
Quarterly and Yearly
at

FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Malison St., Chicago,Ill.
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.’
D. Loturor & Co., 32 Franklin 8t.,Boston,.

ase,

go

ISLA]

R.

R.

Connecting at Cameron with Hannibal & 8t. Joseph R, R. and in Union Depot at Beverly wi th Eansas Sis, 8t. Joe & Council Bluffs'R. R.; at
roads; at Leavenworth with Kansas
ka & .Santa Fe, Atchison & Nebraska, and Central Branch Union
Avchison with Atchison, To
Missouri Pacific Rallroads,
Pacific, Kansas Central, an

Supt.

’

form at the close

hound volumes embrace

Between CHICAGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS and OMAHA, Sonneeting at Chicago with Railroads for all points East and South, and at Council
This is
&
Mi ssouri River R. R. in Nebraska.
THE ONLY COMPANY THAT OWNS AND OPERATES A THRO UGH LINE BETWEEN CHICAGO AND KANSAS,
Gen’l

postage?

of the Freewill Bapticste

Bluffs in Union Depot, with tare Vaion Pacific R. R. and Barlin;

A. KIMBALL,

»

050

mons and Lectures.
Price 75 cents.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, avd every Christian
would be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
3 cts,
Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions

For saleat the

Meetings can obtaifi them at u large discount by
applying to W. 0. SAYLES, 10 WALL St, N. Y.,
the cash accompanying the order.
21t

CHICAGO,

8

gilt edge, $1.00.

sir.”

There is an article from a Georgia paper extensively copied, that relates the
transformation of a hen into a rooster.
There is nothing remarkable in this.
A

exten

Memoir of George T'. Day.
contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser-

is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,

12 x 15 inches, 35 cents.

Book,

Turkey Gilt,

$1.00,

-

-

of our benevolent

cumstances he compounded
this Hlixir,

Pay.

time ex:

ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Feary
meetings, with their statistics; the names ot all
ministers and. their posi-office addresses, officers

Is a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Consumption. Underthese cir-

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION ~New Hamp-

|

Small,

early events

history.

the

Migs. Saran F., wife of the late Rev. D,
Hulburt, died at her residence in Armada,
Me¢Comb Co., Mich., Feb. 25, aged 66 years
and 6 months.
Sister H. bore. her long and
severe illness with Christian fortitude, and
met the king of terrors calmly, relying on Him
who conquered death and
brought life and
immortalityto light, even Jesus, ‘whom she
had learned
to love and trust in early life,
One son and daughter are left to mourn their
loss.. Funeral services by the writer.
E. J. DOYLE.

when

Hymn

1.5-;

The Register
y
contams, in addition

sister, to mourn their loss which is his gain.
{

hundred.

cents;
HRules of Order.
aretue same as those in the Mangal,
| paper covers, 10 cents.
Sabbath School
Question Books

ADVERTISEMENTS

in Diamond

per

sirable church covenant.

Wilton Junction, lowa.

|

covers the first hall century ot! our existence
from 1780 to 1830.
It describes with considerable

Co., Ohio.

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

adults

of

the proceedings

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangements for the coming
year.
.
:
For particulars address the Secretary, A. O.

MupGEk,

each.

Jackson,

detail, the

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

COLLEGIATE

for both

book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc-

Gilt,

A book oi 113 pages,

cents;

W COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

ILTON

Large

cents.
The History

ELIHU

Taylor Co., West Virginia.
This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circu-

ar to Rev.

25 cents

of $7.00

John Stevens, - - Christian’ Baptism

terms of ten weeks each. Fall term heginsAug. 26.
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
For further information appiy to A. A. MOUL-

Rio

than the

35 cents.

-

denominational

used.

Daniel

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio ‘Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four

A.M.

of readers

Psalmody

is the

William Burr,

TA YES, Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

TON,

-

rate

Biographies
David Marks,

EBANON ACADEMY.—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.
J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal.
For further

or

class

XT'he Book of Worship
only a few copies left, All
postage. 10 cengg.

For full catalogue.

principal,

the

Postage 9 cents
postage 4 cents,

as-

Send for Catalogue.
J. S. GARDNER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N.Y.

the

each.

co, 81.10; Morocco

Bas
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
I)
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JON FuI.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
*
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

Bluff, Wis., Nov. 19, 1878, aged 78 yé#rs and 2
months.
He was taken suddenly ill in the

afternoon and died the next morning.
wax a native of Androscoggin Co.. Me.,

The

WwW HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one ot the largest and best in the State.

yarticulard, address

older

is for less than lour montks at a time, the charge

IRVING B. SMITH.

Terms moderate.
1

an

met in advance.
Discontinued
pires. Sample copies sent free.

address the Principal.

M. W. HARRIMAN.

NILES

26,

Baptisls

and chiliren, are printed JRousig. at therateof
100 copies to one address for $6
0 . If the order

tion for doing tHorough work in Academic Instruc.
tion. No primary instruction. With three ecarefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,

CLEORA P., widow of the late Elder David
Harriman, an able and much respected minis-ter in the Freewill Baptist church, died. in
South Weare, July 1. From early childhood
the Morning Star had been ber constant companion and valued counselor.
Bereft in 1876
of her only child, the son she had so carefully
trained, and upon whom, as her strength failed
with declining years, she had been able to
lean with rare trust and confidence, her mental powers, once so vigorous, became clouded
and God kindly sent forgetfulness of loss and
sorrow, so that her last days passed peacefully
and happily away in the old home she loved so
well.
ay her mantle of strict integrity and
unswerving faithfulness fall upon the little
ones who mourn the loss of a much loved

JOSEPH RUSSEL

August

Free

ey sent,
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
. of the International Series,

1KE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming .Co., New
York.
This gchoel was never in better condi-

copy

ot eight

Spinney, passed peacefully over the river, at
Phipsburg, Me., June 21, aged 52 years.
She
had been in feeble health for a number of
vears; the last two years of her sojourn here
were years of great bodily suffering, which
she bore with constant patience, and was ever
cheerful.
Sister Spinney professed faith in
Christ in the winter of 1853, was baptized by
Rev. 8. P. Morrill, and united with the Parker’s Head KF. B. church, at its organization,
and ever remained a worthy, consistent, and
active member until called to the better land.
She was a faithful and devoted wife, a loving
and tender mother, a kind and obtiging neighbor, and as a Christian ** a shining hight”; and
** though dead yet speaketh.”
A companion,
six children, and a large circle of relatives and
friends mourn her departure,
but all feel that
their loss is her eternal gain.
D.C. B.

grandmother.

begins

for

dress,

sively

competent

of the

Payment always in advance, discontinued when

A first-class school.
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue.
Addressy
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

sent by per-

Morning

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

Fall term

be

is

will be at

INSTITUTE.—J.

33.00

time expires, ana no commission allowed on mon-

Scituate, R. TI.

LITERARY

2.50

-

Both papers are-of the same size, but the LITTL®

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address the Principal.
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE.

A. M., Principal, with

-

MYRTLE.
/
Terms : single copy, each, Packages of ten or more to one ad-

moder-

complete board of assistants. For further partie
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
retary.
1

YNDON

the

advance

should be ad.

are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternste
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated

SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.

HUTCHINS,

rel

give the rise ‘and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Little Star and Myrtle

A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.

4 BROWN,
gistants.
should

uing Sir,

hod

For further
informatoin adLizzie COLLEY, Principal.

ough a manner as possible.

ate.

@bituaries.
Obituaries

Hoa

Postage ig paid by the publisher.

Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,

For

DRUGGISTS.

gressive.
All
communications,
dressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms per year =
A

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor-

Some Philadelphia
men have
organized a
stock company to build an irou pier at’ Cape
May fdr next season.

public.

ALL

8 a large religious paperof eight pages, in it:
fifty-third volume.
It is able, ihn
and iy

STAR

the

comment.

Mes.

‘

are

and

The great number of run-away accidents
this season at Newport is the subject of much

for the

BY

The Memorials

Sea Girt and Spring Lake Beach—two
fashjonable resorts
below
Long
Branch—are
crowded with New Yorkers.

NOTICE,

BALE

Freewill Baptist Publications.

time, $30.

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, WaTERBURY CENTER, VT.
Two courses of study. Instruetions thorough.
Expenses low. Students in this vicinity give us

Robberies at Cape May hotels have been very
numerous of late, and ladies who wear jewelry
ure alarmed.

BRIEF and

FOR

Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

Fully fifteen thousand New Yorkers. are distributed among the hotels. und cottages at
Long Branch.

PARTICULAR

health with inactive liver and

Try Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief.

1amilies at reasonable rates. Two
full courses,
Figish and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

years.

Isle

"No

urinary organs without Hop Bitters.”

Hillsdale, Mich.

USTIN

the

Quiet nerves and balmy sleep in lop
Bitters.”

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Long Branch has more visitors at its hotels
than at any time within a period
of ten

The two hotels on

“Purify the blood, cleanse the stomach

Schol-

For Catalogue address,

1Jop Bitters never does

and sweeten the breath with lop Bitters.”

Pre-

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

ay.

crowded to their utmost
proprietors rejoice.

“Remember,

harm, but good, alwaysand continually.”

Board, $2 to

40 to 75 cents a week.

arship for Commercial com se, unlimited

York Mail.)

Rye Beach has at
least
visitors, and all things are
brilliantly.

ment is, Hop Bitters will do you good.” .

Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
in the Northwest.
Tuition, incidental

$2.25 a week,

Be

“Tt is imposeible to remain long sick
orout of health; where Hop Bitters are

Collegi-

Commercial,

Cape May
entertains many thousand exSursionists
from
the Quaker City
every

the

ers and
ans being the first to patronize it. So it struggled on till the year ing $1400.
Miss Adelaide Phillipps has entirely re1253, when it once more aspired to become a city. The first sales of real estate gained her health, and will be heard at her
were oniy made some thirty-five years best during the coming season.
It is estimated that fifty thousand men
ago to Robert John:on, an oghistnan,
and Alfred Smith, a New Yorker, cele- and women are employed in Philadelphia
brated as the pioneers in the purchase of | inthe manufacture of clothing, and twenNewport property. Ever since its early ty million suits are made there every year.
An invitation has been extended to the
decadence the advancement of Newport
has been of less rapid,but steady growth, governors of all the States and Territories,
till it now well merits its numerous com- to attend the reunion of the soldiers of
plimentary names, such as the ‘Queen | the Northwest ut Aurora, Iil., August 20,
of Watering Places,” and the Brighton of 21 and 22.
Aleck Stephens is to deliver the alumni
America. On avenues where one handaddress at the commencement of Georgia's
some residence priginally stood there are state
university at Athens, his alma mater,
now hundreds, each one

further then with the modern society
«events of Newport, I am going to ask you

One of the most
musicians,

by

general
bo

-

pages of history.— Puck.
Financially, a tramp is centless ; aromat-

not forgetting the green hills of * BeauMonde,” she 18 only being taught a little
worldly wisdom, and SHIT approviates the
privilege of her position a8 a'looker-on in

as Aquidneck (Isle of Peace), was bought
of the Narragansett Indians for twentythree broadcloth coats, and thirteen
‘cas also two torkepes,” probably

PROGRESS,

“The greatest nourishing tonic, appe-§

B28

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in.

No

ically
he is quite otherwise.—Rockland
NEWPORT A CENTURY AGO.
riage, ‘‘ please, may I light my pipe by Courier.
The following “is one of *‘ Bella's" vour
eyes?”
From the few instances
I
The postage stamp knows its place after
letters to Progress from Newport :
bave selected we cau readily infer what it hus been licked once.—New Orleans
The Newport] can see from my hotel gula days those must have been. Not Picayune.
window, the Newport the summer idler merely a summer resort was Newport
The secretary of war has dismissed six
seeinl— pleasures
extended West Point cadets for hazing.
admires as he drives along Bellevue then, her
Avenue, is not the Newport that I have ‘through all seasons ; she made for herself
Mrs. Hayes has a Siamese cat which was
been lately interested in, Leaving far an aristocracy, and built it upon a sure sent to her by an admirer in Asia.
behind me the bustle and excitement of foundation.
Intellect and refinement of
Greeley, Colorado,has 20,000 trees plantfashion, 1 strolled, partly bychance, into manners purchased positions that money ed for shade and profit.
the Newport of bygone days; the stolid failed to attain. The mere boor, with
When tea was first introduced in the
old town thut lies sleeping. along the small recommendation beyond his wealth, seventeenth
century, it sold at fifteen dolbanks of the river, dreaming probably of was not tolerated.
‘‘Snobbery” had lars per pound.
the years when besides being the center gained no foothold. Far be it from me to
A woman with two heads has just arof social brilliuncy it bade fair to rival wage a crusade against money. Believe rived
from Europe.
Eight bonnets a year!
New York ia its domestic and foreign me, I recognize its value more than +1 —only think of it!—Buffalo Express.
trades. Fancy it, Mr. Astor (you who ever did in my life. I am living in the
Boston's public library contains. 360,963
have just paid over $200,000 for the midst of it; looking with feelings akin to volumes,
Barreda estate), in November, 1638, the envy upon its untold advantages. Do not volumes. a gain for the year of 14,926
whole island of Rhode Island, then known

Maine.

ILLSDALE

SEASIDE BREEZES.

Sarah Smith Stafford, of Trenton, N. J.,

served

forwarded

vertiser.

INTERESTING RELICS.

end the music of the courtly dunce. Miss
Champlin’s home was on Thames Street,

in-

CENTRAL

Hop Bitters kecp them 80.”

Principal.

$

Winter term Nov. 25.
For further information address the Principal,

contri

have to take this letter to the office ryself.”— Detroit Free Press.

y courtesy, took the instruments from the
hands of the musicians and played to the

a

LJAINE

IVi

ger rose and started out, saying: ‘As
you have no office-boy, I suppose I shall

knight-

artner, tbe French officers, with

C. C. BRAGDON,

i

“ No one canbe sick when the stomac

blood, liver and kidneys are healthy, an

cal, Scientific courses of study for; both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expdnses low. Winter
Summer term beégins ' Monday, Apr. 14, 1379.
Fall ‘term begins
Monday, Aug. 18, 1879. Send
to the Secretary for a Catalogue.
;

butions of money during the epidemic of
last year $4,548,703. The city of Memphis
$409,412.54. Forty-seven States and Territories contributed to the fund. Besides
this, large quantities of luxuries and com-

Mrs. Rosa Standish, and a manuscript
which ‘concerns
the trial and court martial of General Arnold at Morristown,
April, 1780, for embezzlement.”
There

«wnlarging itself to the hight and compass
of surrounding emergencies.
— Bryant.
EE

ceiling,

“You couldn't lend me a stamp, could
you?”
A three-center was handed out,
and when it had been licked on, the stran-

music of the dance. With true patriotic
feeling she chose “A Successful Campaign.” As the General led out his fair

harsh nurse, who roughly rocks her fosterchildren into strength and athletic proportions. The
mind,
grappling
with
creat aims and wrestling with mighty impediments, grows by a certain necessity to
their statare.
Scarce anything so convinces me of the capacity of the human

the

the
the

Beecher.

nurse

at

partner for the minuet, and, as was
custom of the day, asked her to name

«an not ascend thither beeaunse itis anchorDifficulty is the

ble, up

his

for

logues address

gallant youth; when Mme. Helvetius chid-

in

down there beneath the water it is anchored.
So many a soul sways toward heaven, but
ed to some secret sin.

hear of this

honor at the Assembly Rooms on Church
Street, he selected Miss Champlin as his

faction and joy.—F. W. P. Greenwood.
You have seen a ship out in the bay,
swinging with the tide, and seeming as if
it would follow it; and yet it can

did its work,

given

WOMEN.

Auburndale, Mass,

the table,” retorted Sir Walter.
Fontenelle, even when he was ninety
years old, retained the charm of his

ber house a number of interesting relics.
There is a sword used in King Philip's
war, and another wielded by Ephiram Bacon at the battle of Bunker Hill; Revolutionary canteens, stirrups worn at the
battle of Lexington, a half-gallon measure ‘owned by Miles Standish, and a
scarf'and a piece of the court dress worn
before the king in England by his wife,

ball

FOR YOUNG

‘have passed.”
g
It is reported that the Empress Eugenie
ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rey. T. F, MILLEFT, Principal, with competent
is soon to leave Chiselhurst for the estate
assistants,
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
him.
He wrote a brief letter, folded it at Sabacs, Croatia, which she had just
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
up and whispered: ‘‘I shall have to beg purchased wher news of the Prince Im- Board,
including. room rent, from $2 to $2.50 per
an envelope of you.” An envelope was perial’s fate reached her. She is urged to week, Rooms from $2 to $4 per term. Tuition
room rent free to those preparing for the
passed over, and when he had directed it spend the summer there for the sake of and
ministry.
i
’
he looked all over the table, under the ta- her health.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2;

hambeau were in the Vernon

her, and, at the grand

3

¥

modestly continued: ‘If you could spare.
a sheet of paper?” A sheet was handed

House, corner of Clarke and Mary streets,
and here it was he entertained General
Washington when he arrived af Newport
on his memorable visit of 1781. It was
this visit that attained for Miss Champlin
a greater immortality than even the courtesy of the French had secured for her.
General Washington saw and admired

1 think that if you observe what justice
and kindness both say to you in the journey of life, other people will be glad to
walk with you, and be sorry to part with
you; and that when you get to the end you

i

bait i JE
ust, delightful suburban home.
| Special care
alth, manners and morals of
growing girls.
Some reductions in prices
for.
next
year, which begins Sept. 18th. For Ca

pen on the pad, shook the ink around, and

for human

Quaker garb being discarded for

Count de

A man would be very foolish spending
all of his time studying pictures instead of
nature, or botanies instead of flowers, or
geologies instead of strata,or commentaries
instead of the Bible.—Nativnal Sundayschool Teacher.

with

years later we

§

Wh

thanks; but have/ you pen and
They were furnished him. He tried the: ‘ame, if [ had-looked at you, I should never

more fashionable apparel. The harmony
between the character of her manner and
costume had been hitherto perfect. ‘But
ribbons please young Quakeresses as well
as others.” Miss Lawton’s social success
was all the more remarkable because she
had many dangerous rivals. The portrait
of Miss Champlin, daughter of a wealthy
citizen, describes a face full of character,
lighted by a pair of beautiful eyes and a
mouth at once expressive of sweetness
and strength. The headquartérs of the

sweet medicines for our spiritual distem-

will look back on your course

Alas, though,

frailty 1 too much homage

discover

reach

TTT

u IM 548) I%an) punoy |

ly Lawton.”

man.— Zalleryand.

placed within our

2

[910]

God has

[| BE

uw Jo) fo) $)a9) ILL -L1udsdg

who is a clever

to

F

ed him for passing without taking any
ink?” notice of her,he replied at once, * Mad-

ting only
a half inch of hair to be pete
ceived, completed the virgin attire of Pol-

From indolence, despondency and indis-

a fool, than

~

Lr

One was handed him, and he sat down to
a table, looked around and said: $ Ah!

coiffure, somposed of a simple little cap
of baptiste with round plaits, and permit-

cretion, may 1 specially be preserved.—
John Quincy Adams.
The readiest way to entangle the .mind
with false doctrine is first to entice the
will to wanton living.—dscham.
.
To succeed in the world it is much more
necessary to ‘possess the penetration to
is

rp

office on Griswold street and softly asked,
if he could use M boiog.pad a moment.

same color, and a large handkerchief,
gathered close around the neck. Her

’

who

t

au)

J

ney Smith,
The man who is always fortunate can
not easily have a great amount of virtue.—
«Cicero.
:
There is always room for a wan of force
and he makes room. for many. —Emer-

discern

Arreng

E: ST: JOHN, Gen’l Tkt.

and Fass, Agt., Chicago.

°IUIK PAY

lish dress, fitting the figure closely, and
was ‘white ag milk; a muslin apron of the

Don't be too severe upon yourself.—Sid-

SON.

4d

i

A dissipated and unmanperly nobleman,
The taceis Hot atwaphits the swift, nor presuming
| with the customs of her sect, she addressupon his “nobility,”once asked
; gd us familiarly, but with. a simplicity the battle to the strong, nor is it the man Sir
Walter Scott, who sat oppos
osite to0 him
|
ce which I can only’ compare to. with the largest mouth who gets the most ‘at a diner,
an
the difference was bethat of her toilet, 1t was a'kind of. Eng- favors in this world. The other morning tween Scott what
acd sot. ¢* Just the breadth of
a very quiet stranger, entered a real-estate

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
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A $370°13-Stop Parlor Organ for only $96.255. .
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NEW YORK LETTER.

Latest News.
A terrific rainstorm swept over

OORRESPONDENCE.
SQUIRREL

ISLAND, MEK.,
July 21, 1879.

}

Pa., and vicinity on Saturday

Among the summer resorts of the New England coast there are very few that are more
pleasant than Squirrel Island.
It is located at

NEW YORK, July 26, 1879,
The second Jewish war occurred this
week, and seems to be substantially over.
Jndge Hilton banished the rich Jews from
expensive quarters for which they had
been in the habit of paying.
On the same

from Portland. A few miles to the east lies
the historic ground,of Pemaquid and the neighboring island, Monhegan. These shores were

ground

visited by Captain Weymouth

of

coarseness

the

newly

famous

oppressor, Austin Corbin, proscribes the
inferior Jews, who pay little or nothing,
from the free pavilion and verandas of
the. Manhattan Beach hotel on Coney Island.
The standing committee of the
“Hebrew national organization have deliberated on what they-are pleased to covnsider as the
new affront to their
religion
and ‘their race,
and have
promulgated
their decision that it is be
their notice,
in a series of
viwferative and
coarsely
worded
resolutiphis,
betraying

the same unfortunate result of long isolation from the culture and amenities of
general society, which
is really
at the
bottom of the annoyance they give and re-

ceive.The Jews must lay hold of education,

society and the professions,
for a generation

or

two—and,

above all, of more enobling

avocations than traffic and of more humanjzing situations than cities before they can
hope to assert successfully a social eqaali-

ty with the class who

have

pursued

such

advantages for centuries.
Their money
does much for them in an apparent sense—
commanding obsequious support from the
press
and the shopkeepers,
which really
tends to keep them
back where they
are in the social scale.
The present occasion, however, is one that nobedy who
is anybody cares anything about,
even

among the Jews.
On Coney Island there
are all sorts of resorts
for all
sort
of
people,
and
generally
each sorts
prefers
its own company.
The
unwashed

of

American,

origin have

German

no more

or

inclination

Irish

for

the

company of gentlemen than gentlemen

theirs.

Good

‘‘ airs” are as

manners

which

repulsive

to them

manners are to you

and

me.

also sensitive
to being looked

for

they

call

as

bad

They

are

down

upon,

and prefer society where that can not be
done.
The unwashed Jews feel differently. Perhaps they are too much inured to
contempt,

and

hence

too

well

satisfied

when they can outface it with impudence.
They evidently suffer no pain from the
presence of superior, manners
and style,
and perhaps do not even perceive it. It is
a common impression in this country that

impudence,or entire insensibility to sugperiority, is pre-eminently strong in the Jewish character.

Perhaps

it is a~ degenerate

relic of their lordly antiquity. At any rate,
you always find them iu great force at the
most fashionable resorts to which access
is to be had for money (if they have it to
spare) or, otherwise, for the taking, as at
Manhattan Beach.
I have myself noticed,
with almost amazement, the literal crowds

of low Jews

that

fill up that

resort.

should have supposed that the

ber

vast

of visitors to Coney Island

materially

class,

thinned

by

The fact is

I

num-

would

leaving

be

out

Manhattan

that

Beach

is

growing ambitious
and
emulous of the
more select and protitable company at some

other beaches.
:
The city or I, or both of us, are very
dull. IfIleave the well-worn and uninteresting topic of Coney Island and the
Jews, I can only alight on another equally
barren. Take the labors of the city evan.
gelists and reformers.
How the novelty
wears off from the reports of their stobborn conflict with the levity and sensuality
of city life, as qualified by the ingredient
- of dirt and rudeness, or

vice and violence,

as the case may be. How dismally stale
then must the long reality be to them.
How sincere the honor they deserve for
life-long persistence in such labors, preaching on the streets and in halls and tents,
through the heats and stenches of the
summer, or prosecuting
the
heartless
traffickers in all evil before unwilling magistrates,, with facile
pardoning powers
ready in the background to undo their

the mouth of the beautiful

and not far from here

petitions for his own

130,000

pardon said

signatures.

It

is

to

bear

not incredible

that the unscrupulous
energy
of the
criminal class, the hope of whose gains de-

of Booth-

he

as early as 1605,

seized the Indians

whom he carried with him to England.
There
is also strong evidence that Monhegan had been

visited centuries before by

the

Northmen

as

they cruised along these shores.
From the
highest portion of Monhegan the summit of Mt.
‘Washington can be plainly seen. These islands
and the adjacent coast were once a part of* the
ancient Acadia, famous in story and in song.
Squirrel Island was bought a few years ago
by an association of gentlemen who designed to
use it exclusively for family residences during
the summer months, and not to allow the erection of hotels or boarding-houses.
It contains
about one hundred and twenty-five acres, and
is divided into lots of ome-fourth acre each,
with suitable reservations for parks, groves,
streets, &e. The business of the association
is under the control of a hoard of -directors
who are elected annually.
Whoever purchases
a lot and builds a cottage on it becomes a member of the association, and an equal owner in
the public property, which consists of a large
wharf, a roomy and pleasant building used fora
post-office and reading room, in which are found
all the leading papers and magazines, another
large building used for a bowling alley and public
hall, also all other improvements and the unoccupied land. According to the printed rules

no person is allowed to erect any

buildings

on

his lot to be used for any other purpose than as
a family residence. The whole island is so completely under the control of the directors that
it 4s kept entirely free from all appearance of
intemperance, and from all rough and noisy
visitors.
The religious services are among the most
interesting features of the place. A preaching
service is held each Sabbath, which is attended
_by almost all the people on the island. Praise
and social meetings,which are very interesting,
and entirely free trom all sectarian feeling,
are held on Sunday and Wednesday evenings.
Streets and plank sidewalks are laid out over
the different parts of the island, and all the
funds received from the sale of lots and from
other sources are expended in public improvements. Most people find the cost of living
here much less than at home.
All kinds of
fish are cheap and abundant,
and meat and
other supplies can he obtained at reasonable
rates.
Steamers from Bath
and Boothbay
touch the wharf six times each day, thus affording abundant mail conveniences. ™ There is no
better sailing or fishing to be found anywhere
than these waters afford, and the scenery in
some places is surprisingly beautiful.
The island now contains about eighty cottages, varying in value from $200 to $600.
In
the hight of the season there are sometimes
over six hundred people here.
Some families
come early in June and stay till late in September, but most remain from four to eight weeks.
The people here have an abundance of excellent spring water, an advantage which most
islands do not afford. Many of those who have
been here for several seasons think they have
been much improved in health by their sojourn
here. Several strong and healthy youth have
been pointed out to the writer as examples of
what Squirrel Island air has done for children

who came here in frail and delicate health.

It

has never been our lot to see at any ‘summer
resort people who seemed happier and healthier than the inhabitants of this beautiful island.
Among the residents here our denomination
is quite extensively and honorably represented
at present by the families of Dr. Cheney, J.
W. Perkins, and
Profs. Jordan
and Chase
from Lewiston; Rev. H. F. Wood, of Concord,
N. H., Profs. Bachelder and Jordan of Pittsfield, Mr. E. D. Wade, of Dover, and some
others. Dr. Cheney is expected to reach here
to-morrow.
Rev. Mr. Wood
preached an interesting sermon in the Island hall yesterday.
OCCASIONAL.

Helos Summary,

precarious
and
dear-bought
successes.
Bennett, the impudent trafficker in con-

genial infidelity and obscenity, has just
deposited with the district attorney for the
department of justice at
Washington,

harbor

bay, eighteen miles from Bath and about thirty

Miscellaneous.

Memphis gets along with only twenty-four
policemen.
A water famine is threatened in the city of
Reading, Pa.
Three men were instantly killed by the premature explosion of a blastin a quarry at
Huntingdon, Pa., Tuesday.
It is reported that the governor-general of
Canada will consent to the dismissal of Lieut.
Gov. Letellier.
3
After a year of famine in Morocco, the crops
promise well and the public health is improve

pends on putting down Anthouy Comstock,
may have actually procured many thousandsof signatures, from the numerous
kind of people who will sign anything but
a money obligation to accommodate.
Bat
the well proved facts connected with for:
mer petitions,originated in the office of Benmnett’s loathsome publication,afford a moral
ing.
:
certainty that the bulk of the emormo
number of signatures alleged were copied ["\ Disastrous floods are reported throughout
and floods in the valley of the Rhine
from the directories of American cities and Belgium,
have-eatised great lossof property.
from the extensive address lists which are
The rains in northern Virginia have put an
now so extensively trafficked in for adend to the unprecedented drought which has
vertising purposes, in thiscity. ¢ Jake”
prevailed for nearly two months.
Berry,
the sentenced
(and pardoned)
Minister Stoughton’s resignation of the mismanager of a scenic bawdy-house with
difficulty suppressed some time since, is sien to St. Petersburg, in consequence of illvouched for by no less authority than health, has been accepted by the President.
Joseph Standing, a Mormon preacher, was
Recorder Hackett, as a worthy and injured
man.

A worse case than Berry

be selected

from

could

not

our rogues’ gallery, for

the special favor of a high magistrate

and

the Governor of the State.
So the work
goes on. In spite of these odds, preaching
and prosecuting are both persisted in,and,
on the part of

a few, with

a heroism that

is society’s only apparent barrier against
an unrestrained flood of abominations. In
Brooklyn, where the law in the hands of
its organized

_ got the

supporters,

upper

necessary and

hand,

has

hard

continuous.

pretty

well

work is

still

Captain

Cot-

ter put in twenty-six complaints for last
Sunday, and it is evident that if this
vigorous and vigilant pursuit were relaxed, these scores would mount again to
thousands.
Beyond Brooklyn, other Long
Island towns

are

run traffickers and

awakening

Excise

the

Sunday

authorities to

the existence of law on tbe subject, and
with triumphant success.
On the other
hand, Jersey City is doubly cursed with
the profane German overflow. The Palisade
Avenue M. E. church is disturbed on
Sundays by the bands and other noises of
twenty places of carousal within little
more than astone’s throw. The sober
people are organizing against the flood,
aud adopt the policy of preparing the public
mind by meetings. and agitation before
commencing legal action.
Vibl
0-0

Some idea of the extent of the damage by the
recent gale in Boston may be obtained bythe
fact that since then one firm has sold 300,000

Fate mR EA wi, ‘Sane i

rms
n
a
a
million ‘square feet,
One firm ons 3) 7,000
pounds of putty the day after the storm.
The yellow fever is rapidly on the increase

at Memphis.

A camp 18 established Tor Pope

. The troops have been pat in condiLy ig any ale that may arise. Two
or three cases have occurred
New York
city.

An Indian engagement occurred between de- |

tachments of Gen. Miles’ command and several

hostile

hundred

Sioux,

the

troup

losing

Gen.
four Indian scouts and two soldiers.
Miles has received orders not to Sngage in bats
tle with the Indians, his mission being to proect navigation on the Missouri river,
Cate

1

shot and killed by a mob of ten men, in Catrosa Co., Ga.,on Sunday.
Representative Alexander H. Stevens is to
deliver the annual address before the students
of the University of Georgia at Athens, Ga,
The German admiralty have resolved to

materially increase and improve the navy.
The Turkish ministerial crisis bas terminated in favor of Kheireddin Pasha, who will resume the direction of affairs.
It is stated that Secretary Evarts will send a
commissiomto Europe to negotiate with foreign governments .an international system of
remonetization of silver.
A passenger
by the lost steamer State of

Virginia named Faden,

whose

wife and two

children were drowned at Sable Island, became insane at Halifax and was sent to a lunatic asylum.
2
A new Roumanian cabinet has been formed,
and a month’s adjournment of the chambers
taken for the preparation of legislative meas-

ures.

General Butler announces himself as

depfndent candidate for the
Mass.
The Republicans

campaign in earnest.

of Maine

an

in-

Governorship

of

have opened the

Secretary

Sherman is

addressing large crowds in the chief cities.

Nearly 16,000 immigrants

arrived

at New

York during the month of June, and for
year ending June 30 there were 99,224.

th
:

In Russia a more rigid censorship of the
press has been established
the control of printbeen transferred from the civil to
ing Yai
the mititas tribunal, and only such publications perm tted to appear as government approves,
Very strong and boisterous weather has
prevailed in England and Ireland during the
past three or four, days, flooding fields and
streets, and seriously damaging crops and other property.
How to Get Sick,
Expose yourself day and night; eat too
much withour exercise ;work too hard without

rest; take all the vile nostrums advertised, and

then you will want to know how to get
well,
which is answered in three words.—
Take Hop Bitters!
See another column,

stroying

Pittsburg,

afternoon, de

a vast amount of property,

ing various
and utterly
buildings.
at Petrolia,
undermined

railway lines, streets and cellars,
ruining numerous fences and outThe greatest devastation occurred
where twenty-five buildings were
and demolished. The damage in

this place alone will amount to at least
$100,000, and perhaps exceed that sum. The entire
lower portion of Karns City was swept away,
while in the Monongahela valley, and along the

line of Baltimore & Ohio Railroad the work of
the storm was exceedingly. disastrous. Many
of the coal mines were flooded, the miners, in
many instances, barely escaping with their

lives.

The interruption to railway travel will

be quite serious, and the damage to the growing crops extensive.——There were seventeen
new cases of yellow fever reported to the Mémphis board of health Sunday, and nine deaths,
and on Saturday thirteen new cases and three
deaths. The camps for the colonization of: the
city’s poor will be established to-day, and the
opulation of the city properwill be greatly rein the course of the present week.

th
\

College.

We preface the following extract from the
Hillsdale FHerald with our hearty commendation of the work the faculty are doing, and our
earnest desire for their success.
They mean
business, and their sacrifices and perseverance
in the past * forbid us to think” of failure
in the enterprise they bave inaugurated.
If
there is one department
of our work that should
just now receive the sympathy and support of
every Freewill Baptist west of New England,
and in New~ England, too, if Bates can only
be helped, that is the present eftort to increase
the endowment of Hillsdale college.
Its increase is a necessity to the continued life and
usefulness of the college and it will be and
must be secured:
:
Suppose the college should remain as it now
is (we only suppose it), and no additional facilities, advantages or opportunities be offered
to discriminating students, while other institutions are advancing, it would no longer occupy the front line, but soon be left in the
background, and every denominational inteiest must decline with it.
We need,and must have, just such a controll
ing center, just such a bond of union, ground
of hope and actual strength as Hillsdale College has been, or we shall “saffer in efficiency
beyond the fears of the most desponding.
As
we love the work of the Master, and the means
for its actromplishmeut, lot us welcome these
agents in their gratvitous work, and subscribe
all that we can. . The ignorance of those
places referred to below must be where Star
light does not shine:
:
The vigorous but dificult work that is to
bring » higher success to our college is already
entrain.
The college faculcy are showing
what metal their proposition to * give themselves to the increasing of the endowment”
was made of by every one going to work in the
place assigned. President Durgin has been hard
at work,

with

excellent

success,

in

western

Michigan.
He represents that where the college is well knowa it has friends and the confilence of the people; but he tinds many Free
Baptists who are almost wholly uninformed
as to whether there be such a thing as Hillsdale College, being nlmost us ignorant of their
denominational school as the American people were a week ago as to where that ** inland
Venice” was that gets up the ehampion American rowers.
The outside world is soon likely
to heur of both Hillsdale muscle and Hillsdale
brain.
It is the testimony of more than one college
representative as to this same lamentable ignorance of people who should know about
the real work which our college is doing, and
vet do not. The general canvass of this summer will result in more than an increased endowment in the advertising of the work of
the college among the Free Baptist churches.
Prof. Dann is still in Wiseonsin.
We have
no report. as yet of his success, and we scurcely need one. Prof. Duun is not the man to
come home empty-handed if it takes all summer.

Dr. Butler is busy with

the quill in his pre-

liminary work in New’ England.
The prospectis good, three hundred dollars having just
come in, and we
Know
not
how much
more.
Prof. Mauck has been kept back from his
labor in southern Ohie, until recently, by dangerous sickness in his sister’s family,
e reports a ready heart, and there is nothing
problematical about the Kind of work he will do
when once he gets his batteries unlimbered.
Prof. Fisk has been following up the work in

northern Ohio with good success, and already

reports in secured notes and cash $388, and
verbal pledges, presertly to be put in notes, of
$280 more.
The Professor returns to Ohio
next week, and speaks in the warmest terms
of the proSpect for students from that quarter,
and of the sympathy of the Ohio churches with
Jie
misfortunes and burdens
of the colege.

rofs. Haynes and Rideout

DOMESTIO HINTS,

eration.

$96:

mix

milk,

soda, a little salt, Graham

flour to make

my celebrated instruments,

NWEW
$125, 8133, £145 and

Our school, opening several years ago, with
prospects, we believe, as promising as those
with which any school of the denomination

ever opened, has
They

had

a painful experience,

say storms make the rodts of tres strike

deep and

prepare

growth and long life.

hope on.

them
Be

for

more

vigorous

and

we shall

it so,

The embarrassments have not come

of denominational poverty, covetousness, nor
apathy, Bh from faculty quarrels, nor from
bad financial schemes of trustees nor agents,
It is a fact, and ought to be known, that the
embarrassments have come of the refusal of a
few local parties in violation of good and valid
contracts to make over safe to the institution

the real estate legally and morally

belonging

to it. This embarrassed agency work
for investments, brought on crushing debt, disgustel and discouraged interested and wealthy
men, patrons and students, all paving the way
for disappointed plans and mad ambition, But
the friends of the school are not willing to lose
the enterprise. Tbe ereditors are making liberal offers, und citizens of Wilton and Freewill

Baptists abroad

are

rallying

to uccept and

make good the propositions, with encouraging
indications. Prof. Benner has bravely assumed responsibilities with worthy aids.
What
now is wanted, really more thun money,is
patronage by students, enlisting the interests
of our people, and giving character to the enterprise.
The fall term, commencing Sept. 2,
should be liberally patronized. Send for cata

logue.

-

O.E. B.

Ridgeville

College.

‘The Commencement exercises of Ridgeville
College occurred May 27, and although it is a
little late, are deserving of a creditable men:
tion. The institution is under control of President Bates, who has had charge since its or-

ganization, and is eminently qualified to hold
the position which he does.
The college is a

Free Baptist institution, and affords high sccial, moral and educational advantages. , The

exercises of this Commencement maintained
the high character which this institution has
attained, The essays, declamations and orations were all performed in a manner creditable to the students und the fuculty. The alumni address, by Prof. Moulton, was an able production, President Bates,in his closing address,
gave a slight roview of the history of the college, which has been
incorporated twelve
veurs, The past success of this college assures
the sume good fortune for the future, and
though not rich or strong, it is fortunate in its

managers and a faithful faculty.

©

“of my

Citys and intrusted

thousands

POTATOES.~The market

is well

bbl.

Some

very

choice

natives

$2 12.

command

@

:

is not so plentiful, and

out this year with his

prices

have

advanced

dull

and

to

unset.

tled. There have been sales 01 extra prime at $9:
mess at 10; Boston clear at $12;
and backs at
#12 50.8 813 @ bul.
;

BEEF.—The demand has been

moderate.

"Sales

of Western mess and extra mess at $10 @ $11; and
plate at $1150
@ $)2 ¥ bbl.
gh

SMOKED

HAMS. —Hams

are steady at 9 § 94¢ for

Boston; and 1v @ 10¢c # 1b for Western.
in bags command 105 @& 1c ¥ Ib.

LARD.—The

market

sales of Western

6!{ @ 6}c

continues

steam at 6}

¥ Ib.

Western

@

Fancy

unsettled,

6c,

and

Kettle rendered

with

city

at

|
There are probably a majority of the
human race Sa ering from Kidney Complaints.
They show themselves in almost protean shapes,
but always to the injury of the patient.
ey
cause indescribable agony. The experience of 50
years shows that the best remedy for

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.
Its properties are diuretic,
adapted for such cures.

:

231

ELASTIC

itper-

SINCERS

young

with her four other pupils.

lady

who

Singing Class Teachers!

brings

See advertisement.

—You-are earnestly invited to thoroughly examine
the new * PAL ACE OF SONG" just completed by
DR. GEO, F. ROOT.

ITEMS,
supply

is

over

127,000,000

This season’s pineapple crop is double
nary.

It is believed that we can, without

the ordi.
AN EnvargeD

pound

bounty

of

over

on sugar manufactured

passed an
one

cent

from beets

n the State.

a

to

the

climate

or

why silk culture has not succeeded in many
of our own country, but to the want of

in the art of rearing

THE

parts

P’s

BF

RESTS

Dear Sir,~I have been sick two years with the
Liver Complaint, and during that time have taken
a great many different medicines, but none of
them did me any good. I was restless nights, and
had no appetite.
ince taking the Vegetine I rest
food.

an

recommend

it has done for me.
Yours respectfully,
.
MRgs. ALBERT
RICKER.
Witness of the abo ve

MR. GEORGE M.

THE

the

Parsons’

Purgative

Pills make

New,

Rich

12 weeks

may

be restored
to sound health, if such a thing be
possible. Sold everywhere, or py mail for eight
letter stamps. I. S. JOHNSON
& CO., Bangor, Me.
!
1y27

To canvass for one of the Best New Official
Railroad, Distance and Conuty Maps of U.S.
and World now pulbished for the price. On=
ly small capital to make from
$4 to $8 a
day on this and our New
. Apply at
once to D. L. GUERNSEY, Publisher and General

by all Druggists.

MARKETS.

Agent, Concord, N. H.

Boston

Produce

eggs,

beans,

0. LOTHROP& cO., BOSTON
50 cents.

Showing what
a woman can do when
earnest,

dried apples,

&c.

No

TRONTY 1 ; LL

The Lake Auburn Water, Me., has become
famous for its wonderful cures. It operités on
the Kidneys, and it is Sinimed Bhat it cures
" Bright's Disease, Piles, D:
psia, &e.
The analysis by Prof.
Hayes, stute Assaye
1
Chemist

The sales of

CORN MEAL.—There is a fair demand
RYE FLOUR.—The sales

at $2150

EARDISEASES!

4628

This standard article is compounded with the
greatest core,
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
color:

Wis.

It removes all eruptions, itching and dantiruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothing hag been found so effect
ual or desirable,
Dr. A: A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”
:

have been

for Corn
@

$225

¥

confined to

small lots at $3 50 @ $3 75 ¥ bbl.

OAT MEAL.—There has been a steady
demand
for Oat Meal, with sales of good and choice brands

other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at dis-

cretion, It is easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.
3
:

been in small lots at 68 @ 70¢c ¥ bu.
FEED.—The marketis dull and sales at $13 ¥
ton for Shorts and Kine Feed, and $14 ¥ ton for
ngs.
BUTTER —Choice grades are held with a fair de.
gree of fimness. as receipts are decreasing
and
the quality for some weeks to come will
probabl;
not run as good as the stockfoow here.
Xor ires
made Vermont dairies 15¢ is a top price, and the
bulk of the sales have been at l4c and under. Fair
to good quality is quite plentiful and stocks are
accumulating. The sales range
from 9 @ 120, but
there is not much offering
under 10¢ ¥ Ib. This
range
takes in ladle
packed Western as well as
medium Northern,
Some choice dairy packed
Western commands 13 @ 14c, but 13c is an outside

MANUFACTURED

Jnaintained.
Although some holders still ask 624 ¢
for best factory, buyers have not been willing to

‘give over Ge,and most of the sules have been at 53
a 6c ¥ 1h,

BY

R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
[No.8]

em30 -

fy

ye

re.

[4

book

EAA
ng, Pa

13theow
h

-—Cholicest in the world—Importers
prices. Largest company in America

* —staple article—pleases everybody—
Trade continually increasing—Agents wanted eyerywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time—
send for Circular.
ROB'T WELLS,
t29eow
48 Vesey St., N, Y., P. O, Box 1287.

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches

‘Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.

VANDUZEN

M, YOUNG,

s Cipsinnati, 0.

ly

LADY
left.

&

or Gent that sends us
their address will receive something of great
value free by mail. On.

pi about two

178

reenwich

hundred

St, N.Y.

:

THE

MORNING

84151 .

STAR

|

TERMS: $2.60 per year; or, if paid in ad- vance, $2,20.
i

"REMITTANCES

must be made in mon- -

ey-orders or bank-checks

if possible, or in a -

Tegistered letter vet us risk and oxXpense, |
DOVER, N. I.

ENDORSED BY OVER THIRTY SEWING
MACHINE EXHIBITORS at PARIS and
PHILADELPHIA as being '' Very
Strong, Smooth, and Excel«’
lent
Thread.’

ns

usually come under the head of bakers’ are very
scarce and wanted at7 @ 8c # 10).
:
CHEESE~There hae been a slight reaction in.
the market and last week’s prices are not. fully’

OSS an

Ear. How
ancesof these

amily should
have, Sent Free to all,
Dr.C.E.SHOEMAKER, duralSurgeon,

’

For the Whiskers.
?
This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any

RYE.—The market is quiet and the sales have

Low grades, such

Ss

Buckingham’s Dye

at $5256 @ $6 ¥ bbl.

4

CoRrN.—The demand from the trade has been
moderate, dealers purchasing only in lots as want.
ed at 47) @ 48%¢ ¥ bu for
mixed and yellow.
OAT8.—S8tocks
are very much reduced and the
market is quite firm, with very light receipts. The
sales of No 1 and extra white have been at 43%
45; No 2 whte al 42 @ 42'¢c, and No 2 mixed an
No 3 white at 41 @ $1%c ¥ bu
{

price for most that arcives.

“

3,784

Totat_

1

consin-and Minnesota extras have been at $6'@ $8
Meal, with sales of 4,000 bbls

“

1,411

ti oe marie GATARRH

prices rang.

# bbl. |

A

“The water 1s for
Bale by many dry
sts, and
may be ordered by thé oro or
lous nih
by addressing
SMALL, Jr.
3t31
LEWISION, ME.

deman

Patent

0,437
206

Silica acid in solution

WU.

quite an active demand for spring wheat ex.
tras for export, and this descripiion is very scarce
and wanted. New St. Louis Flour comes forward
slowly, and sells from 550 @ $6 ¥ bbl. Fresh

extras has been sold at

cana

0,257 gins
1,200

Diseases of the Ear and

Although the advices are not quite so

10g from $4 75 @ $5 50.

On

0,183

Bi.carbonate of Lime,
Bi-carbonate of Magnesia,

3

strong at the close of the week, there is still every
indication of active export movements,
There is

ground spring

is as heen

Chlorine of Sodium,
- Bi-carbonate of Soda,

BOSTON, Saturday, July 28.

than usual.

of Mass.,

contains
Sulphate of Potash,

FLour.—The market has been quite firm the
past week, with favorable advices from Europe
larger export

Berarole X 1 { Estabiished

ly, N
J
|
1867,
An attaretive
Home«School
for Girls.
Varied advantages of the highest order.
Fanl

Quincy Market, Boston.

and the prospect of a much

is in

‘The Forbes Doolan Affair.

Commission
cheese
and

Cellar

she

By W. H. BIsHoP. Auther of “ Detmold.”
1
And
other stories by popular authors. Vol.2, Qvitor:
School Series.
Price 30 cents.

Report.

Beportad by HILTON BROS & CO.,
erchants and dealers in butter,

York.

MINERAL SPRING WATER.

Blood, and will completely change the blood in the
entire system in three months. Any
person who
will lake 1 pilleach night from 1 to

New

term begins Sepi. 13. For circular address
St31
iss RACHELLE GIBBONS HUNT, Prin.

500 MEN OR WOMEN
WANTED

VAUGHAN,

Medford, Mass.
Vegetine is Sold
2t2%eow

76 East Ninth St.,
.
NEW YORK.

NEW RICH Loo

WELL.

Sour POLAND, ME., Oct. 11, 1876.

my

pages sent free to applicants.

73 Hepdoinh Street,
Rif CHICAGO.

THE CREAT Broop PURIFIER

relish

Specimen

O.

MY DAUGHTER
SUSAN:
Vol IV.
Ide
Hour Series. By PANSY. 15 Illustrations. Price,

3

BIGLOW & MAIN Publishers.

NATURE'S REMEDY.

well, and

of
Mr.

“ Open Letter to all Singing People,” is alone

worth the price of the book.

& Co0.,

805 BROADWAY,
St

methods
others.

VARIETY.

CHURCH

Cincinnati,

Sent by Mail on receipt of 73 cents.
$7.50 per dozen, by Express.

Cultivator.

Vegetine for what

and

Instruction are far in advance of all

and successful silk culture be established as a
permasent industry in many portions of our

SHE

SOVEREIGN

Mr. Palmer's Theory of Music

the

IN CREAT

Price 75 cts. by mail; 87 50 per dozen by express.
Specimen pages and full particulars
on application,
PUBLISHED BY

JOHN

Bright, New,
Inspiring Songs,
Glees, Choruses, ete.

sti uction

BRILLIANT SECULAR CHORUSES,
TOUCHING PATHETIC PIECES,
BRIGHT AND HUMOROUS SONGS,
CHOICE CHANTS,
VOCAL CULTURE CONDENSED,
DEVOTIONAL
EXERCISES,
GLEES, PART SONGS, ETC.,

66 WEST FOURTH ST,

192 LARGE PAGES OF

silk from the cocoons, and of patient care and attention to the details of the business.
It is not
impossible that these will in time be overcome,
country. —Am.

light

' By H.R. PALMER.

soil

the worms, of reeling

With

~ Por All Singing Deogle!

8ilk is to the fabrics what gold is to the metals
and the diamond is to other precious stones. It
due

of exag.

with real gems, and Smbracing many entirely new
features for singing-class work.
Its course of instruction is the best yet offered, and these are

Oc (, H. EGBLESTON
CO., Chicago,lil

$40,000.

is believed not to be

OF

Wi
FINGER,

pressure
the Herniais
held securely day and night, and a rad
ical cure is certain. It is easy, durable
and cheap. Sent by mail, postage
paid,
Circulars free.
Address, Eggleston Truss Co., Manfrs,

raised

To prevent the total destruction of the edelweiss, one of the prettiest flowers of the Swiss
Alps, the Federal Council of Berne have forbidden its sale with the roots attached.
;
Savaonah has just shipped to Liverpool the
largest cargo of rosin ever exported from this
country.
It contained #650 barrels, which are
valued at nearly

View

THE PAD.

00) aces of the most fertile land in India.
Hampshire legislature has

fear

geration, promise that you will find it complete in
every department— filled from foundation to dome

~The English hop crop is almost a failure this
year, especially in Kent.
Boston consumes 1,000,000 tons of coal per anBum, and the amount is increasing.
The poppy is credited, with monopolizing 1,000,

a

are specially

TRUSS |THE PALACE 07 S000.”

TRINITY HALL, Beverly, N.J., gives a full and

authorizing

which

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Price only 35 cents.
r——

The New

this class of

diseases is

com-

mands 63e @lb.

of his magnifi-

Everybody sings the praises of 4damson’s. Botanic Cough Balsam because it is an article of
merit, of more value than gold; it relieves distress, restores health, and prolongs life.
What

act

New Jersey.

Northern continue to be made at $16 @ $17 ¢ ton.
The lower grades at $10 @ $15 & ton.
Rye straw

pl
>

water

to

re.

HAY AND STRAW.—The demand for choice Hay
is equal to the oupply, and sales of Eastern and

ful business man.
Those of our readers who real
ly wish to purchase a first-class plano or organ
should not fail to read his advertisement in anoth-

The London
gallons daily.

01 my

Newspaper giving information hbong
containing testimonialsof thousandy
and you may know sent fireLe.
the hot Sunimer Months,

supplied wjth

new Potatoes, and sales range mostly from 81 75

$24

amounting

be sullicient proo

R= Please Show This Magnificent Offer to Your Neighbors, “50
all orders to
DANIEL F. BEATTY, Washington,

Address

annual Mid-Summer Holiday Offer. It is by far
the best offer of its kind yet made by this success-

any

IMITATIONS!

MAYOR

with its BONBS

of daollnrs, should

sponsibility, Hiastrated
costol Pianosand Organs,
who are using my instrnments, same of wham may be in your own neighborhood
Sead for Special Mid-Summer Circular now ready. This offer only good during

HON. DANIEL F. BEATTY.
DANIEL F. BEATTY, the newly elected Mayor of
Washington, New Jersey, the famous piano and

to

pay

#

ELECTED

PORK.—The market continues

free scholarship

and

PIANOS
upwards. [DDEWARE OF

OO Ilnving reectitly beens’

$13 @ $14 ¥ ton.

could

$96.25

throughout the entire civilized world shall be wasepiesented Uy

Af such times, the tonic of the cold bath

and mercy

Price during the Micsummer Months, only

House in America,
M Ore wusolleited testimoniis than any t
facturce,
1 have extended my sales now over the entira w
Tie sun chines no where | at it lights my Insteaments.
Since my
cent return from an extended tour through the Continent
.
rope, Jam more determined
than ever that no eitv, town or villare

is very serviceable.

form?

parlor or drawing-room, Retail price raked fy: such an
Ly Cio Xonopolists® Agents, about $370,060,

ome, fis
freight both
Remember, thisoffer is
tt the very
lowest fpure, and 1
h positively will not deviate from this price, Warranted for 6 yours,
L¥ Every Organ sold, eeily others, 33
The most succ
aL

of courtplaster for the wrinkles, which soon eradicates these emblems of cave and age.
Barus, Those who enjoy the domestic conven:
ience for bathing freely, a good bath-roow, frequently indulge in very warm baths in hot weather, being actuated by tne belief that they are more
cooling than cold baths. ln one respect this is
true, but warm baths are enervating, and detract
from the physical strength, especially in warm

greater office of'kindness

French

as represented, return ab my expense, 1 payi

not

one tea-

cent offer at ance.

Fiye (5) Octaves.

vit only after you Lave fully tested it at yourown h

stead of cold; if the wrinkles are deep-seated, apply a little turpentine to the wrinkles for a few
nights beforz retiring.
Some ladies use a patch

themselves

Cabinet
in.; Length, 501in,

Dep

Thirteen (13) Stops.

TFloage orler the Instrument at once,

dry.

and avail

.

n, ;

el

For SUNBURN. Milk of almonds, obtained at
the druggist’s, is as good as anything to use, and
t7 keep wrinkles out of the face use tepid water in-

er column,

immense reduction
& point beyond

BEATTY

ed for the
Instrument

toes carefully; bake in a moderately hot oven;
put a little butter in the pan, and see that they do

organ manufacturer, comes

HE

this Organ renders it the most desivable ever before manufactur.

stale bread crumbs, corn, onions, parsley, butter,
pepper and salt; chop very fine, and fill the toma-

weather.

tiful

in orderto

aheautiful, neat detty's Improved Knee Swell, and
y's new Excelsior
Grand Organ Knee Swell, The mechanism, design, and musicin

a moderately stiff batter; stir briskly for five minutes, drop mto hot gem bakers, and bake about
half an hour.
:
STUFFED TOMATOES.
Get them as large and
firm as possible; cut a round place in the top of
each, and scrape out all the soft parts; mix with

not burn or become

le

Vencered Paneled Cases highly finished, and

those places where bookcases, bureaus, ete. make
# dark, it will prevent the moths from laying
their eggs in them.
:

pint sour

er
bi-

lor the

ORGAN
rn
R
Grand toright

soft.

One

yioes

Description PTY

REPELLING MOTHS.
If fine-cut tobacco is
sprinkled under the edges of carpets,” and under

GRAHAM GEMS.

foam Jormer

oor Lat the above bemarioanty Low w ae it

Three (1) Kets Reeds.

MR. H. R. STEVENS.

Collegiate Institute.

h

Two cupfuls sugar, two cupfuls

tarter, two of soda;

inetion

Villgell the following elaborate | highly n

yle
net or Parlor Organ duriy
onths, foronly
\
rice for this
L
Ycarsp:! been during the
t
winter $125.00,
but
more widely known,
Order at onee ! My chief object in making this
Puiasummer being to push my sales up to
ormer com parison.

sweet milk, two eggs, half teacupful butter, half
a nutmeg, a little salt, four teaspoonfuls of cream

pride and the wealth of every resident.
Wilton

Great
Warranted fr

.

!

FRIED CAKES.

have the shorter

handle of tae lever in soliciting from the
friends of the college in our own city in behalf
of the beautiful buildings that are at once the

ONLY

(From the American Cultivator.)
CORN MUFFINS. Six ounces flour, three ounces
Indian meal, two tablespoonfuls melted butter,
one egg, one-half pint milk, three tablespoonfuls
baking powder.
THE EYE. To remove cinders from the eve, take
a small camel’s hair brush dipped in water, and
pass it over the ball of the eye, the lid being held
open for the time. It is a simple and effective op-

spoonful

Educational.
Hillsdale

Bural and Bomestic.

submerg-

-

SPECTAL

5

~ @orrespondence,

experience of 60 years by
our Senior Partner warrants the
claim that our Thread has merit of no
ordinary character, A trial will prove this.

29-TO BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS.
"ea

SOFT
Nis!

3

